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Chapter 1 Review of OLI
Chemistry and Thermodynamics

Overview
The databases of OLI Systems provide the foundation of our
aqueous simulations. We need to briefly discuss the database
content and review the OLI Aqueous Thermodynamic
Package

Database Contents
Chemistry

 V7.0 (April 2006)
 10000+ Components
 (Over 15,000 individual species)
 Includes Stability Constant Databook
 (Over 4900 individual species)
Current Coverage of the Periodic Table
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Figure 1-1 Current coverage of the periodic table. Shaded area are currently covered.

For example, when the element Mg is covered, the database
contains most of the major oxides, hydroxides, halides,
sulfates, phosphates, nitrates, carbonates, etc.
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Principal Chelating/Complexing Agents

NH3
CN
Acetic Acid
Glycolic Acid
Glycine
Citric Acid
EDTA
Oxalic Acid
NTA
DTPA
Tartaric Acid
Plus Halides, Nitrates, Phosphates, etc.
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Thermodynamic Review
The Equilibrium Constant
The evaluation of the following equation is central to the OLI
Software:

 RG o   RT ln K
Where  R G is the partial molal, standard-state Gibbs Free Energy
of Reaction, R is the Gas Constant (8.314 J/mole/K), T is the
temperature (Kelvin) and K is the equilibrium constant. The subscript
R refers not to the gas constant but to an equilibrium reaction.
o

This refers to the total
free energy, not just the
standard-state portion.

We define

 RG

as:

 RG   vi  f Gi ( PRODUCTS)   vi  f Gi ( REACTANTS )
i

i

Where i is the Stoichiometric coefficient and  f Gi is the Gibbs Free
Energy of Formation for a species.

Principal Thermodynamic Properties
Each thermodynamic property is composed of two parts. The first is
the standard state part which is only a function of temperature and
pressure (denoted by the superscript o).
The second is the excess part which is a function of temperature and
pressure as well as concentration (denoted by the superscript E).

Partial Molal Gibbs Free Energy
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Gi  Gi o  Gi E
Partial Molal Enthalpy

H i  H io  H iE
Partial Molal Entropy

Si  Sio  SiE
Partial Molal Heat Capacity

C pi  C pio  C piE
Partial Molal Volume

Vi  Vi o  Vi E
Note: Superscript 0 = Standard State Property
Superscript E = Excess Property
HKF (Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers)Equation of State1,2
Working since 1968, Helgeson, et. al., have found that the standardstate thermodynamic property of any species in water can be
represented by a function with seven terms which have specific values
for each species.
These seven terms (a1-4, c1-2, and ) are integration constants for
volume (a), heat capacity (c ) and temperature and pressure properties
of water ( ). They are independent of the data system used to obtain
them.

H io  H iR  f Hi a1 ,...., a4 , c1 , c2 , 
1

H.C.Helgeson, D.H.Kirkham, G.C.Flowers. Theoretical Prediction of the Thermodynamic Behavior of Aqueous
Electrolytes at High Pressures and Temperatures - Parts I through IV. American Journal of Science 1974, 1976, 1981.
2
J.C.Tanger, IV Doctorial Thesis. “Calculation of the Standard Partial Molal Thermodynamic Properties of Aqueous
Ions and Electrolytes at High Pressures and Temperatures” University of California at Berkley, 1986 H.C.Helgeson
Advisor.
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Gio  GiR  SiR T  T R  f Gi a1 ,...., a4 , c1 , c2 , 

Sio  SiR  f Si a1 ,...., a4 , c1 , c2 , 
Cpio  CpiR  f Cpi a1 ,...., a4 , c1 , c2 , 

Vi o  Vi R  fVi a1 ,...., a4 , c1 , c2 , 
Superscript R
Superscript o
a1...a4
c1, c2


- Reference State Property (25C, 1 bar)
- Standard State Property
- Pressure Effects
- Temperature Effects
- Pressure, Temperature Effects
The Helgeson Equation of State Parameters are used to predict
equilibrium constants.

Log K vs. Temperature
HCO3- = H+ + CO3-2
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Figure 1-2 The logarithm of the equilibrium constant (LOG K) for the dissociation of the
bicarbonate ion as a function of temperature at saturation
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pressure. The symbols represent the data taken from the references listed in the footnotes
3,4,5,6,7
but the line was generated from the equation of state.

The Helgeson Equation of State
Enthalpy

 H Po ,T

 1   1 
 P
  a1 P  Pr   a 2 ln 
  H of  c1 T  Tr   c2 
  
   Pr
 T     Tr   






   P   2T   
1 
 1   
  a3 P  Pr   a 4 ln 
    1  TY  T   1
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 T  P
   Pr   T   

 1

  Pr,Tr 
 1   Pr,Tr Tr Yr
  Pr,Tr

Gibbs Free Energy
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   P    P 


GPo ,T  G of  S Pr,o Tr T  Tr   c1 T ln    T  Tr   a1 P  Pr   a2 ln 
T


P


P
r 
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  r


 P
 a3 P  Pr   a 4 ln 
   Pr


  1   1     T  T  Tr T   
 1 

 

  c2  
  
  2 ln 

T


T


T







 r
      T Tr   


 1

1 
    1   Pr,Tr 
 1   Pr,Tr YPr,Tr T  Tr 


  Pr,Tr

Volume

 1  
 1  1 
 1   
V o  a1  a2 
   a3  a 4 

  Q    1

P 
   P  T   
   P T
3

H.S.Harned and S.R.Scholes. The Ionization Constant of HCO3- from 0 to 50o. J.Am.Chem.Soc. 63,1706 (1941)

4

R.Nasanen. Zur Einwirkung der Saure und Basenzusatze auf die Fallungskurvevon Bariumcarbonate. Soumen
Kemistilehti 90,24 (1946)
5

F. Cuta and F.Strafelda. The second dissociation constant of carbonic acid between 60 and 90 oC. Chem. Listy 48,1308
(1954)
6

B.N.Ryzhenko. Geochemistry International 1,8 (1963)

7

C.S.Patterson, G.H.Slocum, R.H.Busey and R.E.Mesmer. Carbonate equilibrium in hydrothermal systems: First
ionization of carbonic acid in NaCl media to 300 oC. Geoch.Cosmoh.Acta 46,1653 (1982)
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Heat Capacity at Constant Pressure
2
2
   P 
 1   2T 
  
 1    



Cp  c1  c2 
a P  Pr   a4 ln 
 
3  3
  TX  2TY  T   T    1 T 2 


P
 T     T   

P


p
r 

Entropy
o

o
S o  S Pr,
Tr  c1 ln

2
 P
T c2  1   1  1  Tr T     1  
  ln 
  
 
  
 a3 P  Pr   a 4 ln 
Tt   T     Tr      T Tr     T    
   Pr





 1   
 Y    1
   Pr,Tr YPr,Tr

 T  P
Where
H
=
Enthalpy
G
=
Gibbs Free Energy
V
=
Volume
Cp
=
Heat Capacity at constant Pressure
S
=
Entropy
T
=
Temperature
P
=
Pressure

=
228 K

=
2600 Bar

=
Temperature and Pressure dependent term for electrostatic nature of the electrolytes
Q
=
Pressure functions of the dielectric constant

=
Dielectric constant of water
a1,…,a4
=
Pressure dependent terms
c1, c2 =
Temperature dependent terms

Excess Properties
Excess properties are a function of temperature, pressure and
composition. It is with the excess properties that we begin to introduce
the concept of activities and activity coefficients.
The excess property that we are most concerned with is the excess
Gibbs Free Energy:
The activity of a species in solution can be defined as:

ai   i mi
o
=
G
 RT ln ai
Gi
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o
=
G
 RT ln mi  RT ln  i
Gi
E
Gi = RT ln  i

Note: Other excess properties involve various partial
derivatives of i with respect to temperature and/or
pressure.

 ln  i 
Hi  RT
T  P
E

2

Ionic Strength
Ionic Strength is defined by the following equation:

nI

I = 1/2  ( zi2 mi )
i=1

where, nI = number of charged species
For Example, a 1.0 molal solution of NaCl has 1.0 moles of
Na+1 ion and 1.0 moles of Cl-1 ion per Kg H2O.

I



 



1
1 2
2
2
2

Z Na1  mNa1   Z Cl 1  mCl 1   1 1   1 1  1
2
2
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Therefore the ionic strength is 1.0 molal.
For Example, a 1.0 molal solution of CaCl2 has 1.0 moles of
Ca+2 ion and 2.0 moles of Cl-1 ion per Kg H2O.

I



 



1
1 2
2
2
2

Z Ca2  mCa2   Z Cl 1  mCl 1   2 1   1 2  3
2
2
There for the ionic strength is 3.0 molal, or we can say that a
1.0 Molal solution of CaCl2 behaves similar to a 3.0 molal
Solution of NaCl

Definition of Aqueous Activity Coefficients

log i = long range + short range

Long Range: Highly dilute solutions (e.g., 0.01 m NaCl).
The ions are separated sufficiently such that
the only interactions are between the ions and
the solvent.

Short Range: Increased concentrations. The ions are now
beginning to interact with themselves
(oppositely charged species attract, like
charged species repel) in addition to the
interactions with the solvent.
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Long Range Terms

 z 2 A(T ) I

ln  i 

1  Å B(T )

I

Å

ion size parameter

A(T), B(T)

Debye-Huckel parameters related to
dielectric constant of water.

At 25 oC and 1 Atmosphere8:

8

A(T) =

0.5092

kg1/2/mole1/2

B(T) =

0.3283

kg1/2/mole1/2-cm x10-8

H.C.Helgeson and D.H.Kirkham. American Journal of Science Vol. 274, 1199 (1974)
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Short Range Terms

no

 ( b (T, I) m
ij

j

)

j=1

where, no = Number of oppositely charged species.

For Example Consider: H2O/CO2/NH3
Cations:

H+, NH4+

Anions:

OH-, HCO3-1, CO3-2, NH2CO2-

Short Range Term for NH4+:

b11(T,I) * mHCO3 + b12(T,I) * mCO3 + b13 (T,I) * mOH + b14(T,I) * mNH2CO2

11 = NH4:HCO3
12 = NH4:CO3
13 = NH4:OH
14 = NH4:NH2CO2
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Modern Formulations

1. Bromley - Meissner : Semi-Correlative9,10
Can predict and extrapolate excess properties when data is limited or
unavailable.

2. Pitzer: Highly Interpolative11
Somewhat model dependent. Considerable caution is
required when using the large amount of published data to
verify the standard state model employed.
3. Helgeson: Limited in Scope12

Bromley
Log   

Where
A =
I =
B =
 =
Z+ =
Z- =

 A | ZZ | I
1 I



0.06  0.6B  | Z  Z  | I  BI

1.5 
1 

 | ZZ | I 

2

Debye-Huckel Constant
Ionic Strength
Bromley parameter
Mean activity coefficient
Charge of the cation
Charge of the anion

Meissner

   1/ Z  Z 
9

L.A.Bromley. J.Chem.Thermo.,4,669 (1972)
H.P.Meissner. AIChE Symp.Ser.No. 173,74,124 (1978)
11
K.S.Pitzer,et.al. J.Soln.Chem,4,249(1975); J.Phys.Chem.,81,1872(1977); J.Soln.Chem. 7,327(1978);
J.Am.Chem.Soc.96,5701(1974)
12
H.C.Helgeson, D.H.Kirkham and G.C.Flowers. Am.J.Sci. 281,1249(1981)
10
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 o  1.0  B1.0  0.1I   B *
q

B  0.75  0.065q
Log * 

 0.5107 I
1 C I

C  1.0  0.055q exp( 0.02312I 3 )
Where  is the reduced activity coefficient, q is the Meissner q value, I
is the ionic strength.
The family of q values are:
Reduced Gamma v. I

100
q=4.0

Reduced Gamma

q=4.0

10

q=2.0

q=1.0
1

q=0
q=-1.0

q=-2.6

0.1
1

10

100

Ionic Strength

Figure 1-3 the Meissner q lines

Bromley-Zematis
Joseph Zematis, formerly of OLI Systems, Inc., now deceased,
extended the work of Bromley in that he added two new terms13. The
Bromley-Zematis activity model is:

13

Zemaitis, J.F., Jr, Clark, D.M., Rafal, M. and Scrivner, N.C., Handbook of Aqueous Electrolyte Thermodynamics,
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, New York, 1986.
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Log   

 A | Z  Z  | I 0.06  0.6 B  | Z  Z  | I

 BI  CI 2  DI 3
2
1 I

1.5 
1 

 | ZZ | I 

Where C and D are new terms. Each of the B, C, and D terms have the
following temperature functionality.

B  B1  B2T  B3T 2

(Where T is temperature in centigrade)

The other coefficients have the same form:

C  C1  C2T  C3T 2
D  D1  D2T  D3T 2
Pitzer

 2   
ln    | Z  Z  | f  m
 


Where
f
+

m

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

B
C 

1.5
 

 
2 2   
 B  m 
C








The “Debye-Huckel” term.14
Stoichiometric coefficient for the cation
Stoichiometric coefficient for the anion
+ + Concentration in molal
Pitzer B term, containing the adjustable parameters
Pitzer C term, containing adjustable parameters

Helgeson

Log   

 A | Z i Z l | I
1  a0 B I


    k
k


 bk Yk I 
k

 i ,k
k

b Y I 
l il l  l ,k
l
k

bil Yi I 
i  
i


Where
A
Zi
Zl

=
=
=

Debye-Huckel constant according to Helgeson
Charge on the cation
Charge on the anion

a0

=

ion size parameter

14

IBID, Page 74
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B
I


k
k
i,k
l,k
bi,l
Yi
Yl

i
l
Zi
Zl

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Extended Debye-Huckel term according to Helgeson
True ionic strength which includes the effects of complexation
Conversion of molal activity to mole fraction activity
Electrostatic effects on the solvent due to the species k
moles of electrolyte (summation)
moles of cation per mole of electrolyte
moles of anion per mole of electrolyte
adjustable parameter for the ion-ion interaction.
fraction of ionic strength on a true basis attributed to the cation
fraction of ionic strength on a true basis attributed to the anion
½ the cation charge
½ the anion charge
the cation charge
the anion charge

Neutral Species
Neutral molecules in water are affected by other species in solution.
The salting in and out of a gas is a typical example. When Oxygen is
dissolved into pure water, it has a typical solubility. When salt is
added, the solubility decreases. This is most-likely due to an
interaction between the sodium ions and the neutral oxygen molecule
and the interaction between the chloride ions and the neutral oxygen
molecule.

Figure 1-4 The solubility of oxygen in NaCl solutions at 25 C, 1 Atmosphere
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1. Setschenow15
This characterizes a phenomena known as salting in/out. The
formulation is in terms of the ratio of solubilities in pure water to an
aqueous salt solution at a constant temperature.

Ln  aq 

S0
 kmS
SS

Where
S0

=

Solubility of the gas in pure water

SS

=

Solubility of the gas in a salt solution

K

=

Setschenow coefficient

ms

=

Concentration of the salt.

In this case, the K is approximately = -0.0002
Unfortunately, this approach is limited to a single temperature.

15

J.Setchenow., Z.Physik.Chem., 4,117 (1889)
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2. Pitzer16
A more rigorous approach than Setschenow. Effects of
temperature and composition can be modeled.
Ln  aq  2 0( mm) mm  2 0( ms ) ms

Where
0(m-m) =

The adjustable parameter for molecule – molecule
interactions.
(a function of temperature)

0(m-s) =

The adjustable parameter for molecule – ion
interactions.
(A function of temperature)

mS

=

The concentration of the neutral species.

Multiphase Model
Solid-Aqueous Equilibrium

General Equilibrium Form
Si = p1 P1 + p2 P2 + ... pp Pp
Examples
NaCl(cr) = Na+ (aq) + Cl-(aq)
CaSO4.2H2O(cr) = Ca+2(aq) + SO4-2(aq) + 2H2O
16

K.S.Pitzer,et.al. J.Soln.Chem,4,249(1975); J.Phys.Chem.,81,1872(1977); J.Soln.Chem. 7,327(1978);
J.Am.Chem.Soc.96,5701(1974)
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Solid Phase Thermodynamic Properties

T

P

TR

PR

GSi  G  S (T  T )   CpdT   VdP
R
Si

R
Si

R

Cp = a1 + a2T + a3T-2

V = b1

Under the conditions
normally simulated, the
compressibility of the
solid remains constant.

Log10Ksp(T,P) = A + B/TK + CTK + DT2K + E + FP + GP2

Mixed EOS Model

General Thermodynamic Equation
Vapor-Aqueous

GV i = G Aqi
GVi + RTln(  Vi yi P) = G Aqi + RTln(  i mi )
o

o

a Aqi =  i mi
f Vi =  Vi yi P

OLI Data Analysis
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The reference state for
the vapor is the ideal
gas.

o
o
GVi + RTln( f Vi ) = G Aqi + RTln( a Aqi )

( GoAqi - GVio )
a Aqi
K = EXP [
] =
f Vi
RT
Non-Aqueous Liquid-Aqueous
G Li = G Aqi

Notice that the reference
state for the non-aqueous
liquid is the ideal gas
vapor.

GVio + RTln(  Li xi P) = GoAqi + RTln(  i mi )

f Li =  Li X i P
o
o
GVi + RTln( f Li ) = G Aqi + RTln( a Aqi )

( G oAqi - G oLi )
a
K = EXP[
] = Aqi
RT
f Li
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Limitations of the Current OLI Aqueous Thermodynamic
Model
Aqueous Phase
XH2O > 0.65
-50oC < T < 300oC
0 Atm < P < 1500 Atm
0 < I < 30
Non-aqueous Liquid
Currently no separate activity coefficient Model (i.e., no
NRTL, Unifaq/Uniqac)
Non-aqueous and vapor fugacity coefficients are determined
from the Enhanced SRK17 Equation of State.
Vapor critical parameters (Tc, Pc, Vc, and 18) are correlated
to find a Fugacity coefficient.

Scaling Tendencies
What is a scaling tendency?
It is the ratio of the real-solution solubility product to the
thermodynamic limit based on the thermodynamic
equilibrium constant.

17

G.Soave.Chem.Eng.Sci.27,1197(1972)

18

This is the acentric factor which is not the same as Helgeson’s
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For Example, Consider this dissolution

NaHCO3(s) = Na+ + HCO3-

The Ion Activity Product (IAP) is defined as the product of specific
ions (in this case the ions resulting from the dissociation of a particular
solid).
Let’s consider a 1.0 molal NaHCO3 solution:

IAP = NamNaHCO3mHCO3
Assuming Ideal Solution Activities

Na

=

1.0

HCO3 =

1.0

mna =

1.0

mHCO3 =

1.0

IAP = (1.0)(1.0)(1.0)(1.0)
IAP = 1.0
The Solubility Product (KSP) is the thermodynamic limit of ion
availability

Ksp = NamNaHCO3mHCO3
KSP = 0.403780
The Scaling Tendency is then the ratio of available ions to the
thermodynamic limit.

ST = IAP/KSP
ST = 1.0/0.403780
ST = 2.48
Was assuming ideal conditions valid??
The actual species concentration and activity coefficients are:

Na

=

0.598
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HCO3 =

0.596
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mna =

0.894

mHCO3 =

0.866

This results in a different IAP

IAP= (0.598)(0.894)(0.596)(0.866)
IAP=0.276
The new Scaling Tendency is therefore:

ST = IAP/Ksp
ST = 0.276/0.40378
ST = 0.683
Why are the concentrations not equal to 1.0? Speciation and chemical
equilibria tend to form complexes which provide a “Sink” for
carbonate species. In this example:

CO2o
NaHCO3o
CO32NaCO3-

=
=
=
=

0.016 molal
0.101 molal
0.012 molal
0.004 molal

What does the Scaling Tendency Mean?
If ST < 1, then the solid is under-saturated
If ST > 1, then the solid is super-saturated
If ST = 1, then the solid is at saturation
Scaling Index = Log (ST)
What is the TRANGE?
TRANGE is a the nomenclature for solids that have been fit to a
polynomial form rather than pure thermodynamics.
The polynomial has this functional form:

Log K = A + B/T + CT + DT2
It is known that polynomials may not extrapolate well. Incorrect
predictions of Scaling Tendency may result. Therefore the applicable
range is generally limited to data set.

OLI Data Analysis
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Consider Na2CO3/H2O
There are 4 solids of interest in this system. They are:
Solid

Temperature Range (C)

Na2CO310H2O

0-35

Na2CO37H2O

35-37

Na2CO31H2O

37-109

Na2CO3

109-350

This table implies that these solids change their form as the
temperature increases. Each solid was fit to the above polynomial.
There may be problems if the extrapolated values from higher number
hydrates extend to the regions where the lower number hydrates are
stable.
LOG K v Temperature for Na2CO3 solids
5

0

LOG
K10
LOG K7

-5
Log K

LOG K1

Na2CO3.10

-10

Na2CO3.1H2O

LOG
KPPT
Series5

Na2CO3ppt

Series6

-15

Na2CO3.7H2O
-20
273

293

313

333

353

373

393

413

Temperature (K)

Figure 1-5 Plot of Log K vs. Temperature. The Log K's have been extrapolated.

It can be seen that the deca-hydrate species does not extrapolate well
to high temperatures. If we concern ourselves with 350K, we can can
see that if the solid was allows to be in the model, the equilibrium
based solver will attempt include it over the actual solid which is the
mono-hydrate.
Since the deca-hydrate species is outside its temperature range, it will
be mathematically eliminated from the equations.
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Conversion of equilibrium constants from the
Hydronium Ion basis to the Hydrogen Ion basis19.
Equilibrium constants for acid dissociation reactions have a different
format in the MSE hydronium ion framework. Let’s use Hydrogen
Chloride to show an example of the conversion from the hydronium
basis to the hydrogen ion basis.
For the purposes of this comparison, the square brackets are equivalent
to the activity of the species. The superscript HION denotes the
hydrogen ion basis; the superscript HYDRO denotes the hydronium
ion basis.
For the de-protonation reaction, written in the HION basis

HClaq  H   Cl 
The corresponding K-equation would be expressed as
HION
K HCl


Cl  H 
HCl 




aq

For the hydronium ion basis, the de-protonation reaction would be
written as follows

HClaq  H 2 O  H 3O   Cl 
The corresponding K-equation would be expressed as
HYDRO
K HCl


Cl  H O 
HCl  H O




3

aq

2

So

K iHION & K iHYDRO are written differently

19

This section was originally authored by Jim Berthold (OLI Systems) but was corrected and modified by Steven Grise
(Dupont).
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In order to convert the hydronium basis K to the hydrogen ion basis K,
one must use the K-equations for the hydronium ion in the MSE
framework and the water dissociation reaction from the Aqueous
framework in the following way:

2H 2 O  H 3O   OH 

H O  OH 



K

HYDRO
H 2O

3



H 2 O2

and

H 2 O  H   OH 
K HHION

2O

H  OH 




H 2 O

Combining equations yields

K

HION
HCl

 
 



 

2
HYDRO
 Cl   H 3O    K H 3O   H 2 O   H   OH  




 HCl  H O   H O   OH    K HION  H O 
aq
2
3
2

 

  H 2O









Therefore,

K

HION
HCl



 K

HYDRO
HCl



 K HHYDRO
2O
  HION
 KH O
2







To maintain thermodynamic consistency for K(HCl) between the two
frameworks, the ratio of the two different K(H2O) must equal 1.0. So,

 K HHYDRO
 2O
 K HHION
2O


 
H 2 O2

  H 3O   OH 
 







 

  H   OH 

  H O
2
 

  H O H 

H O 



2



3

For the hypothetical reaction
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H 3O   H 2 O  H 

K

'
H 2O


H 2 O  H  

 1.0

H O 


3

So,

   rxn G 
K H' 2O  exp 
  1.0
 RT 
And therefore,

 rxnG  0.0  G Hf 2O  G Hf   G Hf 3O
By definition, Gf for H+ = 0.0

 rxnG  0.0  G Hf 2O  G Hf   G Hf 3O
And so

G Hf 2O  G Hf 3O
In OLI’s thermodynamic framework this requires the development of
Helgeson parameters for H3O+ by matching fG for H2O as closely as
possible. This was done for a temperature range of 0 to 300 C and for
pressures up to over 1000 atmospheres. The attached figure compares
the predicted pH for water using the H+ and H3O+ ions. The largest
difference is about 0.001 pH units.
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Figure 1-6

How is pH calculated in the mole fraction based
concentration basis?20
The new mole fraction based concentration basis available in the OLI
software (ESP version 7.0 or Analyzers 2.0 or later) report activity
coefficients on a different basis than in the older software. Hand
calculations of such values such as pH can be confusing. This
document will take you through two examples of how pH is
calculated.
Further confusion is that the reported activity coefficient is different
depending on the basis selected. We will examine each basis in turn.

pH definition
The definition of pH in the OLI software is the following:
20

This section was originally authored by Jim Berthold (OLI Systems) but corrected and modified by Steve Grise
(Dupont).
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pH   LogaH  
Where aH+ is the activity of the hydrogen ion.
On a molal basis, this expands to:

pH   log(  Hm  mH  )
On a mole fraction basis, this expands to:

pH   log(  Hx  X H  )

The standard aqueous model
In this simulation we have taken a sample at 25 oC, 1.0 Atmospheres,
55.5084 moles of H2O and 0.0001 moles of HCl. The standard
Bromley-Zematis activity model was selected. The program reports
the following information:
H+

=

0.988478

mH+

=

0.0001 mole/Kg H2O

The definition of pH on the molality basis is:

pH  Loga H    Log(  Hm  mH  )   log ( 0.988478 )( 0.0001 )  ( 4.005 )  4.005

Calculating pH in the hydronium ion basis
In the hydronium ion basis, there is no hydrogen ion. This makes a
direct conversion difficult. Some additional conversions are required.
We are using the same compositions as before.
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The solution results are:
XH3O+ =

1.8015 x 10-6

XH2O =

0.9999964

H3O+x =

0.988515

H2Ox =

1.0000

Our major concern here is that we need to have an effective
concentration of the hydrogen ion which does not exist in this
framework. We know that the following definition is true:
H3O+ = H+ + H2O
Since the activities on both sides must be equal,
aH3O+ = aH+aH2O
Or
aH  

a H 3O 
aH 2O

We also know that to convert the mole fraction basis to the molality
basis we can use this conversion:

a Hm   a Hx 

1000
M H 2O

Where MH2O is the molecular weight of water (approximately equal to
18.0153 g/mole)
Thus the activity of the hydrogen ion on a molality basis is:
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aHm  

aHx 3O 1000
aHx 2O M H 2O

So pH becomes

 ax

 1000 

pH   log( aHm  )   log Hx 3O   log
 aH 2 O 
 M H 2O 
Where

a Hx 3O    Hx 3O  X H 3O   ( 0.988515 )( 1.8015x10 6 )  1.77933x10 6

And

aHx 2O   Hx 2O X H 2O  (1.000)(0.999996)  0.999996
Thus pH becomes

 1.77933x10 6
pH   log( a Hm  )   log 
 0.999996


  log 55.5084  4.005


Summary
We have seen that the evaluation of the equilibrium constant is an
important factor in simulating aqueous systems. A rigorous
thermodynamic framework has been developed to support the
simulation
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Chapter 2 The OLI databook

Overview
In this chapter we will review features of the OLI Databook, how to
use the Databook in a model and how to create and modify a private
Databook.

OLI/Databook

The following instructions are designed to take you on a tour through
some of the interesting features of OLI Databook.
OLI Systems provides five standard databases that can be used in
generating a chemistry model. These databases are:
PUBLIC

This is used in every chemistry model

GEOCHEM

This contains minerals of geological interest

LOWTEMP

Species that exist below ambient conditions are
included in this database

CORROSIO A database to support oxidation/reduction chemistry
LAB

A database containing only molecular weights that
supports the WaterAnalyzer Program.

Overview
In this tour we will review some of the important species data for the
mineral CaSO3 and the gas carbon dioxide (CO2).

OLI Data Analysis
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The Tour Starts Here ...
o

Pleae start ESP, if you have not done so.

Figure 2-1 ESP Main Menu

o

You will now see the initial window of ESP - "Selecting Which
Program". You should see that ESP Process is highlighted with
the cursor bar.
Use the down arrow key to select OLI Databook. Press <Enter>
to select this program. (The up and down <Arrow Keys> should
be used whenever you would like to move the cursor bar to another
line).

Figure 2-2 Some of the OLI Provided databooks
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o

You will now see the initial window of the OLI Databook "Opening Which Databook". If the PUBLIC database is not
visible, press the <Down Arrow> key to find it. When the
PUBLIC Databank is highlighted press <Enter> to continue.

Figure 2-3 List of chapters in databook.

o

You will now be given a choice of several different Chapters.
Open OLI Databook to the SPECIES Chapter (which is currently
highlighted) by pressing <Enter>.

Searching for a Species Via the Periodic Table ...
In fact, remembering the
name of an organic
species can be rather
difficult. This option is
recommended for finding
our name for a
particular organic
species.

OLI Data Analysis

o

ESP now invites you to enter a particular Species Name. Let us
suppose that we do not remember the name of the species we are
seeking and all we remember is that the species we are looking for
contains both calcium (Ca) and sulfur (S).
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Figure 2-4 Species Entry Screen

The next step should be to press <F10>, the Action Key. The
Action Key is used throughout ESP as the means of reaching the
Action Bar. The first field on the Action Bar, Search, will now be
highlighted. At this point press <Enter> to select Search.

Figure 2-5 Search by screen

o
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A pull down menu will now present a series of Search options.
Use the down arrow to highlight the Periodic Table as the Search
option. Once this is done, press <Enter> and the periodic table
will be displayed.
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Figure 2-6 The Periodic Table

After pressing the space
bar you can enter a
number. The program
will then search for only
those species with that
number of elements. For
example, entering a 2
will search for all
compounds with two
calcium atoms.
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o

Using the Arrow Keys to move around, highlight Ca and then
press the <Space Bar> to select Ca.
Next highlight S and then press the <Space Bar> to select S.
Once this is done, press <Enter> and the search will be done.
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Figure 2-7 Search Results

Sometimes there will
several species with the
same stoichiometry. An
asterisk (*) will be
displayed next to the
formula to indicate a
duplication.

o

At this point, you will see a display of all species containing both
Ca and S. Use the down arrow to highlight CaO3S.

CaO3S, is Calcium Sulfite. Press <Enter> to access information
stored in OLI Databook for this species.

Figure 2-8 Calcium Sulfite
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Looking at the Information Stored for Calcium Sulfite ...
The “>” symbol
indicates that there is
information available.
All species have
“General Information:

o

We now see that there is General Information as well as Solid
Phase data available in the Databank for this solid species. Using
the down arrow, you can highlight the Solid Phase and press
<Enter> to select it.

o

Several data items for the Solid Phase are displayed. Move the
cursor bar with the down arrow to the line beginning with SREF
(Reference State Entropy).

Figure 2-9 Reference State Thermodynamic Data for Calcium Sulfite

The <F1> Help key
sometimes is not very
helpful.

o

At this point, we can take a small excursion in the tour looking at
ESP's online help system. Press <F1>, the Help Key, and peruse
the description of SREF.
Now, press <Esc>, the Quit Key, to return us to where we were
before we selected help. (This is the general convention in ESP for
moving back to the just previous step).

o

OLI Data Analysis

Continuing the tour of the data, press the Action Key to move to
the Action Bar. The first field on the Action Bar, View, will now
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be highlighted. Press <Enter> for a pull down menu of View
options.

Figure 2-10 View List Items

o

You can now view various information about this data entry.
Since the Reference option is highlighted, press <Enter> to
review the detailed reference.
Note that since this reference is a Multi-volume compilation of
data, the ESP reference includes the specific volume and page
number on which the data appears. To continue the tour, press
<Enter> to return to the choices on the View menu.

Figure 2-11 The infamous Russian Handbook

The data is stored in SI
units (or nearly so) and
therefore the units on the
uncertainty is
Joule/Mole/K

o

Now highlight the Quality option, and press <Enter> to look at
the information on uncertainty. When you are ready to continue,
press <Enter> again to go back to the View menu.

We have now completed our excursion into calcium sulfite data.

Perusing the Data on the Vapor Pressure of CO2 ...
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By this time in the tour
we hope you are
comfortable with the
<Esc> key and the
<Action> key to move
around. We will be
providing less and less
illustrations as we
progress.

o

To continue the tour, we now use <Esc> repetitively to work back
to the page of OLI Databook, - "Opening Chapter to Which
Entry", where we describe the species of interest.

o

The cursor will now be on the field which invites us to Enter a
species name. Please Enter CO2 (all caps) being sure that the
entry is followed by all blank characters. At this point press
<Enter> so that the data for CO2 can be made available.

Figure 2-12 Entering CO2

o
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The next step is to highlight the Vapor Phase information. Once
this is done, pressing <Enter> will give us access to this
information.
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Figure 2-13 Reference State thermodynamic values for CO2 in the vapor phase

Vapor pressure (as well
as heat capacity) are
functions of temperature.
Any record in the
database with more than
one value in it is most
likely a temperature
dependent function.

o

To access more information about the vapor pressure, highlight the
line that begins with "VP". This line contains the curve fit
coefficients for vapor pressure.

Using Action Key we can activate the Action Bar. The View
facility will be highlighted; press <Enter> to display the
alternatives offered on the corresponding pull down menu.
o

Since the Reference option of the pull down menu is already
highlighted, press <Enter> to look at the reference. Press
<Enter>, then <Esc> to return to the Action Bar.

o

Using the right arrow key, move to the Evaluate facility and press
<Enter>. The Evaluate Action will prompt for a value for
temperature at which to evaluate the vapor pressure equation. Fill
in any value for temperature, press <Enter>, and the
corresponding calculated value will be computed and displayed.
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Figure 2-14 The evaluate action, enter 25 C

If the temperature entered is outside the displayed temperature
range for the fit of vapor pressure, a warning message will be
displayed on the message line at the bottom of the screen.
o

Enter 25 C and press <Enter>

Figure 2-15 The results of the evaluate action

Dynamically Changing the Units for OLI Databook Displays ...

The coefficients in the
temperature dependent
equations and not always
just a function of
temperature so we do not
change the scalar values
during this operation.

o

We can now press the Quit Key (<Esc>) and return to the Action
Bar. To continue the tour, you should use the left arrow key to
highlight the Units facility on the Action Bar. Press <Enter> to
pop up the window which allows changes to the display units.

o

The cursor will be active on the field which allows entire default
systems of units to be set. Using the right arrow, toggle to
ENGLISH units and press <Enter> to activate these units.
At this point, all scalar values should be changed to the new
system of units. If you press the Action Key to go back to the
Action Bar and then, the right arrow to go back to Evaluate and
then, <Enter> to reactivate the calculator mode, you will now see
the displayed temperature range for the fit in the new units.

You can now repeat the earlier type of calculation, but in the new
system of units. When done, press <Esc> repetitively to back out
to the Chapter Selection window of OLI Databook.

Viewing the Experimental Data for the CO2 Vapor Pressure ...

OLI Data Analysis
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There is a very large
amount of experimental
data that OLI has used to
fit these components that
has not yet been
incorporated into the
database. Contact OLI
for more information

In addition to providing a Reference for the curve fit coefficients for
the CO2 vapor pressure (which we examined earlier), OLI Databook
allows us to access the several data sets upon which the fit was based.

o

To begin this excursion, please highlight the Experimental
Chapter line on the current display and press <Enter>. At this
point, OLI Databook is opened to the Experimental Chapter.

o

You should now see a window which allows you to access the
actual experimental data sets used for the coefficient fits for those
particular properties which are a function of temperature. The
highlight should be on Vapor Pressure, so just press <Enter>.

Figure 2-16 Experimental Chapters

If the name is not
entered, just enter the
name.

o

The next window, which requests the Species Name, will already
have CO2 filled in, so press <Enter> to continue.

o

We now see five data set choices displayed. These are the five
actual experimental data sets upon which the coefficients for VP
are based.

Why the fourth? This is
the data set actually used
by OLI (and it looks the
best)
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Let's highlight the fourth of these data sets. At this point, press
the Action Key and the View facility on the Action Bar will be
highlighted. Press <Enter> to pull down the View menu.
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Figure 2-17 Data sets for CO2 vapor pressure

o

The Reference option will be highlighted. Pressing <Enter> will
allow us to look at the reference. Pressing <Enter> again will
bring us back to the pull down menu for View.

o

Continue by highlighting the Data option of the pull down menu.
By pressing <Enter>, we will be able to peruse the experimental
data.
You may notice that some of the experimental data sets are beyond
the range of the coefficients for the OLI model. This is because the
data in the Experimental Chapter includes the DIPPR pure
component data for that property.

Plotting the Experimental Data ...
o
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The next excursion on our tour through the Databook will be to
look at a plot of the data. We do this by using the Action Key and
moving to the Action Bar. By using the right arrow, we can move
to the Plot facility on the Action Bar and then press <Enter> to
obtain a plot of the stored data versus the plot based upon the curve
fit.
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Figure 2-18 A plot of the vapor pressure of CO2 v. Temperature. The fitted range is at the top
of the figure.

o

By pressing <Esc> repetitively, we can now go back to the
Chapter Selection Menu.

Viewing the Structure of an Organic Species ...
o

The final excursion on our tour through the Databook will be to
look at the structural drawing for an organic species. Start by
selecting the Structure Chapter. After highlighting this Chapter,
press <Enter> to open this Chapter of the Databook.

o

To find an interesting organic species to display, type in the
wildcard species name: BENZ*. The first screen of a list of all of
the species containing BENZ at the start of their name will be
displayed.
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Figure 2-19 Using a Wildcard '*'

Highlight the species Benzidine and then press <Enter>. The
structure, headed by the ESP internal name, BENZIDINE, is then
displayed.

The structure is
displayed with out any of
the hydrogen atoms
(which clutter the
screen). The user is left
to remember their
organic chemistry to fill
in the missing H’s.

Using a Private Databook ...
You should know how to use a private database in the OLI software.
In this example, we will add the species dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2)
which does not exist in the PUBLIC database but does exist in the
GeoChem database.

OLI Data Analysis



Start ESP and begin to create a chemistry model as you have done
in previous chapter.



Create an ESP/Process or OLI/Toolkit stream (your choice).



Create a chemistry model name



Enter the species Dolomite
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Figure 2-20 Model definition inflow list. Note the warning message



Assuming the dolomite is spelled correctly, you will receive a
message that Dolomite was not found in the Public databank.
This is true. Dolomite is located in the GeoChem database.



Use the <Action> key and select Databank from the Action Line.



Enter the name GEOCHEM to the list. Up to ten names can be
entered.

Figure 2-21 Adding a private database

Each database is entered in the order of importance with the PUBLIC
database have the lowest priority. Obviously if a species is not in the
PUBLIC database then it will be looked for in GEOCHEM (for this
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example). If a species appears in both GEOCHEM and PUBLIC, then
the species from GEOCHEM is used.
Once a species is located in a database (with the PUBLIC being
searched last), then the look up stops.
The following figure shows that GEOCHEM was used during the
database search and occurred before the PUBLIC databank.

Figure 2-22 Autogen results

Finish the model generation as you wish or press the <Esc> to exit.
There is one final point. The specification of the database will not be
retained in either Process or the Toolkit until you begin to actually fill
out the Process or the Stream.
This completes our brief tour of some of the features of OLI Databook.
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Creating a Private Databook
Start the ESP program. The following window should be displayed.
We will first have to change to a working folder if we are not using the
default folder. To change to a working folder the folder must already
exist The Options menu item will allow you to change to the working
folder. Use the <Mouse> or <F10> to select Options/Change
Directory to select the working folder.
The default working folder is
\My Documents\My OLI Cases\ESP 6.7
Position the cursor on OLI Databook and press <Enter>

Select OLI
Toolkit

Figure 2-23

This will display a list of databooks in the current working folder. In
addition, any databooks located in the system databank folder will also
be displayed. This folder is normally:
C:\Program Files\OLI Systems\ESP 6.7\Databanks
Any databook located in this folder will also be displayed.
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In this example the full range of OLI provided databases are displayed.
These are described in detail elsewhere.

Figure 2-24

Use the <PageDown> key to find New Databook

Figure 2-25

Position the cursor on New Databook and press <Enter>

Figure 2-26

A New Databook Name window will be displayed. Enter the name of
the new databank. There are a few rules for a databook

OLI Data Analysis
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Databook name rules
1. Databook names must conform to all DOS rules for names
a. Maximum of 8 Characters
b. No special characters such as “*” or “?” or “/”
2. The first 3 characters must be unique for the database in the
folder or system
a. You may not use any three initial letters for
databooks in the C:\Program Files\OLI
Systems\ESP 6.7\Databanks folder
b. You may not use any three initial letters for any
databooks in the current folder.
Enter the name DATACRS and press <Enter>

Figure 2-27

This will display the chapters of the databook. Position the cursor on
Species and press <Enter>.

Figure 2-28
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This will display the species name entry chapter. We will entering a
new species. OLI species names in ESP have some rules for entry.

Figure 2-29

ESP Species Name Rules
1. All species must be in capital letters
2. No spaces or special characters are allowed
3. Species that are of neutral charge are entered as the name
a. Examples
i. Anhydrous solids (e.g., NACL)
ii. Neutral Aqueous Species (e.g., CO2)
iii. Vapor species (e.g., C2H6)
4. Hydrated solids are entered with the waters of hydration
a. Example: calcium chloride hexahydrate is entered
as CACL2.6H2O
5. Ions are entered as the root name without a charge entered
but have the word ION appended
a. Example: Na+1 is entered as NAION
We will be entering thermochemical data for the solid species sodium
chloride (NaCl)

OLI Data Analysis
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Enter the species name NACL

Figure 2-30

Since this species does not exist in the current databook, we are
prompted if we want to enter the species (we may have made a
typographical error).

Figure 2-31

Position the cursor on Yes and press <Enter>

Figure 2-32

Each species in the databook can have up to four sections. Each
species must contain General Information. In this section, we enter
the molecular weight and internal species codes for our species.
Position the cursor on General Information and press <Enter>
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This window allows us to enter data for this section.

Select
Edit

Figure 2-33

Use the <Mouse> or <F10> to select Edit from the menu line.
The screen changes slightly to indicate we are in edit mode.

Figure 2-34

OLI Data Analysis
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Move the cursor down to the MOLW line. This line represents the
molecular weight. Enter the value of 58.44297 and press <Enter>
This updates the field.
We now need to tell the program what this species is made of. We saw
in the earlier tour how to access material codes. This is designated by
the MATC line. These codes may be reviewed in the Literature chapter
of this databook.
The code for the sodium ion (NA+1) is 3, the code for chloride ion
(CL-1) is 22. There is 1.0 moles of each.
Enter the values as indicated below. Press the <Enter> key after each
line has been entered.

Figure 2-35

Press the <Esc> key to save. Select Save when prompted.

Figure 2-36
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Continue to press the <ESC> key to you are returned to this page

Figure 2-37

The arrow () indicates that data has been entered for this section.
Position the cursor on Solid Phase and press <Enter>.

The information line

Figure 2-38

As before, select the Edit item from the action line.
Position the cursor on the GREF line. This is the Gibb’s Free Energy
of Formation for the species.
The information line will change to display the item and the current
units.
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Figure 2-39

Enter the value of –91834.85 cal/mol for the GREF of the species.

Figure 2-40

Continue to fill out the remaining items.
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Press the <ESC> key to leave the window. If prompted to save the
information, select Save.
We are now done with creating a private database.
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Chapter 3 Introduction to
ElectroChem

Overview
In our application: we have incinerator off-gas, and we are seeking to
study the effect of varying amounts of NaOH on the SO2 content of
the vapor phase. For this example we will refer to the case as
OFFELEC.

Create the Chemistry Model Definition
First we must define the chemistry for this system. The name for the
chemistry model we will use is OFFELEC. The system will be
composed of H2O, NaOH, SO2, N2 and we will be considering the
aqueous and vapor phase.
To create the Chemistry Model in ESP, simply select ESP Process and
define a New Process called OFFELEC. Then select Chemistry
Model and define a New Model also called OFFELEC. The Inflows
H2O, NaOH, SO2, N2 can be entered, and then the phases can be
selected.
When you have created the Chemistry Model, simply <ESC>
repetitively until you return to the main menu of ESP Selecting which
Program. Next we will use ProChem's single stage, steady state,
electrolyte component, ElectroChem, to continue the analysis.
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Starting ElectroChem
Having finished creating the chemistry model definition, enter the OLI
ToolKit and select the ElectroChem component of ProChem.
ProChem Menu listing ProChem's components will be displayed on
your screen.

Figure 3-1 ProChem main menu

Entering ElectroChem Input Data
From the list of choices on ProChem's Menu, choose 2, ElectroChem,
and press continue.
You will now see the ElectroChem Menu on your screen, it looks like
this:
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Figure 3-2 ElectroChem menu

To start an ElectroChem study, choose 1, "Create or Edit ElectroChem
case file," and press CONTINUE.
You will see the following screen,

Figure 3-3 Entering Case and Model Names

Coming into an ElectroChem study, ProChem asks for the name of
your Chemistry Model first. Chemistry Models must always be
completely generated before case input will be accepted. Enter our
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generated model name, OFFELEC, and move to the next field with
NEXT FIELD.
Now ProChem is prompting for the name of the ElectroChem case
being described. OFFELEC is the default case name. This reflects the
ProChem default convention of naming the model and case with the
same name; ProChem also allows naming the case with a name
distinct from the model.
For this example, simply press CONTINUE, which accepts OFFELEC
as the case name.
ElectroChem Input Option 1
Once ElectroChem has the Chemistry Model and Case name, the
ElectroChem Input Menu appears. It looks like this:

Figure 3-4 Case Input Menu

When editing an existing, previously described case, the user is able to
edit any distinct portion of the Case Input File, by selecting one of the
option numbers from this menu.
Alternatively when describing a new case, the user can select Option
1, and step through the basic options for ElectroChem case input. We
will not, in fact, be using all of the options we will see. However,
stepping through all of the input options will give you an idea of the
types of data that ElectroChem accepts.
Enter a 1 now and press CONTINUE.
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ElectroChem Input Option 2: ElectroChem General Information
This screen allows the user to set various control parameters for an
ElectroChem case run. Defaults which are automatically set are
shown here.

Figure 3-5 Selecting General Information

We will not be using any additional options for this ElectroChem run,
so press CONTINUE now to leave this screen.

ElectroChem Input Option 3: Units Selection
There are two screens in this option, INPUT selection and OUTPUT
selection, shown on the next two pages. Upon entry to these screens,
default input and output units for ElectroChem have already been set
by the program and are displayed.
We will be changing the defaults to the values shown on these pages.
Remember that the arrow keys and the NEXT FIELD key move the
cursor from one position to another. Press CONTINUE on each screen
when you are finished.
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Figure 3-6 Selecting Input Units

Change the OUTPUT Units screen to look like this, then press
CONTINUE.

Figure 3-7 Selecting output units

ElectroChem Input Option 4: ElectroChem Input Values
This screen comes preset with the prompts PRESSURE,
TEMPERATURE, and the names of your Inflows filled in on the left.
The units column is also filled, based on your earlier choices. Please
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enter the VALUE field for each input as shown. The values for the
OFFELEC example should look like this:

Figure 3-8 Entering case values

ElectroChem Input Option 6: ElectroChem Output Values
After pressing CONTINUE and leaving the Input Values screen, you
will see the Output Values screen displayed. This screen has two
purposes, either to enter an initial guess for an output variable, or to
"fix" a variable which is normally calculated, making it an input
variable instead. (When fixing an output variable, one of the input
variables must be "freed", to keep the number of unknowns in the
problem equal to the number of inflows plus two.)
We will do a simple isothermal calculation in this example, and we
will not set any initial guesses. Therefore, press CONTINUE to move
to the next display.
ElectroChem Option 9: Sensitivity Variable Selection
ElectroChem allows for the calculation of the normalized derivative
(gain value) of all calculated (unknown) variables with respect to any
selected input sensitivity variables. In addition, as a post-processing
step in ElectroChem, you can perform uncertainty analysis on the
variables in an ElectroChem case via the ProChem component,
SigmaChem.
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The variables that make up the gain matrix must be specified at this
time, if a SigmaChem analysis is to be done.
We will not be using this option in the OFFELEC example. Therefore,
press CONTINUE.
ElectroChem Option 11: Multiple Case Specifications
In the case study we are creating, we would like to see the effects of
varying the amount of NaOH in the input stream. Thus, we will use
the Multiple Case option of ElectroChem to run several calculations, a
case study, with different amounts of NAOHIN (the ProChem name
for NaOH) in each successive case.
The multiple case entry screen is initially blank except for the entry "0
END CASE". Multiple cases are represented in ProChem by "change
command(s)" and are separated by "0 END CASE" command(s).
Basically, a change command consists of the name of the variable you
would like to change, and its value. To change the value of NAOHIN,
enter the name in the name field, and the new value in the value field.
When you press CONTINUE, ProChem checks for the validity of the
name, and positions you on the next line.
If you use the HELP key, a list of the variables to change is displayed.
Units of a variable cannot be changed and are on this screen for
display only.
For the OFFELEC example, the Multiple Case Entry Screen should
look like the one on the next page. Either enter your changes one line
at a time, or enter the entire screen of data at once.
Press CONTINUE when you are done.
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Figure 3-9 Multiple Case Input

ElectroChem Option 10: Print Variable Specifications
After the Multiple Case Entry screen, you will see the Print Variables
screen. Naming a variable on this list will include it in a special
ElectroChem output report. We will use the standard output in this
OFFELEC example, so again, simply press CONTINUE.

ElectroChem Option 12: DISPLAY THE CASE
The ElectroChem Case Input File Menu should now be back on your
screen. The case description for OFFELEC is complete. We can look
at the Case Input File that ProChem has created by entering a 12 on
this menu. The file display for OFFELEC should look like this:
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Figure 3-10 Displaying the ElectroChem input case

Press CONTINUE to return to the ElectroChem Input Menu. If you
are satisfied with the file that you saw displayed, you can exit this
menu using X. ProChem at this time will write the Case Input File to
your disk. The name for this file will be OFFELEC.INP.
If you do not want the case you have just made for any reason, or if
you do not want to overwrite your existing case with your modified
data, you can use the CANCEL command to leave ElectroChem
without writing the Case Input File.
For the OFFELEC example, we do want the Case Input file written to
disk. Therefore, enter an X on the Input Menu, and press
CONTINUE.
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Running ElectroChem

Figure 3-11 Returning to the ElectroChem Menu

Now that we have fully defined the ElectroChem case input, the next
step is to execute the case. From the ElectroChem Menu, select 2,
"Run ElectroChem", and press CONTINUE.
The Model and Case name prompts will appear, with OFFELEC as the
default prompt. In both cases, press ENTER to accept the OFFELEC
name.
Your simulation will now be run.
You will see the message "Executing the Model...". Since we
requested that the OFFELEC output results be sent both to the screen
and to disk, the calculations and results from OFFELEC will then be
displayed as the case executes. There is no need to try to read the
results as they go by, because the results are simultaneously being
saved in a file with the file extension OUE.
Once the OFFELEC case executes, we are returned to the
ElectroChem Menu. We can jump to the bottom of the ElectroChem
Menu for a quick look at the OFFELEC results file. To do this, choose
Option 7 on the ElectroChem Menu and press CONTINUE.
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Press CONTINUE in response to the model prompt, and enter OUE as
the file extension to display. After pressing CONTINUE again, the
OUE file will be displayed. The first part of the OUE file is shown
here. Only the base case results are in the Primer; however, in the
OUE file, all of the cases' output should be given.

Reviewing the ElectroChem output
The base case results for OFFELEC follow.
THE INITIALIZATION RESULTED IN A FIT NORM=
* BOUNDING
4.23897E+01
ITERATION
1.0000E-08)
* BOUNDING
3.72089E+01
ITERATION
* BOUNDING
2.76687E+01
ITERATION
* BOUNDING
2.50783E+01
ITERATION
* BOUNDING
2.24879E+01
ITERATION

ON ITERATION
1

NORM =

1, VARIABLE LS2O5ION

VALUE= -

ON ITERATION

1.55600E-01 (CONVERGENCE CRITERION:
2, VARIABLE LS2O5ION

VALUE= -

2
NORM = 3.46725E+02
ON ITERATION 3, VARIABLE LYSO2

VALUE= -

3
NORM = 5.50204E+00
ON ITERATION 4, VARIABLE LYSO2

VALUE= -

4
NORM = 2.53896E-01
ON ITERATION 5, VARIABLE LYSO2

VALUE= -

5

NORM =

1.33187E-01

* INCLUDE EXCESS ENTHALPY
* BOUNDING ON ITERATION 6, VARIABLE
1.98975E+01
ITERATION 6
NORM = 1.42141E-01
* BOUNDING ON ITERATION 7, VARIABLE
1.73071E+01
ITERATION 7
NORM = 2.57570E-01
* BOUNDING ON ITERATION 8, VARIABLE
1.47167E+01
ITERATION 8
NORM = 8.85838E-01
* BOUNDING ON ITERATION 9, VARIABLE
1.21263E+01
ITERATION 9
NORM = 1.55106E+00
* BOUNDING ON ITERATION 10, VARIABLE
9.53587E+00
ITERATION 10
NORM = 1.21416E+00
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.675E+01

LYSO2

VALUE= -

LYSO2

VALUE= -

LYSO2

VALUE= -

LYSO2

VALUE= -

LYSO2

VALUE= -
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ITERATION
ITERATION
ITERATION
ITERATION
ITERATION

11
12
13
14
15

NORM
NORM
NORM
NORM
NORM

=
=
=
=
=

4.87440E+00
7.08106E-02
7.85461E-03
1.14855E-04
2.30525E-08

* INCLUDE
ITERATION
ITERATION
ITERATION

VAPOR FUGACITY
16
NORM = 5.86461E-03
17
NORM = 5.41504E-06
18
NORM = 1.12578E-13
PRECIPITATE INCLUSION ANALYSIS

SCALE TEND = TENDENCY FOR PRECIPITATE TO FORM
(SCALE TEND > 1 FOR DRIVING FORCE TO PRECIPITATE)
SPECIES
NA2SO3.7H2O
NA2SO3PPT
NAOH.1H2O
NAOHPPT

VALUE

SCALE TEND
3.82856E-09
3.48135E-08
4.25191E-14
1.67252E-15

STATUS
EXCLUDED
EXCLUDED
EXCLUDED
EXCLUDED

*** SPECIES EXCLUDED DUE TO TEMPERATURE RANGE ***
SYSTEM TEMPERATURE = 363.706 KELVINS
SPECIES
NAOHPPT
NA2SO3.7H2O
NAOH.1H2O

TEMPERATURE RANGE (KELVINS)
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
573.150
573.150
273.150
306.150
293.150
328.150

OLI ELECTROCHEM........VERSION 14.0 (1 JAN 1998)
ELECTROCHEM SUMMARY OF RESULTS
==============================
TEMPERATURE:
PRESSURE:
IONIC STRENGTH:
LIQUID ENTHALPY:
VAPOR ENTHALPY:
SOLID ENTHALPY:

195.001
14.7001
4.164877E-02
-3.235006E+08
-6.221268E+08
0.000000E+00
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DEG FAHRENHEIT
PSIA
MOLALITY
BTUS /HR
BTUS /HR
BTUS /HR
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TOTAL ENTHALPY:
-9.456275E+08 BTUS /HR
LIQUID DENSITY:
60.44
LBS/FT3
LIQUID VOLUME:
799.68
FT3
VAPOR VOLUME:
4.06607E+06 FT3
PH:
4.52469
OSMOTIC PRESSURE:
2.25934
ATM
SP ELECTR COND:
9.69195E-03 1/OHM-CM
MOLAR ELECTR COND:
.19226
CM2/OHM-GMOLE

SPECIES
NAME
SOLID

INFLOWS
VAPOR
LBMOLS/HR

LBMOLS/HR

OUTFLOWS
LIQUID
MOLALITY
LBMOLS/HR

LBMOLS/HR
===================================================================
====
H2O
8.7090E+03 6.0381E+03 2.6709E+03
N2
2.5000E+03 2.5000E+03 6.4563E-03 1.3418E-04
SO2
1.4560E+01 1.2545E+01 1.5424E-02 3.2055E-04
H2SO3
NA2SO3.7H2O
NA2SO3
NAHSO3
NAOH.1H2O
NAOH
2.0000E+00
HION
1.7781E-03 3.6955E-05
HSO3ION
1.9973E+00 4.1510E-02
NAION
2.0000E+00 4.1565E-02
OHION
7.6732E-07 1.5947E-08
S2O5ION
1.1897E-06 2.4725E-08
SO3ION
2.2318E-03 4.6384E-05
TOTALS
LBMOLS/HR
0.0000E+00

1.1226E+04 8.5506E+03 2.6749E+03
ELECTROCHEM SUMMARY OF RESULTS

PAGE 2
==============================
ACTIVITIES
NAME
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EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS
VALUE

NAME

VALUE
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------------------AH2O
3.8570E-13

----------

----------------

9.9859E-01

KH2O

------

ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS
NAME
VALUE
------------------------AN2AQ
1.0041E+00
3.1188E-03
ASO2AQ
1.0041E+00
--------------------------------AYH2O
9.9156E-01
1.4258E+00
AYN2
1.0031E+00
4.5924E-04
AYSO2
9.9278E-01
2.2091E-01
---------------------------------

KSO2AQ
-------------------------KH2OVAP
KN2VAP
KSO2VAP
-------------------------KNA2SO3PPT

6.2547E-01
KNAOHPPT
2.5898E+05
---------------------------------

-------------------------KNA2SO3.7H2O

5.6315E+00
KNAOH.1H2O
1.0173E+04
--------------------------------AHION
8.0842E-01
1.7175E-08
AHSO3ION
8.0832E-01
3.2394E-11
ANAION
8.0832E-01
AOHION
8.0844E-01
AS2O5ION
4.1520E-01
ASO3ION
4.1586E-01
---------------------------------
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-------------------------KHSO3ION
KS2O5ION

--------------------------
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Because our problem is actually a case study, we are in an excellent
position to produce graphical output describing the influence of caustic
on the SO2 in the vapor stream.

Plotting results from ElectroChem
Now, we will step through ProChem's Plot Facility. First, select
Option 3, "Plot results from ElectroChem multiple case run", on the
ElectroChem Menu and press CONTINUE.
You will see the Plot prompt for your case name:

Figure 3-12 Entering the name of the plot file

The main screen of ProChem's Plot Facility will be displayed. It looks
like this:
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Figure 3-13 Default Plot Menu

This is the default plot for ElectroChem cases. We are more interested
in plotting the SO2 vapor rate as a function of NAOHIN, inasmuch as
this is the issue of interest.
We would like the plot we create to be on a pound mole basis, rather
than gram mole, for both variables. To do this, we can define variables
to Plot which convert the SO2 vapor and the NaOH rate to pound
moles.
To do this, enter 5 as the option in Plot, and press CONTINUE. The
Equation Input Screen appears; it will be blank. We will define two
new variables, NAOHLB and SO2RATE. To define these variables,
enter the two equations as shown in the sample on the following page:
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Figure 3-14 Defining Variables

After pressing CONTINUE from the Equation Input screen, you will
return to the entry Plot screen. Now we can tailor this screen to reflect
the plot we would like to see. For the OFFELEC example, begin by
changing the title, the X label and the Y label, the scaling options
(make them MANual), and the X and Y variables.
Remember that the NEXT FIELD key, and the arrow keys are useful
in positioning the cursor on the field you will be changing.
The tailored plot specifications you create will look something like
this:
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Figure 3-15 Completed Plot Form

Once the plot is tailored the way you would like to see it, enter a 1 in
the Option field, and press CONTINUE. The plot should appear:

Figure 3-16 Plot of SO2 vs NaOH
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You can now try other Plot options, as you like:
Option 2,

Display Data, displays the X and Y values.

Option 3,

Print Data, will send the X and Y data to a DOS file,
with the file code PRT. This file can then be printed
using a DOS command, or in effect, act as an "export"
file, a facility that allows ProChem calculated data to be
interfaced with other analysis tools.

Option 4,

Display Params, displays plot parameters.

Option 6,

Save, allows the definition of several plot descriptions
to be made with the same case data.

Option 7,

Recall Plot, also allows the definition of several plot
descriptions to be made with the same case data.

Option 8,

Options, allows further tailoring of your plot.

After trying other Plot options, enter an X, which will save your
current plot, and press CONTINUE. You will return to the
ElectroChem Menu.
To exit ElectroChem, enter an X and press CONTINUE. You will
return to "Selecting which Program". To return to DOS press <ESC>.

This completes the ElectroChem portion of ProChem Primer.
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Chapter 4 Introduction to OLI
Regression

Overview
In this section we will briefly describe the steps necessary to perform
data regressions and the parameters that one may attempt to fit.

Objectives:
•

To obtain improved thermophysical model parameters

•

To create new thermophysical model parameters

•

To reevaluate thermophysical model parameters using new or
proprietary data

•

Customizing chemistry model

•

Collecting relevant literature data

•

Selecting regression parameters

•

Setting up regression input cases

•

Performing regression analyses

•

Reviewing regression output

Steps:

Customizing chemistry model:
•

Regression section not included during the automatic generation of
chemistry model

•

Manual addition of regression section using an Editor

•

Specification of data to be regressed

•

Specification of parameters to be regressed
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Setting up regression input cases:
•

Inclusion of REGR and FULL keywords

•

Defining calculation type

•

Specifying regression option, initial guesses, upper and lower
bounds, and model parameters

•

Adding literature data section with input and output values

Reviewing regression output:
•

Initial values of regression parameters and literature data

•

Regressed parameters and Norm for each iteration

•

Exptl/Cal or Cal/Exptl for each data point

•

Equilibrium results at converged parameters

Thermophysical data
•

Water activity or osmotic coefficient

•

Aqueous solubility

•

Vapor pressure

•

Heat of solution

•

pH

•

density

•

electrical conductivity

Model Parameters
Equilibrium constant:
log K = A + B/TK + C*TK + D*TK2
Typical ranges:
-10 < A <10
-2500 < B < 2500
-0.001 < C < 0.001
-1.0E-05 < D < 1.0E-05

Bromely-Zemaitis parameters (ion-ion):
B = B1 + B2*TC + B3*TC2
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C = C1 + C2*TC + C3*TC2
D = D1 + D2*TC + D3*TC2
-0.3 < B < 0.3
-1.0E-03 < C < 1.0E-03
-1.0E-05 < D < 1.0E-05

Pitzer-type parameters (neutral-neutral and ion-neutral):
B0 = B01 + B02*TC + B03*TC2
-0.1 < B01 < 0.1
-1.0E-03 < B02 < 1.0E-03
-1.0E-05 < B03 < 1.0E-05

HKF parameters:
HA1, HA2, HA3, and HA4 for pressure dependency
HC1, HC2, and HW for temperature dependency

Kabadi-Danner enhanced SRK parameters:
kij = kij0 + kij1*TK + kij2/TK
gij

Pitzer density model parameters:
BD0 = BD01 + BD02*TC + BD03*TC2
BD1 = BD11 + BD12*TC + BD13*TC2

Anderko and Lencka electrical conductivity model parameters:
seff = I½ / ( c1 + c2* I½ ) + c3 c1 = c1,0 + c1,1*(T - 298.15)
c2 = c2,0 + c2,1*(T - 298.15)
c3 = c3,0 + c3,1*(T - 298.15)

Aqueous thermophysical Parameters
Gibb’s Free Energy of formation

GREF

Enthalpy of formation

HREF

Entropy

SREF

Volume

VREF
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Solid thermophysical parameters
Gibb’s Free energy of Formation

GFRS

Enthalpy of formation

HFRS

Entropy

SFRS

Volume

VFRS

Heat Capacity
Cp  CPS1  CPS 2 * TK 

CPS 3
 CPS 4 * TK2  CPS 5 * TK3
TK2

Where TK is the temperature in Kelvin.

Setting up and Running the REGRESS.EXE Program
This section explains how to set up and run the new regression
program.
The regression must be run from the DOS command Prompt. Please
start the DOS Command Prompt by selecting it from the
Start/Programs button.
Switch to your working folder (directory). For example, if your
database was created in the folder
C:\My Documents\My OLI Cases\ESP 6.7 then the command to type
in the command prompt is:
CD C:\My Documents\My OLI Cases\ESP 6.7
The chemistry model that you created previously has the file extension
DBS. There are associated files with the extension MDL and MOD but
the actual file is DBS. If you did not complete the full chemistry model
generation then the DBS file will not exist.
The regression input has the file extension INR. This is different from
the ElectroChem input file.
The regression program is called REGRESS and is located in the
C:\Program Files\OLI Systems\ESP X.X\System. The X.X represents
the version of the software such as version 6.7.This program is only
available with version 6.5 or later.
It is generally easier to create a batch file in your working folder that
can run the regression program. To create a batch file start the
Microsoft NOTEPAD editor.
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Figure 4-1 the Microsoft NOTEPAD Editor

Enter the following commands:
@echo on
set sysreg="C:\Program Files\OLI Systems\ESP 6.7\System\regress.exe"
%sysreg% %1 %2
PAUSE

Figure 4-2 Entering commands

Now select File and then Save As…
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Figure 4-3 Save As...

Select your working folder.

Figure 4-4 Searching for the working folder.

Change the file name to a suitable name that ends in the extension
BAT. Change the file type to all files.
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Figure 4-5 Saving the file, we used R.BAT

Click the save button.
To run the program use the DOS command
r chemistry_name input_name
Remember that the input name has the file extension INR.
The output file has the file extension OUE and is essentially the same
format as the previous examples.
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Structure of the INR file
The INR file contains several sections
$TITLE
This is an optional line which may contain up to 80 characters.

$CONTROL
This section has several options. Each has a default thus the entire section may be
eliminated.

MAXIT

xx

(Maximum number of iterations, default= 50)

QFIT

x.x

(Convergence tolerance, default= 1.0E-05)

METH

xx

(Regression method)

0

Brown’s algorithm, Uses MARQ parm )

1

Strict Decent, default parms

2

Semi Strict Decent, Uses MARQ and SCALING)

x.x

(Marquardt scaling parm – METH=1 or 2 default=1.0)

MARQ

SCALING x.x

(Factor for adjusting MARQ – Meth=2 default=1.5)

NUMERICAL

(Forces numerical derivative calculation)

TRACE

(Produce ElectroChem output at every iteration)

OBJECTIVE xx

(Change Objective function)

ERROR

1

(calc value/exp value – 1) default

2

(max(calc or exp value)/min(calc or exp value) – 1)

3

(calc value – exp value)

xxxxx

(Error assign to non-converged points, default=0)

MAXIT n (n=0 or positive integer).

maximum iterations.

When doing a regression set this to an arbitrary large number, e.g. 1000. If a
modeler wants to explore the effects of a parameter set on speciation or for
the purpose of generating a CSV file containing a user defined set of
variables then it’s useful to set MAXIT to 0.
For example, if the modeler has values of GRFS and SRFS for a solid
compound and the respective thermochemical properties for aqueous
species likely to occur in the system, then the modeler would set the values
for those thermochemical properties and MAXIT 0 and run REGRESS.
This will generate an OUE file (and CSV file if specified) which will detail
the speciation, pH, etc for the conditions specified in the data blocks. This is
a good ‘1st approximation’ approach to determining which species are most
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abundant and consequently which interaction terms will be most important
for the activity coefficient model.

Sometimes it is useful to set MAXIT to a small number to establish
progressively better initial estimates for the parameters. For example, if you
have a compound or species for which there is no published GRFS or GREF
value then the modeler may want to specify an initial estimate and set
MAXIT 1, run REGRESS, and then compare the ‘fitted’ result to the
observed quantity (e.g. scaling index or solubility). If the observed and
calculated quantities are not ‘close’, then the modeler can manually iterate
the initial estimate until the observed and calculated quantities are
sufficiently close. The modeler will frequently obtain convergence
problems and often an inferior model if he attempts to let the REGRESS
routine handle this exercise ‘on its own’.

ERROR n (n=any positive real number) penalty assigned to unconverged points.
When the REGRESS program fails to reach convergence on a datum it will
assign a value of 0 to the objective function. Unfortunately, that 0 value is
included in the calculation of the ‘norm’ which means that REGRESS can
be misled into believing that the fit is improving as the quantity of
unconverged data-points increases. In the extreme, this can result in an
extremely small ‘norm’ but very few converged data and consequently a
worthless model.
The ERROR statement allows the user to assign a penalty value to
unconverged points so that REGRESS will ‘strive’ to adjust the parameter
values in such a way that convergence is reached on all data-points. Note
that if the value of ERROR is set too large, then the routine may have
difficulties finding satisfactory parameter values and if the penalty is too
small, then the changes in the parameter values may be insufficient to force
convergence. A value of 10 is usually adequate unless the initial parameter
estimates are particularly poor.

METH n (n=0, 1, 2). switch for setting regression technique.
METH 0 is a simple steepest descent routine. This method usually iterates
quickly but the step sizes can be tiny and consequently the elapsed time for
an iteration can be longer and it has a tendency to ‘find’ local minima.
Methods 1 and 2 are Levenberg-Marquardt routines and differ only in that
the SCALE and MARQ control variables can be defined by the user in
METH 2.
METH 1 is the default; however, it can take big steps in the parameter
estimates (when the initial estimates are not very good) which can
sometimes result in unpleasant behaviors, e.g. non-converged points, NaNs.
METH 2 is generally used in cases where estimates of parameter values are
poorly known or the data are of low quality or insufficient quantity and
distribution to initially obtain a stable regression through METH 1. Large
values of MARQ will make smaller step sizes in successive parameter
estimates and I think that SCALE is a devisor for successive values of the
MARQ parameter. For highly uncertain initial parameter estimates set
MARQ to a large value (10 to 1000; value proportional to uncertainty) and
SCALE to a small number greater than 1 (e.g. 2). The bottom-line is that
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METH 0 will find the ‘global minimum’ if you start out close to it. METH
1 is less prone to being ‘trapped’ in ‘local minima’ but can jump over and
miss the ‘global minimum’ if the initial estimates are poor and METH 2 is
intermediate to the other two in its disadvantages/advantages but is often
useful for establishing reasonable initial estimates for using METH 1.

CENTRAL.
This is a subroutine in REGRESS which handles derivative calculations for
determining whether or not a minima has been reached. If this control
variable is specified it can effectively save about 5 iterations which can be
an hour or so of time when dealing with a very large and complicated
dataset.

CSV varlist.
This directs REGRESS to create a comma spaced value text file containing
the specified variables for each datum in the ‘inr’ file.
For example, if a modeler is fitting data for the Mg(OH)2+H2O system. If
the line CSV MGION MGOHION PT PH AOHION appears in the
$CONTROL block, a CSV file will be created which contains all of the
information specified in each $DATA block and in addition each datum will
have the number of moles of Mg(2+), MgOH(+), total pressure, pH, and the
natural logarithm of the OH(-) activity coefficient listed for each set of
input conditions. Any of the variables listed at the end of an ‘oue’ file can
be included in the CSV line. If the list of variables targeted for the CSV file
is long, then multiple lines each beginning with CSV can be entered in the
$CONTROL block.

OBJ n (n=1, 2 or 3).
This specifies the objective function used in the minimization. They
calculate errors as: (exper-calc)/exper (this is the default); (exper-calc)/max
(where max is the larger of either the experimental or calculated quantity)
or; (exper-calc). OLI generally uses the default but the modeler should keep
in mind what sort of data are being fit and what might be the consequent
bounds on the objective function, e.g. can the dependent variable be either
positive or negative, is it always positive, and what might be the relative
effects of under- and over-predicted quantities.

TRACE.
This causes REGRESS to produce an ELECTROCHEM output for each
datum after each iteration. Obviously this can produce an incredibly huge
‘oue’ file if MAXIT is large. Consequently, this control variable should
only be used to trace problems and analyze intermediate steps early in the
regression process.

QFIT n (n = any positive real number).
This is ‘quality of fit’, e.g. it sets the closure limit or convergence criteria.
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$PARAMETERS
P01 1.0 2.3248E-02 -0.1

0.1

KION CLION B1

The parameters are the heart of the regression. They have the form of:
Alias (P01)
Active / Not active (1.0)
Initial Value (2.3248E-02)
Lower bound (-0.1) No longer used but necessary for place holding
Upper Bound (0.1) No longer used but necessary for place holding
Item 1 (KION)
Item 2 (CLION)
Regression Parameter (B1)

The Items change depending on the property being regressed.

$DATA SET X
This section differs considerably from the ElectroChem input. In general, any input
parameter that will not change in the data set should be placed in the input section. In
the above example for data set 1:

$DATA SET 1
TEMP 150
PRESS

2

H2OIN 0.937
METHANOLIN .063
FREE PT
FIX V

1.0E-06

The temperature is held constant at 150 oC. The pressure is initially set to 2
atmospheres. The amount of water is set to 0.937 moles, the amount of methanol is
set to 0.063 moles. Note that the species names are suffixed by the letters “IN”. This
designates the species as an inflow species and it is required for these types of
species.
The pressure will be allowed to adjust. This is marked with a
FREE PT line. If a variable is marked as FREE then a variable must be also marked
as FIX. The number of FREE variables must equal the number of FIX
variables.. In this case, the vapor rate (in moles) is set to 1.0E-06 as a FIX.
This syntax is similar to ElectroChem.
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Chapter 5 Example 1: KCL-H2O

Overview
A new regression program was released With OLI/ESP version 6.5.
This new regression program allows for more flexibility in the data
sets used to regress the data. We will explain the details of the input
for the regression.
The regression program is executed outside of the OLI software and is
executed from the DOS command prompt. Although the program is
outside the OLI software, it used the chemistry model and input files
generated by the software. The most important set of files to be created
are the chemistry model files.
The chemistry model is created in OLI/ESP as with any other model
file. What is unique about this regression program is that no regression
parameters are entered in the model. This is completely different than
the examples shown previously in this course.
Before we can proceed with the regression, we must ensure that we
have access to the types of data that we are regressing. The new
regression program requires that the desired parameters be available in
a database when then model is generated. This is an absolute
requirement. To restate the requirement: All regression parameters
must exist in a database (PUBLIC or Private) before regression
can occur.
In this example we will regression water activity data to improve the
ion-ion interactions between the potassium ion and the chloride ion.

Model Set up
The chemistry model will be generated using OLI/Express or
OLI/ESP. The inflows are entered with the standard method. The
inflow species are:
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H2O
KCL
The model will then be modified using the Sections action of the
model generation (found on the screen that says “The model contains
the following sections”)
The internal units for many of the OLI variables are the natural
logarithm. In this case the activity of water variable – AH2O – is
actually the natural log. To convert this to real space we add an
equation to the model file.
To the end of the file you need to add these sections:
EQUATIONS
DEFINE AWATER=EXP(AH2O)
This instructs the model to use water activity data as the target of
regression. The ion-ion interaction for Kion and Clion will be adjusted.

Input file setup
The .INR file will have the following sections. Each must be entered via a text
editor.
$TITLE
$CONTROL
$PARAMETERS
$DATA SET
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In this case the input file will look like this:
$TITLE
Potassium Chloride solubility refit.
$CONTROL
QFIT 1.0E-08
MAXIT 200
METH 0
MARQ 0
SCALE 1.2
$PARAMETERS
P01 1.0 1.9759E-02 -0.1 0.1 KION CLION B1
P02 1.0 2.1901E-04 -1.0E-03 1.0E-03 KION CLION B2
P03 1.0 8.5226E-07 -1.0E-05 1.0E-05 KION CLION B3
P04 1.0 -1.2150E-03 -1.0E-03 1.0E-03 KION CLION C1
P05 1.0 -2.2268E-05 -1.0E-05 1.0E-05 KION CLION C2
P06 1.0 -7.7433E-08 -1.0E-07 1.0E-07 KION CLION C3
P07 1.0 3.6561E-05 -1.0E-05 1.0E-05 KION CLION D1
P08 1.0 2.7055E-07 -1.0E-07 1.0E-07 KION CLION D2
P09 1.0 2.9047E-09 -1.0E-09 1.0E-09 KION CLION D3
;
$DATA SET 1
TEMPERATURE
0.0
PRESSURE
1.00000
H2OIN
55.50800
KCLIN
0.50000
FIX V
1.00e-07
FREE PT
DATA T KCLIN : AWATER
0
0.5 0.984
0
1
0.969
0
1.5 0.953
0
2
0.938
We will briefly examine each section:

$TITLE
This is self explanatory

$CONTROL
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QFIT 1.0E-08 – This is the value that the software will use
to converge on.



MAXIT 200 – The maximum number if iterations that the
solver will attempt to achieve the QFIT value.



METH 0 -



MARQ 0



SCALE 1.2

$PARAMETERS
P01 1.0 1.9759E-02 -0.1

0.1

KION CLION B1

The parameters are the heart of the regression. They have the form of:
P01 - Alias – this is the alias name used by the solver to represent
the Parameter Variable that will be changed
1.0 – ACTIVE/INACTIVE – Can be either 1 or 0. If 1, then the
Parameter is Active, and the software will regress a new value. If it is
“0” then the parameter is constant and will not be changed by the
regression
2.3248E-02 – Initial Value – This is the initial parameter value. It
will change if the ACTIVE/INACTIVE variable is set to 1 (above),
otherwise it remains constant during the regression
-0.1 - Lower Bound Parameter Value – This is no longer used in the
new INR program, but the space needs to be populated so that the
Solver does not crash
0.1 – Upper Bound Parameter Value – This is no longer used in the
new INR program, but the space needs to be populated so that the
Solver does not crash
KION CLION – SPECIES - The owning species if the parameter
variable that will be changed
B1 – Parameter Variable – This is the Parameter Variable that will be
changed
The Items change depending on the property being regressed.
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$DATA SETS
There are two parts of the DATA SETS. The first is the Global parameters

$DATA SET 1 – This is the first data set (several can be linked, and
separated by the this statement)







TEMPERATURE 0.0 - The temperature of each data
point
PRESSURE
1.00 - The pressure of each data point
H2OIN
55.508 - The amount of water in each data
point
KCLIN
0.5000 - The amount of KCL in each data
point
FIX V
1.0e-07 -A fixed variable. This is vapor.
We will fix the mass of vapor at 1e-7 moles
FREE PT A freed variable. We will adjust the total
pressure to achieve a Vapor mass of 1e-7 moles

The second part of the DATA SETS is the data itself. It is written in
the following format:
DATA T KCLIN : AWATER
The data statement is set up as follows.
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DATA – Command statement telling the solver that the
variables are next



T–
The first independent variable. The solver uses
this value as an input to the calculation (ten independent
variables are allowed)



KCLIN – The second independent variable. The solver
uses this value as an input to the calculation



“:” The syntax statement that divides independent
from dependent variables



AWATER – The dependent or measured variable. The
solver will compare this value to the value calculated. The
numerical difference is used to create a new Parameter
Value for the next iteration (ten dependent variables are
allowed)
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Data Sets
The data is then entered. The file is finished with an END statement. See below for an
example of the data set

Running the regression
The regression is run in the following way. Open a Command window
by clicking START, RUN, CMD. Change to the working directory.
Then typing in the following statement:
R KCL KCL
There is a batch file in your working directory called R.BAT. It calls
the OLI Solver. The two statements following are the MODEL and
the CASE.
If you do not have R.BAT in your working directory, copy it in there.
IF you need a copy, please email OLI Tech support to obtain it.

The example data:
The full set of data is for this example is (written in column format so
that the full list can be seen. It is written within the INR file as one
data point per row:
DATA T KCLIN : AWATER
0
0.5 0.984
0
1
0.969
0
1.5 0.953
0
2
0.938
0
2.5 0.923
0
3
0.907
0
3.5 0.891
0
4
0.875
0
4.5 0.858
0
5
0.841
0
5.5 0.824
0
6
0.807
25
6
0.801
25
5.5 0.818
25
5
0.836
25
4.5 0.853
25
4
0.870
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25
3.5
25
3
25
2.5
25
2
25
1.5
25
1
25
0.5
75
0.5
75
1
75
1.5
75
2
75 2.5
75
3
75
3.5
75
4
75
4.5
75
5
75
5.5
75
6
125 6
125 5.5
125 5
125 4.5
125 4
125 3.5
125 3
125 2.5
125 2
125 1.5
125 1
125 0.5
175 0.5
175 1
175 1.5
175 2
175 2.5
175 3
175 3.5
175 4
175 4.5
175 5
175 5.5
175 6
225 6
225 5.5
225 5

0.887
0.904
0.920
0.936
0.952
0.968
0.984
0.984
0.968
0.952
0.935
0.919
0.902
0.885
0.868
0.850
0.833
0.816
0.798
0.803
0.820
0.836
0.853
0.870
0.887
0.904
0.920
0.937
0.953
0.968
0.984
0.985
0.969
0.954
0.939
0.923
0.907
0.892
0.876
0.859
0.843
0.827
0.812
0.825
0.839
0.854
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225
225
225
225
225
225
225
225
225
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
50

4.5 0.869
4
0.884
3.5 0.899
3
0.914
2.5 0.928
2
0.943
1.5 0.957
1
0.971
0.5 0.985
0.5 0.985
1
0.970
1.5 0.955
2
0.941
2.5 0.926
3
0.910
3.5 0.895
4
0.879
4.5 0.864
5
0.848
5.5 0.833
6
0.818
6
0.807
5.5 0.823
5
0.839
4.5 0.856
4
0.872
3.5 0.889
3
0.905
2.5 0.922
2
0.938
1.5 0.953
1
0.969
0.5 0.984
0.5 0.984
1
0.968
1.5 0.952
2
0.936
2.5 0.919
3
0.902
3.5 0.885
4
0.868
4.5 0.851
5
0.834
5.5 0.817
6
0.800
6
0.799
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50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
END

5.5
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5

0.816
0.833
0.851
0.868
0.885
0.902
0.919
0.936
0.952
0.968
0.984
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Chapter 6 Example 2: NaCl-H2O

Overview
The solubility product (Ksp) will be regressed for the solid. You will
be asked to set up both the model and input file for this case. You may
use the preceding chapters to figure out the syntax.

Data
DATA T : NACLIN
;TC
NACLIN
0
6.0959
10
6.1062
30
6.1676
50
6.2741
60
6.3412
80
6.4984
90
6.5867
125
6.935
160
7.4603
175
7.573
225
8.435
275
9.649
300
10.413
250
8.989
200
7.973
150
7.198
100
6.6803
70
6.4163
40
6.2159
20
6.1305

The completed file is on the next page.
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$TITLE
Sodium Chloride solubility refit.
$CONTROL
QFIT 1.0E-08
MAXIT 200
METH 0
MARQ 10
SCALE 1.2
;TRACE
$PARAMETERS
P01 1.0 -2.41158 -5.0 25.0 KNACLPPT A
P02 1.0 644.707 -3500 2500 KNACLPPT B
P03 1.0 8.88292E-03 -5.0E-02 5.0E-02 KNACLPPT C
P04 1.0 -7.21916E-06 -1.0E-04 1.0E-04 KNACLPPT D
;
$DATA SET 1
TEMPERATURE
0.0000
PRESSURE
1.00000
H2OIN
55.50800
NACLIN
6.0
FREE NACLIN
FIX NACLPPT
1.0E-06
FREE PT
FIX V
1.0E-06
;
DATA T : NACLIN
0
6.0959
10
6.1062
30
6.1676
50
6.2741
60
6.3412
80
6.4984
90
6.5867
125
6.935
160
7.4603
175
7.573
225
8.435
275
9.649
300
10.413
250
8.989
200
7.973
150
7.198
100
6.6803
70
6.4163
40
6.2159
20
6.1305
END
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Chapter 7 Example 3: NaOH-H2O

Overview
Here we will use vapor pressure data to determine the ion-ion activity
coefficient. The data is in mm Hg which is not a standard OLI value.
The Model file will have to be adjusted.
The total pressure is noted as PT in the OLI variables list. The units
are atmospheres. It would be tedious to have to convert the
experimental data to atmospheres and difficult to compare. We will
automatically adjust the variable by adding an equation to the model
file. Add this section:
EQUATIONS
DEFINE PTOT=PT*760

Data
DATA T NAOHIN : PMM
; VP data for binary NAOH-H2O system
; TC
NAOH :
PTOT
10
1.316
8.84
10
4.412
7.5
10
8.334
5.46
10
13.462
2.782
10
16.668
1.5656
10
20.456
0.86
30
25.002
1.82
30
20.456
3.66
30
16.668
6.53
30
8.334
19.2
30
4.412
26.17
30
1.316
30.64
50
2.778
83.676
50
6.25
68.1
50
10.715
45.524
50
16.668
22.192
50
20.456
12.92
50
25.002
6.5664
100
25.002
110.96
100
20.456
169.4
100
16.668
244.64
100
13.462
326.72
100
8.334
503.73
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100
150
150
150
150
150
150
200
200
200
200
200
200

2.778
2.174
7.895
14.063
16.668
19.644
25.002
25.002
19.644
16.668
14.063
7.895
2.174
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692.97
3315.9
2571.1
1761
1466.8
1181
798.76
3452
4853.4
5704.6
6537.5
8766.6
10890
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$TITLE
SOdium Hydroxide interactions
$CONTROL
QFIT 1.0E-08
MAXIT 200
METH 0
MARQ 10
SCALE 1.2
$PARAMETERS
; NAION-OHION from V6.0
P01 1.0 1.15079E-01 -0.2
P02 1.0 -6.22474E-04 -1.0E-03
P03 1.0 8.6713E-07 -1.0E-05
P04 1.0 -1.907E-03
-1.0E-03
P05 1.0 9.05498E-06 -1.0E-05
P06 1.0 -5.43566E-09 -1.0E-07
P07 1.0 1.10881E-05 -1.0E-05
P08 1.0 -4.16008E-08 -1.0E-07
P09 1.0 -1.44895E-11 -1.0E-09
$DATA SET 1
TEMPERATURE
10.00000
H2OIN
55.5080
NAOHIN
1.31600
;NACLIN
0.00000
FREE PT
FIX V 1.0E-06
;
DATA T NAOHIN : PMM
; VP data for binary NAOH-H2O
10
1.316
8.84
10
4.412
7.5
10
8.334
5.46
10
13.462
2.782
10
16.668
1.5656
10
20.456
0.86
30
25.002
1.82
30
20.456
3.66
30
16.668
6.53
30
8.334
19.2
30
4.412
26.17
30
1.316
30.64
50
2.778
83.676
50
6.25
68.1
50
10.715
45.524
50
16.668
22.192
50
20.456
12.92
50
25.002
6.5664
100
25.002
110.96
100
20.456
169.4
100
16.668
244.64
100
13.462
326.72
100
8.334
503.73
100
2.778
692.97
150
2.174
3315.9
150
7.895
2571.1
150
14.063
1761
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0.2
1.0E-03
1.0E-05
1.0E-03
1.0E-05
1.0E-07
1.0E-05
1.0E-07
1.0E-09

NAION
NAION
NAION
NAION
NAION
NAION
NAION
NAION
NAION

OHION
OHION
OHION
OHION
OHION
OHION
OHION
OHION
OHION

B1
B2
B3
C1
C2
C3
D1
D2
D3

system
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150
150
150
200
200
200
200
200
200
END

16.668
19.644
25.002
25.002
19.644
16.668
14.063
7.895
2.174
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1466.8
1181
798.76
3452
4853.4
5704.6
6537.5
8766.6
10890
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Chapter 8 Example 4: NH3-H2O

Overview
The ion-molecule and molecule-molecule interactions will be
regressed to the Pitzer form. Both the total pressure and mole fraction
of ammonia will be used as targets.

Input Section and Data
$TITLE
Ammonia-water fits
$CONTROL
QFIT 1.0E-08
MAXIT 200
METH 0
MARQ 10
SCALE 1.2
; TRACE
$PARAMETERS
P01 1.0 1.55074E-02 -0.025 0.025 NH3AQ NH3AQ B01
P02 1.0 -1.3377E-04 -5.0E-03 5.0E-03 NH3AQ NH3AQ B02
P03 1.0 1.25617E-07 -5.0E-06 5.0E-06 NH3AQ NH3AQ B03
;
$DATA SET 1
TEMPERATURE
100.000
H2OIN
55.51
NH3IN
3.8400
FIX V
1.00E-06
FREE PT
;
DATA T NH3IN : PT YNH3
100.0 3.84 1.885 0.514
100.0 3.91 1.9837 0.519
100.0 5.604 2.4574 0.617
100.0 6.395 2.5364 0.667
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100.0 7.327 2.9213 0.69
100.0 9.604 3.701 0.756
100.0 12.60 4.5398 0.82
100.0 18.30 6.6321 0.884
100.0 25.90 9.7212 0.93
120.0 25.704 15.317 0.899
120.0 20.375 12.307 0.866
120.0 12.409 7.6585 0.776
120.0 12.16 7.5006 0.765
120.0 8.097 5.4478 0.663
120.0 2.8356 3.1878 0.347
140.0 2.494 5.28 0.286
140.0 4.005 6.2472 0.421
140.0 7.1494 8.2507 0.584
140.0 7.4907 8.6257 0.584
140.0 8.112 9.0106 0.604
140.0 11.636 11.813 0.712
140.0 11.799 12.238 0.723
140.0 18.375 16.965 0.813
140.0 18.632 17.321 0.821
140.0 24.881 21.86 0.868
140.0 25.231 22.403 0.868
160.0 24.672 30.792 0.813
160.0 18.474 24.92 0.762
160.0 18.091 25.472 0.756
160.0 17.993 24.101 0.744
160.0 12.65 18.781 0.677
160.0 7.6412 13.333 0.531
160.0 2.7193 8.7737 0.249
180.0 2.5245 13.106 0.209
180.0 6.8607 20.785 0.464
180.0 12.334 27.585 0.655
180.0 12.701 27.407 0.64
200.0 10.755 30.792 0.569
200.0 7.0646 26.755 0.454
200.0 2.4215 19.186 0.209
END
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Chapter 9 Example 5: CaCl2-H2O

Overview
The Pitzer like density interactions will be fit for this system.

Input and Data
$TITLE
Calcium-Chloride IOn Interactions
$CONTROL
QFIT 1.0E-08
MAXIT 100
METH 0
MARQ 10
SCALE 1.2
$PARAMETERS
P01 1.0 0.59434 -1.0 1.0 CAION CLION BD01
P02 1.0 -5.7556E-03 -0.01 0.01 CAION CLION BD02
P03 1.0 1.7419E-05 -1.0E-04 1.0E-04 CAION CLION BD03
P04 1.0 -9.2832 -15 15 CAION CLION BD11
P05 1.0 8.0358E-02 -0.1 0.1 CAION CLION BD12
P06 1.0 -3.5736E-04 -1.0E-03 1.0E-03 CAION CLION BD13
;
$DATA SET 1
TEMPERATURE
.00000
PRESSURE
1.00000
H2OIN
55.51000
CACL2IN
.47420
;
DATA T CACL2IN : DENMAS
0
0.4742 1044
0
1.0012 1090
0
1.5900 1137
0
2.2526 1186
0
3.0035 1236
0
3.8617 1289
0
4.8518 1344
5
4.8518 1343
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5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

3.8617
3.0035
2.2526
1.5900
1.0012
0.4742
0.4742
1.0012
1.5900
2.2526
3.0035
3.8617
4.8518
6.0070
4.8518
3.8617
3.0035
2.2526
1.5900
1.0012
0.4742
0.4742
1.0012
1.5900
2.2526
3.0035
3.8617
4.8518
6.0070
7.3723
6.0070
4.8518
3.8617
3.0035
2.2526
1.5900
1.0012
0.4742
0.4742
1.0012
1.5900
2.2526
3.0035
3.8617
4.8518
6.0070

1288
1236
1185
1137
1090
1044
1044
1089
1136
1184
1235
1287
1341
1396
1340
1286
1234
1183
1135
1088
1043
1042
1087
1134
1182
1232
1284
1338
1393
1448
1391
1336
1282
1230
1180
1132
1086
1041
1039
1084
1130
1178
1228
1280
1333
1388
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30
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
55
55

7.3723 1445
9.0106 1500
7.3723 1442
6.0070 1386
4.8518 1331
3.8617 1278
3.0035 1226
2.2526 1176
1.5900 1129
1.0012 1082
0.4742 1038
0.4742 1036
1.0012 1080
1.5900 1127
2.2526 1174
3.0035 1224
3.8617 1275
4.8518 1328
6.0070 1383
7.3723 1439
9.0106 1496
11.013 1555
11.013 1551
9.0106 1493
7.3723 1435
6.0070 1380
4.8518 1325
3.8617 1272
3.0035 1221
2.2526 1172
1.5900 1124
1.0012 1078
0.4742 1034
0.4742 1032
1.0012 1076
1.5900 1122
2.2526 1169
3.0035 1219
3.8617 1270
4.8518 1322
6.0070 1376
7.3723 1432
9.0106 1489
11.013 1546
11.013 1542
9.0106 1485
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55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
75
75
75
75

7.3723 1428
6.0070 1373
4.8518 1319
3.8617 1267
3.0035 1216
2.2526 1167
1.5900 1119
1.0012 1074
0.4742 1029
0.4742 1027
1.0012 1071
1.5900 1117
2.2526 1164
3.0035 1213
3.8617 1264
4.8518 1316
6.0070 1370
7.3723 1425
9.0106 1481
11.013 1538
11.013 1533
9.0106 1477
7.3723 1421
6.0070 1366
4.8518 1313
3.8617 1261
3.0035 1210
2.2526 1161
1.5900 1114
1.0012 1068
0.4742 1024
0.4742 1021
1.0012 1066
1.5900 1111
2.2526 1159
3.0035 1207
3.8617 1258
4.8518 1310
6.0070 1363
7.3723 1417
9.0106 1472
11.013 1528
11.013 1524
9.0106 1468
7.3723 1413
6.0070 1359
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75
75
75
75
75
75
75
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95

4.8518 1306
3.8617 1255
3.0035 1204
2.2526 1156
1.5900 1108
1.0012 1063
0.4742 1018
0.4742 1015
1.0012 1060
1.5900 1105
2.2526 1153
3.0035 1201
3.8617 1251
4.8518 1303
6.0070 1356
7.3723 1409
9.0106 1464
11.013 1519
13.516 1569
11.013 1514
9.0106 1459
7.3723 1405
6.0070 1352
4.8518 1299
3.8617 1248
3.0035 1198
2.2526 1149
1.5900 1102
1.0012 1057
0.4742 1012
0.4742 1009
1.0012 1053
1.5900 1099
2.2526 1146
3.0035 1195
3.8617 1245
4.8518 1296
6.0070 1348
6.0070 1344
4.8518 1292
3.8617 1241
3.0035 1191
2.2526 1143
1.5900 1096
1.0012 1050
0.4742 1006
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100 0.4742 1002
100 1.0012 1047
100 1.5900 1092
100 2.2526 1139
100 3.0035 1188
100 3.8617 1238
100 4.8518 1288
100 6.0070 1340
END
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Chapter 10 VLE Data for Methanol
Using REGRESS

Overview
A new regression program was released With OLI/ESP version 6.5.
This new regression program allows for more flexibility in the data
sets used to regress the data. We will explain the details of the input
for the regression.
In this example we will adjust the Vapor-Liquid equilibrium properties
for Methanol (MeOH) and Water over a wide range of temperatures,
pressures and composition. The aqueous reference state
thermodynamic properties for methanol will be adjusted as well as the
vapor – vapor interaction between water and methanol.
The regression program is executed outside of the OLI software and is
executed from the DOS command prompt. Although the program is
outside the OLI software, it used the chemistry model and input files
generated by the software. The most important set of files to be created
are the chemistry model files.
The chemistry model is created in OLI/ESP as with any other model
file. What is unique about this regression program is that no regression
parameters are entered in the model. This is completely different than
the examples shown previously in this course.
Before we can proceed with the regression, we must ensure that we
have access to the types of data that we are regressing. The new
regression program requires that the desired parameters be available in
a database when then model is generated. This is an absolute
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requirement. To restate the requirement: All regression parameters
must exist in a database (PUBLIC or Private) before regression
can occur.

Methanol VLE set up
Here we will discuss the data that is available.
We have VLE data for Methanol and Water. This is in the form of
mole fraction data. An example is shown below:
Temperature 150

o

C

Griswold, J.; Wong, S. Y.
Chem. Eng. Prog., Symp. Ser., 1952, 48, 18.
XMeOH

XH2O YmeOH

0.009 0.991 0.06

0.94

YH2O

Pressure

4.987811498

0.022 0.978 0.135 0.865 5.375672341
0.044 0.956 0.213 0.787 5.831532198
0.079 0.921 0.286 0.714 6.389538613
0.186 0.814 0.459 0.541 7.818504811
In this data the known (independent) data is the temperature and the
liquid mole fraction of Methanol. The unknown (dependent data) are
the mole fraction of the Methanol in the vapor phase and the total
pressure. The mole fractions of water are determined by difference.
In terms of simulation, we will charge the system with 1 mole of
material, at the liquid mole fraction specification and adjust the
pressure to get a vapor phase.
The regression parameters we will use are:
Aqueous parameters for methanol
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HC1

Helgeson equation of state coefficient C1

HC2

Helgeson equation of state coefficient C2

HW

Helgeson equation of state coefficient omega
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GREF

Gibbs free energy of formation

SREF

Reference state entropy

We will back calculate the reference state enthalpy after we have
completed the regression.
SRK Parameters for vapor interactions between water and
methanol
KIJ0
GIJ
KIJ1

Databank Set up

Prior to regression, the parameters to be fit must exist in the database.
Methanol already exists in the PUBLIC database so no further work is
required for the standard state parameters.
The interaction between methanol vapor and water vapor does not
exist in any database. We will have to create this interaction in a
private database prior to generating the chemistry model. To do this,
start the OLI software and use the Options action to switch to a
working folder.
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Figure 10-1 OLI/ESP main menu

Once the program has started, position the cursor on OLI Databook
and press <Enter>. This will bring up the OLI Databook menu.
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Figure 10-2 Databook main menu

A list of available databooks will be displayed. Your list may vary
depending on licensing options and any private databases previously
created. Position the cursor on New Databook to create a new
databook. If you wish to modify an existing databook, select that
databook.

Figure 10-3 Enter a databook name

Enter a name that has some meaning. Here we will enter the name
Methanol Remember, that the first three letters must be unique per
folder.
After a few moments, the program will return with the following
screen.
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Figure 10-4 The methanol databook chapters

A previous chapter showed you how to navigate through the databook.
We will not dwell on that now. Position the cursor on Interactions to
begin the process of entering the SRK interaction parameters for water
and methanol.

Figure 10-5 Ready to enter interaction species

The next step is very important. Spelling counts. Enter the text exactly
as shown
H2O METHANOL
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This will now enter this type of interaction into the database. The type
of interaction will determine if we are entering H2OVAP
METHANOLVAP interactions or H2O METHANOLAQ interactions.
Press <Enter> when done.

Figure 10-6 No interactions stored for H2O and Methanol

We are now ready to enter data. Select the EDIT action from the
action line (use the <F10> key to toggle to the action line).
This will now place us into EDIT mode.
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Figure 10-7 In Edit Mode

Enter the Text SRK into the blank field.
Select File from the action line and then Exit (this will save and exit
the screen).
We will be returned to the data screen.
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Figure 10-8 Returned to the data screen.

Select View and then Data from the Action Line
This will display the parameter options for the H2O Methanol
interaction.
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Figure 10-9 Blank SRK data

We now need to enter some arbitrary data into the fields. Select Edit
from the action line. Enter 0.5 for Kij0. Select File and then Exit to
save and exit the data.
This data will be adjusted while the regression is running. Although
the other parameters were left blank, internally in the program the
parameter values will be set to zero and are adjustable via the
regression program.

Model Generation
The generation of OLI/ESP models has been described in previous
chapters. The inflows for this model are simply H2O and
METHANOL. Make sure to generate the model using the new
database.

Regression Input
The input to the data regression program is in the format of a text file.
This file must be created outside of the OLI/ESP software. The
MicrosoftTM Notepad editor is suitable for these purposes.
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The input file, which is similar to the OLI/ElectroChem input file has
several sections. We will discuss each section in turn. The file must
have the file extension INR rather than the traditional INP file
extension.
Create a file with the name METHANOL.INR.
The following is an abbreviated form of the INR file.
$TITLE
MEOH REFIT AT HIGH PRESSURE
$CONTROL
QFIT 1.0E-08
MAXIT 100
METH 0
MARQ 10
SCALE 1.2

$PARAMETERS
P01

1.0

-5.841882

-1

1

METHANOLAQ HC1

P02

1.0

139061.6

-100000

100000

METHANOLAQ HC2

P03

1.0

-138390.9

-1000000

1000000

METHANOLAQ HW

P04

1.0

-42030.83

-100000

100000

METHANOLAQ GREF

P05

1.0

32.76996

-100

100

METHANOLAQ SREF

P06

1.0

16.20473

-1

1

H2OVAP METHANOLVAP KIJ0

P07

1.0

3.0822649E-04

-1

1

H2OVAP METHANOLVAP GIJ

P08

1.0

-2.5604298E-02 -1

1

H2OVAP METHANOLVAP KIJ1

;

$DATA SET 1
TEMP 150
PRESS

2

H2OIN 0.937
METHANOLIN .063
FREE PT
FIX V

1.0E-06

;
DATA METHANOLIN H2OIN : YMETHANOL YH2O PT
;Griswold, J.; Wong, S. Y.
;Chem. Eng. Prog., Symp. Ser., 1952, 48, 18.
0.009 0.991 0.06

0.94 4.987811498

0.022 0.978 0.135 0.865 5.375672341
0.044 0.956 0.213 0.787 5.831532198
0.079 0.921 0.286 0.714 6.389538613
0.186 0.814 0.459 0.541 7.818504811
;
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;
$DATA SET 2
TEMP 200
PRESS

39

H2OIN 0.937
METHANOLIN .063
FREE PT
FIX V

1.0E-06

;
DATA METHANOLIN H2OIN : YMETHANOL YH2O PT
;Griswold, J.; Wong, S. Y.
;Chem. Eng. Prog., Symp. Ser., 1952, 48, 18.
;
0.0049 0.9951 0.032 0.968 16.0592154
0.0168 0.9832 0.075 0.925 16.67110782
0.032

0.968

0.126 0.874 17.62348877

0.059

0.941

0.196 0.804 19.05255366

0.098

0.902

0.272 0.728 20.41352085

0.172

0.828

0.389 0.611 23.20355292

0.297

0.703

0.514 0.486 26.53836664

We will explain each section.

$TITLE
This is an optional line which may contain up to 80 characters.

$CONTROL
This section has several options. Each has a default thus the entire
section may be eliminated.
MAXIT xx

(Maximum number of iterations, default= 50)

QFIT

(Convergence tolerance, default= 1.0E-05)

x.x

METH xx

(Regression method)
0 - Brown’s algorithm, Uses MARQ parm )
1 - Strict Decent, default parms
2 – Semi Strict Decent, Uses MARQ and
SCALING)
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MARQ x.x (Marquardt scaling parm – METH=1 or 2
default=1.0)
SCALING x.x (Factor for adjusting MARQ – Meth=2
default=1.5)
NUMERICAL

(Forces numerical derivative calculation)

TRACE

(Produce ElectroChem output at every iteration)

OBJECTIVE xx

(Change Objective function)
1 - (calc value/exp value – 1) default

2 – (max(calc or exp value)/min(calc or exp
value) – 1)
3 – (calc value – exp value)
ERROR xxxxx

(Error assign to non-converged points, default=0)

$PARAMETERS
This section is identical to the parameters section in ElectroChem. See
previous chapters for details.

$DATA SET X
This section differs considerably from the ElectroChem input. In
general, any input parameter that will not change in the data set should
be placed in the input section. In the above example for data set 1:
$DATA SET 1
TEMP 150
PRESS

2

H2OIN 0.937
METHANOLIN .063
FREE PT
FIX V

1.0E-06

The temperature is held constant at 150 oC. The pressure is initially set
to 2 atmospheres. The amount of water is set to 0.937 moles, the
amount of methanol is set to 0.063 moles. Note that the species names
are suffixed by the letters “IN”. This designates the species as an
inflow species and it is required for these types of species.
The pressure will be allowed to adjust. This is marked with a
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FREE PT line. If a variable is marked as FREE then a variable must
be also marked as FIX. The number of FREE variables must equal
the number of FIX variables.. In this case, the vapor rate (in moles)
is set to 1.0E-06 as a FIX.
This syntax is similar to ElectroChem.
WEIGHT STATEMENT
The statement WEIGHT X.X can be added to the input section of the
data set. The X.X is a decimal value. The dataset can be give higher
importance in the regression set. The default value is 1.0.
SC_INDEX
The scaling index of the named solid will be displayed. The format is
SC_INDEX Solid_Name
DATA STATEMENT
The data statement corresponds to the data set. The structure of the
data statement has been explained in previous chapters.

Running the Regression
The regression must be run from the DOS command Prompt. Please
start the DOS Command Prompt by selecting it from the
Start/Programs button.
Switch to your working folder (directory). For example, if your
database was created in the folder C:\OLI\Models then the command
to type in the command prompt is:
CD c:\oli\models
The chemistry model that you created previously has the file extension
DBS. There are associated files with the extension MDL and MOD but
the actual file is DBS. If you did not complete the full chemistry model
generation then the DBS file will not exist.
The regression input has the file extension INR. This is different from
the ElectroChem input file.
The regression program is called REGRESS and is located in the
c:\oli65\sys folder. This program is only available with version 6.5 or
later.
The general command to start the regression is:
C:\OLI65\SYS\REGRESS chemistry_name input_name
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Remember that the input name has the file extension INR.
The output file has the file extension OUE and is essentially the same
format as the previous examples.

Regression Output
The output for the regression files are similar to the old regression
files. There are some differences.
Summary of input
This portion of the file echo’s the input and displays the number of
independent and dependent variables.
====== ARRAY DIMENSIONS FOR THIS CASE ==================
MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

OF
OF
OF
OF
OF

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
DEPENDENT VARIABLES
DATA SETS
DATA POINTS/SET
FIT PARAMETERS

=
=
=
=
=

2
3
9
12
8

$TITLE
MEOH REFIT AT HIGH PRESSURE
$CONTROL
QFIT 1.0E-08
MAXIT 100
METH 0
MARQ 10
SCALE 1.2
$PARAMETERS
P01 1.0 -5.841882 -1 1 METHANOLAQ HC1
P02 1.0 139061.6 -100000 100000 METHANOLAQ HC2
P03 1.0 -138390.9 -1000000 1000000 METHANOLAQ HW
P04 1.0 -42030.83 -100000 100000 METHANOLAQ GREF
P05 1.0 32.76996 -100 100 METHANOLAQ SREF
P06 1.0 16.20473 -1 1 H2OVAP METHANOLVAP KIJ0
P07 1.0 3.0822649E-04 -1 1 H2OVAP METHANOLVAP GIJ
P08 1.0 -2.5604298E-02 -1 1 H2OVAP METHANOLVAP KIJ1
;
$DATA SET 1
TEMP 150
PRESS 2
H2OIN 0.937
METHANOLIN .063
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FREE PT
FIX V
1.0E-06
;
DATA METHANOLIN H2OIN : YMETHANOL YH2O PT
;GRISWOLD, J.; WONG, S. Y.
;CHEM. ENG. PROG., SYMP. SER., 1952, 48, 18.
0.009 0.991 0.06 0.94 4.987811498
0.022 0.978 0.135 0.865 5.375672341
0.044 0.956 0.213 0.787 5.831532198
0.079 0.921 0.286 0.714 6.389538613
0.186 0.814 0.459 0.541 7.818504811
;0.374 0.626 0.61 0.39 9.506044905
;0.459 0.541 0.662 0.338 10.11201579
;0.578 0.422 0.731 0.269 10.91438441
;0.748 0.252 0.832 0.168 12.07105848
;0.893 0.107 0.929 0.071 13.1665433
;0.913 0.087 0.943 0.057 13.23464101
;0.936 0.064 0.96 0.04 13.37083642
;0.953 0.047 0.972 0.028 13.452750105
;0.969 0.031 0.982 0.018 13.55440415
{snip of remaining data sets}

Each data set is also echoed and displayed here. The user is
encouraged to review the input to ensure that it is correct.
================ DATA SET
PTS
1
4
7
10
13

1 ================

METHANOLIN

H2OIN

YMETHANOL

YH2O

0.900000E-02
0.220000E-01
0.440000E-01
0.790000E-01
0.186000

0.991000
0.978000
0.956000
0.921000
0.814000

0.600000E-01
0.135000
0.213000
0.286000
0.459000

0.940000
0.865000
0.787000
0.714000
0.541000

PT
4.98781
5.37567
5.83153
6.38954
7.81850

{snip of remaining data sets}

Regression Results
The parameters section report back the current values. These are being
actively adjusted by the regression program. You will see some or all
of them change on each iteration.
Parameter values ----------------5.842D+00 1.391D+05 -1.384D+05 -4.203D+04
-2.560D-02

3.277D+01

1.620D+01

3.082D-04

The comparison of the data to the regressed value is displayed next for
each data set. The “Exper” column is the user entered data. The
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“Calculated” column is the value that the program has calculated based
upon the regression. The “Obj. Function” column is determined by this
formula:
ObjFunctio n 

Calculated  Exper 
Exper

The final column indicates that the point has converged (0), did not
converge initially but did on a retry (1), or did not retry the point (2). If
2 is the value, then the point will be retried 4 iterations later.
DATA SET
PTS
3
3
3
6
6
6
9
9
9
12
12
12
15
15
15

1
Exper
0.0600
0.9400
4.9878
0.1350
0.8650
5.3757
0.2130
0.7870
5.8315
0.2860
0.7140
6.3895
0.4590
0.5410
7.8185

Calculated
0.0551
0.9449
4.8898
0.1216
0.8784
5.2156
0.2118
0.7882
5.7279
0.3225
0.6775
6.4679
0.5465
0.4535
8.3082

Obj Function
-0.0811
0.0052
-0.0197
-0.0996
0.0155
-0.0298
-0.0057
0.0015
-0.0178
0.1278
-0.0512
0.0123
0.1906
-0.1617
0.0626

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

{snip of remaining data sets}

Each parameter will then be displayed after convergence. The value of
the parameter and the change in the objective function as a function of
the parameter. This shows you if the objective function is sensitive to
the parameter.
Parm
P01
P02
P03
P04
P05
P06
P07
P08

Value

d(objective)/d(parm)

-5.841882
-2.538433
139061.6
-2.0157290E-04
-138390.9
3.9942952E-04
-42030.83
6.2289121E-02
32.76996
-9.187715
16.20473
-8.330939
3.0822649E-04
37473.06
-2.5604298E-02 -4304.315

(Change Objective)/(1% change in parm)
0.1482922
-0.2803105
-0.5527741
-26.18063
-3.010810
-1.350006
0.1155019
1.102090

This part of the report is shows the iteration number and the norm of
the points. The norm is related to the sum of the squares of the error.
The Mean value is the average of the calculated points and the
standard deviation of all the points is also reported.
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ITERATION=

0

NORM FOR CONV PTS=

Mean value=

4.79672E-02

ITERATION=

-1

NORM=

21.4625

Std Dev= 0.392865

21.4625

AL=

10.0000

Parameter values ----------------5.138D+00 1.480D+05 -1.452D+05 -4.204D+04 3.319D+01
-2.471D-02
DATA SET
1
PTS
Exper
Calculated
Obj Function
3
0.0600
0.0500
-0.1665
0
3
0.9400
0.9500
0.0106
0
3
4.9878
4.8625
-0.0251
0
6
0.1350
0.1108
-0.1794
0
6
0.8650
0.8892
0.0280
0
6
5.3757
5.1511
-0.0418
0
9
0.2130
0.1939
-0.0898
0
9
0.7870
0.8061
0.0243
0
9
5.8315
5.6039
-0.0390
0
12
0.2860
0.2961
0.0354
0
12
0.7140
0.7039
-0.0142
0
12
6.3895
6.2540
-0.0212
0
15
0.4590
0.5018
0.0933
0
15
0.5410
0.4982
-0.0792
0
15
7.8185
7.8358
0.0022
0

1.544D+01

3.161D-04

{snip of remaining data sets}

ElectroChem Summary
After all the points have converged, the regression program will call
ElectroChem to calculate the equilibrium condition for each point. At
the same time, an Excel spreadsheet is also created which contains
related data. This is an example of a single point.
The portion displays the trace for the calculations. When a point does
not converge, useful information is contained in the trace.
Start Date: 02/07/2003 11:27:46

ITERATION
ITERATION
ITERATION

1
2
3

NORM =
NORM =
NORM =

7.82846E-04 (CONVERGENCE CRITERION:
7.63441E-08
4.82344E-15

1.0000E-10)

This is the actual equilibrium output for the point.
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OLI ELECTROCHEM........VERSION 14.6 (1 OCT 2002)
ELECTROCHEM SUMMARY OF RESULTS
==============================
TEMPERATURE:
25.0000
DEG CENTIGRADE
PRESSURE:
8.892039E-02 ATMOSPHERES
IONIC STRENGTH:
7.566564E-08 MOLALITY
LIQUID ENTHALPY:
-6.545001E+04 CALS /HR
VAPOR ENTHALPY:
-5.054491E-02 CALS /HR
O-LIQUID ENTHALPY: 0.000000E+00 CALS /HR
TOTAL ENTHALPY:
-6.545006E+04 CALS /HR
LIQUID DENSITY:
983.02
GMS/LITER
LIQUID VOLUME:
2.24917E-02 LITERS
VAPOR VOLUME:
2.74671E-04 LITERS
PH:
7.01368

SPECIES
NAME

INFLOWS

OUTFLOWS
VAPOR
LIQUID
O-LIQUID
SOLID
GMOLES/HR GMOLES/HR GMOLES/HR GMOLES/HR GMOLES/HR
=======================================================================
H2O
7.0810E-01 2.5636E-07 7.0810E-01
METHANOL
2.9190E-01 7.4364E-07 2.9190E-01
HION
9.6523E-10
OHION
9.6523E-10
TOTALS
GMOLES/HR

1.0000E+00 1.0000E-06 1.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00

This portion of the report displays the activities, activity coefficients
and equilibrium constants for this point.
ELECTROCHEM SUMMARY OF RESULTS
==============================
ACTIVITIES
NAME
---------------AH2O
AH2OO
AMETHANOLAQ
AMETHANOLAQO

VALUE
---------7.2431E-01
0.0000E+00
1.4803E+01
0.0000E+00

PAGE 2

EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS
NAME
---------------KH2O

VALUE
---------1.0119E-14

KH2OVAP

3.1882E+01

ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS
NAME
---------------AYH2O

VALUE
---------9.9663E-01
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AYMETHANOL
9.9884E-01
-----------------------------AHION
1.2806E+00
AOHION
9.9968E-01
------------------------------

KMETHANOLVAP
2.2412E+02
-----------------------------------------------------------

End Date: 02/07/2003 11:27:46

Final regression values

This is as report of all the values in the calculation and the average
value and standard deviation. It is useful to see which values have the
larges errors associated with them. It may indicate what parameters
need to be finely tuned.
NAME
T
Z
I
M
YH2O
YMETHANOL
METHANOLAQ
OHION
HION
XH2OO
LXH2OO
XMETHANOLAQO
LXMETHANOLAQO
H2OIN
METHANOLIN
LIQMOL
H2O
LIQMO1
TOTO
LIQMAS2
ENTHAL
ENTHAL2
ENTHAV
ENTHALPY
PT
KH2OVAP
AYH2O
AH2O
KMETHANOLVAP
AYMETHANOL
AMETHANOLAQ
KH2O
AHION
AOHION
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MEAN

MINIMUM

383.10
0.59408E-06
0.59408E-06
2.0000
0.58778
0.41222
10.059
0.59408E-06
0.59408E-06
0.00000
-300.00
0.00000
-300.00
0.85794
0.14206
1.0000
0.85794
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
-65490.
0.00000
-0.53292E-01
-65490.
9.6502
0.20602
-0.69017E-01
-0.14670
2.4268
-0.40415E-01
1.5758
-28.756
0.73584
-0.10973E-02

MAXIMUM

298.15
0.75666E-07
0.75666E-07
2.0000
0.25636
0.15492E-01
0.12239
0.75666E-07
0.75666E-07
0.00000
-300.00
0.00000
-300.00
0.67730
0.22000E-02
1.0000
0.67730
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
-67476.
0.00000
-0.57057E-01
-67476.
0.57055E-01
-3.8901
-0.37237
-0.34032
-1.1696
-0.37595
-2.1041
-32.224
0.57381E-02
-0.27523E-02

STD DEVIATION

548.15
0.21666E-05
0.21666E-05
2.0000
0.98451
0.74364
26.447
0.21666E-05
0.21666E-05
0.00000
-300.00
0.00000
-300.00
0.99780
0.32270
1.0000
0.99780
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
-62069.
0.00000
-0.50539E-01
-62069.
79.340
3.4621
-0.30679E-02
-0.22016E-02
5.4122
0.83740E-01
2.7033
-25.735
5.3295
-0.32375E-03

74.850
0.57230E-06
0.57230E-06
0.00000
0.21494
0.21494
7.8804
0.57230E-06
0.57230E-06
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.97186E-01
0.97186E-01
0.14822E-07
0.97186E-01
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
1390.0
0.00000
0.18829E-02
1390.0
17.881
2.3807
0.96101E-01
0.10092
2.1658
0.86911E-01
1.1001
2.3019
1.1545
0.73686E-03
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AH2OO
AQINCL
AQEXCL
AMETHANOLAQO
PH
DENLIQ
DENLIQ2
ZCOMP
VOLVAP
V
VOLLIQ
DENMAS
VOLLIQ2
DENMAS2
OSPRES
ECOND
ECONDM
VISABS
VISREL
VOL

-300.00
1.0000
0.00000
-300.00
6.1162
50.761
27.104
0.94557
0.85351E-04
0.10000E-05
0.19974E-01
1014.2
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.20059E-01

-300.00
1.0000
0.00000
-300.00
4.4845
43.693
12.172
0.76157
0.43177E-06
0.10000E-05
0.11821E-01
870.32
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.11821E-01
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-300.00
1.0000
0.00000
-300.00
7.0137
84.597
31.326
0.99835
0.42811E-03
0.10000E-05
0.22887E-01
1802.9
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.23020E-01

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.67146
7.1515
4.3915
0.71890E-01
0.10303E-03
0.00000
0.20367E-02
154.26
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.20736E-02
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Chapter 11 Multi-solvent Data
Regression

Overview of the Multisolvent Framework.
This manual outlines the use of OLI/MSE regression program with
focus on items that are different from using the conventional OLI data
regression facility and those that are added specifically for the
OLI/MSE framework. The readers need to refer to A Guide to Using
OLI Data Regression and other related OLI manuals for features of the
OLI software and the syntax used.

THE MSE DATABASE
A databank has been created for use with the MSE framework. The
databank is called MIXSOL, and contains several data items
specifically used by the MSE model, in addition to those that already
in the other OLI databanks, such as standard state properties (e.g.
Gibbs free energy and enthalpy of formation, entropy, and heat
capacity), and the Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers (HKF) equation of state
parameters.
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New data items for Aqueous Phase:
LDEN

Coefficients, A, B, C, and D, for pure liquid molar
density. The liquid density is calculated based on the
following equation:21





 kmol / m 3 

DIE0

A
B 1( 1T / C )

D

Coefficients for the dielectric constant of the pure
liquid, calculated based on the following equation:22
 E

F
T

R_UQ

See below

Q_UQ

UNIQUAC size (R) and surface (Q) parameters,
respectively. Default values are 1.0. For inorganic
species (ions and neutral molecules), values for water
(R=0.92 and Q=1.40) should be entered. For organic
species, values can be determined using UNIFAC group
contribution method discussed by Fredenslund et al.
(AIChE J. 1975, 21, 1086-1099). The group
specifications and values of the R and Q assignments
can be found in references such as The Properties of
Gases and Liquids, 4th Edition (by Reid, R. C.;
Prausnitz, J. M.; Poling, B. E. McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York, 1987) and Vapor-liquid
Equilibria using UNIFAC (by Fredenslund, A.;
Gmehling, J. Rasmussen, P. Elsevier, New York, 1977).

CP

Heat capacity parameters for pure liquid. The liquid
heat capacity is calculated based on the following
equation:1





Cp J  mol 1  K 1  A  BT  CT 2  DT 3  ET 4

21

Daubert, T. E. and Danner, R. P. Physical and Thermodynamic Properties of Pure Chemicals. Hemisphere Publishing
Corporation, New York, 1989

22

Wang, P. and Anderko A., Fluid Phase Equilibria, 186 (2001) 103-122.
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New binary interaction parameters in the “INTERACTIONS” chapter:
UNIQ

UNIQUAC parameters (neutral-neutral, ion-neutral, and
ion-ion):
aij  Q0 IJ  Q1IJ * T  Q2 IJ * T 2  Q3IJ  Q4 IJ * T * xi x j
a ji  Q0 JI  Q1JI * T  Q2 JI * T 2  Q3 JI  Q4 JI * T * x j xi

( aij  a ji ; T in Kelvin)
For most systems, Q3IJ, Q4IJ, Q3JI, and Q4JI can be
set to zero.
MIDRANGE Middle-range parameters (neutral-ion, ion-ion):



Bij  bij  cij  exp  I x  0.01



( Bij  B ji )

Where bij  BMD0  BMD1*T  BMD 2 / T  BMD3 *T 2  BMD 4 * ln T
cij  CMD0  CMD1*T  CMD2 / T  CMD3 *T 2  CMD4 * ln T

DENUNIQ

UNIQUAC density parameters:
a ij
P

a ji
P

DENMID

 D0 IJ  D1IJ * T  D2 IJ * T 2

 D0 JI  D1JI * T  D2 JI * T 2

Middle-range density parameters:
Bij
P





 Bij(0)  Bij( 2) * exp  I X  0.01  Bij( 2) * P

Where Bij(0)  DMD1  DMD 4 *T  DMD5 *T 2
Bij(1)  DMD 2  DMD3 *T  DMD 6 * T 2
Bij( 2)  DMD 7  DMD8 *T  DMD9 * T 2  DMD 0 / T

REGRESSION PARAMETERS
The regression parameters that are unique in the MSE framework are
those of the UNIQUAC and middle-range parameters. In addition, the
MSE framework allows the adjustment of the standard state properties,
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Gibbs free energy of formation, Gf0, and entropy, S0, for both solid
and aqueous species, to give better extrapolation behavior of the
equilibrium constants with respect to temperature. The standard state
parameters such as those of equilibrium constants and HKF equation
of state remain to be used if needed. A summary of these parameters is
given as follows.

Standard state parameters –
1.

Equilibrium constant parameters (the “KFIT” parameters, A, B,
C, D, E, F, G):
The regression parameters and their tag names from the
conventional OLI framework remain to be used.
However, the MSE framework allows the reference
state properties, i.e. Gibbs energy and entropy to be
adjusted, which gives better extrapolation behavior for
the equilibrium constants with respect to temperature,
compared to using these “KFIT” parameters.

2.

Standard state Gibbs energy and entropy (appear in the
databank as GREF and SREF)
GRFS – standard state Gibbs energy for solid phase
GREF – standard state Gibbs energy for aqueous species
SRFS – standard state entropy for solid phase
SREF – standard state entropy for aqueous species

The adjustment of the standard state Gibbs energy and entropy is the
most useful for solid phases with the experimental solubility data and
solid heat capacity (if available) as a function of temperature, as the
heat capacity of solid influences the temperature dependence of the
solubility. The standard state enthalpy can then be calculated from the
standard state entropies of the base elements (thermodynamically
stable elements) using the well-known thermodynamic relationship.
For example, when GRFS and SRFS for solid sodium acetate
(NAACETPPT) are adjusted, its standard state enthalpy (Hf0) can be
automatically calculated based on the standard entropies values of
Na(s), C(s), O2(g) and H2(g). A statement line must be added in the
input data file (inr file) before the data set section to give the entropy
values for each element and their stoichiometric coefficients in the
formation process:
ELEM NAACETPPT
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12.26 2 1.372 1.0 49.0 1.5 31.21
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The formation process and the standard state entropy for each of the
elements are:
Na(s) + 2 C(s) + O2(g) + 1.5 H2(g) = CH3COONa (s)
12.26

1.372 49.0

31.21

(in cal/mol.K)

2. HKF Equation of state parameters:
a1 = HA1

a2 = HA2

c1 = HC1

c2 = HC2

a3 = HA3

a4 = HA4

 = HW

Excess properties
Parameters specific for the MSE model are the UNIQUAC and
middle-range parameters:
1. UNIQUAC activity coefficient parameters
Q0IJ
Q4IJ

Q0JI
Q4JI

Q1IJ

Q1JI

Q2IJ

Q2JI

Q3IJ

Q3JI

2. Middle-range activity coefficient parameters
BMD0 BMD1 BMD2 BMD3 BMD4 CMD0 CMD1 CMD2
CMD3 CMD4
3. UNIQUAC density parameters
D0IJ

D0JI

D1IJ

D1JI

D2IJ

D2JI

4. Middle-range density parameters
DMD1 DMD2 DMD3 DMD4 DMD5 DMD6 DMD7 DMD8
DMD9 DMD0

TYPES OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA AS REGRESSION
OBJECTIVES
The types of experimental data that can be used to determine the MSE
parameters include not only the excess Gibbs energy/activity data, but
also the enthalpy, heat capacity, and density data. The most commonly
used data types in regression are:
1. Vapor Pressure (Total pressure, partial pressure, or vapor
phase mole fractions)
2. Osmotic coefficients or solvent activities
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3. Activity coefficients for completely dissociated aqueous
electrolytes
4. Solid solubility
5. Speciation (e.g. apparent ionization constants in the mixed
solvent or concentrations of a particular species in partially
dissociated systems)
6. Gibbs energy of transfer of electrolyte from one solvent to
another
7. Heat of dilution
8. Heat of mixing
9. Heat capacity
10. Density
For any particular systems, the MSE parameters can be determined
with as much as the available experimental data listed above to ensure
the thermodynamic consistency of various properties. The inclusion of
caloric data (i.e. heats of dilution and mixing, and heat capacity) can
ensure the correct extrapolation of Gibbs energy, and hence, VLE and
solubility, with temperature.
Simultaneous inclusion of various types of experimental data in
regression has been made possible in the new regression program,
REGRESS. The following discussion pertains to the use of REGRESS.

CHEMISTRY MODEL SET UP
The chemistry model will be generated the same way it is generated
using the conventional OLI framework, i.e. using OLI/Express or
OLI/ESP. To invoke the MSE model, enter the name MIXSOL as if a
private databank is selected from the Action line after the species are
entered in THE LIST OF INFLOWS.
Similar to the regression in the conventional OLI framework, an
EQUATIONS section is necessary if variables must be defined using
the internal OLI variables. Some commonly used variable definitions
in the MSE regression are given below.
Property

Definition

Water activity ( a water ):

DEFINE AWATER=EXP(AH2O+LH2O)

Mean activity coefficient (   )

DEFINE GAMMA=EXP((AKION+ACLION+2.*(LH2O-LOG(55.509))/2.0)
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of a completely dissociated
1:1 electrolyte (e.g. KCl)
Heat capacity ( C p )

DEFINE CP=USER20(54)

Explanations of these definitions and their differences from those in
the conventional OLI framework are given in the next section.

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES:
In order to distinguish the conventional OLI framework and the MSE framework, differences are
listed for variables in the two frameworks.
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MSE framework

Conventional OLI framework

1. Concentrations
All of the concentrations are in mole-fraction. For example, in the H2SO4H2O system, the variables, HION, SO4ION, HSO4ION, H2SO4AQ,
SO3AQ, and H2O represent the mole-fractions for H+, SO42-, HSO4-,
H2SO4(aq), SO3(aq), and H2O, respectively.

Concentrations are expressed by water-based
molalities (mol/kg H2O). Variables, HION,
SO4ION, HSO4ION, H2SO4AQ, and SO3AQ
represent molalities of these species; while the
water concentrations for all of the systems are
always 55.509mol/1000 kg H2O.

2. Water activity
The natural logarithm of the water activity coefficient ( ln  water ) is
expressed by the variable AH2O. In order to determine the water activity,
one needs to add in the chemistry model file:

The natural logarithm of the water activity is
expressed by the variable AH2O. Therefore, in
order to determine the water activity, one needs
to add in the chemistry model file:

DEFINE AWATER=EXP(AH2O+LH2O)

DEFINE AWATER=EXP(AH2O)

Where LH2O is the natural logarithm of the mole-fraction of H2O (
ln x water ).
3. Activity Coefficients
The variable AKION denotes the natural logarithms of the activity
coefficient of K+, ln K  , as defined by

The variable ANAION represents the natural
logarithm of the conventional molality-based
 ,m
activity coefficient for Na+, ln  Na
.



 

ln K   ln  ,x  ln55.509
K

where  ,x is the mole-fraction based activity coefficient of Na + in
K

unsymmetrical normalization. The relationship between i and the
conventional molality-based activity coefficient,  i ,m is

 i,m  x water  i  55.509

Therefore, the mean activity coefficient of a completely dissociated
electrolyte as determined by conventional definition can be defined in the
chemistry model, for a 1:1 electrolyte such as KCl, as:
DEFINE GAMM=EXP((AKION+ACLION+2.*(LH2O-LOG(55.509))/2.0)
4. Gibbs Energy of Transfer
The Gibbs energy of transfer of LiCl from water to methanol can be
derived as3


0
w  M   2RT ln  w 
tr GLiCl
1000

M 




 RT ln Li  , M  ln Cl  , M  2 ln M M



Therefore, the mean activity coefficient of a
completely dissociated electrolyte as
determined by conventional definition can be
defined in the chemistry model, for a 1:1
electrolyte such as NaCl, as:
DEFINE
GAMM=EXP((ANAION+ACLION)/2.0)

Not available



where i, M is the value of i for ion i in pure methanol; and
 w and  M are densities of pure water and pure methanol,
respectively; and M M is molar mass of methanol. Thus, the
0
w  M 
following definition is necessary to calculate trGLiCl
st
(T=298.15K is assumed, and the 1 term in the above equation
is -33074 J/mol):

3

Wang, P.; Anderko, A.; Young, R. D., Fluid Phase Equilibria, 203 (2002) 141-176.
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DEFINE GTRM=33074+8.3147*T*(AKION+ACLION+2.0*LOG(32.0424))

DATA STATEMENT SET UP FOR HEATS OF DILUTION
AND MIXING
The inclusion of heats of mixing and dilution data in regression is the
distinctive feature of the OLI/MSE. A majority of solution caloric
data, especially those of aqueous electrolyte solutions, have been
measured as heat of dilution. The data statement for heat of dilution is
fixed such that for the dilution of aqueous HCl solutions, it is:
DATA T PT HCLIN H2OIN
|_initial_x_____|

HCLIN

H2OIN :

HDILUT

|___final_x____|

The first inflow (HCLIN and H2OIN) inputs the initial mole fractions
of HCl and H2O, respectively, in HCl(aq) solution, and the second
inflow gives the final mole fractions of these components; HDILUT is
the heat of dilution in unit of cal/mol. It should be noted that the order
of the components in the inflows (e.g. H2O and HCl) may be altered,
but it must remain the same for the initial and final solutions.
The data statement for the heat of mixing also has a fixed format.
Thus, the following statement is used for the mixing of two solutions
that each contains methanol, H2O, and NaCl to form a mixture with
final concentrations that are given in the 3rd inflow (the final mixture):
DATA T PT METHANOLIN H2OIN NACLIN METHANOLIN H2OIN NACLIN METHANOLIN H2OIN NACLIN : DHMIX
|________solution 1__________| |________solution 2___________| |_______final mixture________|

In the 1st and the 2nd sets of inflows (METHANOLIN H2OIN
NACLIN), the mole fractions of the three components are given for
the two solutions that are mixed; the 3rd set of inflow gives the
concentrations (mole fractions) of these components in the final
mixture. DHMIX is the heat of mixing in unit of cal/mol. It should be
noted that (1) the minimum number of components in each inflow
(solution) is 2, and the maximum is 4 for the current OLI/MSE; (2) the
order of the components (e.g. methanol, H2O, NaCl) may be altered,
but it must remain the same in each of the three sets (i.e. solution 1,
solution 2, final mixture); (3) in the cases that the mixing solution
(solution 1 or solution 2) contains less components than in the final
mixture, simply input zero concentration for the component that is not
present in the “solution”.

EXAMPLES OF REGRESSION
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The examples given below serve only as demonstrations of data
regression using the OLI/MSE. In most cases, only a small portion of
the data set used in the actual regressions is shown. The electronic files
that contain chemistry model (MOD files) and input data (INR files)
for each of the following examples are also provided for users to
practice on OLI/MSE regression. The inflow concentrations are
expressed as mole fraction in all of the examples; they can also be
expressed as the number of moles in the inflow. For example, for
aqueous systems, if the number of moles for water is given as 55.509,
then the inflow concentrations for other species are the molalities
(mol/kg H2O).

Example 1. Methanol-water: VLE, heat of mixing, and heat capacity
Model Set Up
The chemistry model is generated using OLI/Express or OLI/ESP. The
inflow species are
H2O
METHANOL
From the Action line, select “databank”, and enter MIXSOL to the
“databank names”. The data to be regressed are PT (total vapor
pressure), YMETHANOL (vapor phase mole-fraction of methanol),
DHMIX (heat of mixing), and CP (heat capacity). The only variable
that needs to be defined in the model file is CP. The following section
is added to the end of the model file (before the statement END):
EQUATIONS
DEFINE CP=USER20(54)
Input File Set Up
The header section of the input file (MW.INR) contains the same
information as that used in data regression with conventional OLI
model, except that the parameters to be adjusted are those specific for
the MSE model. In this case, the UNIQUAC interaction parameters for
H2O-METHANOL are adjusted, together with the equilibrium
constant for METHANOLVAP=METHANOLAQ. The input file
looks like this:
$TITLE
Methanol-water VLE, heat of mixing, heat capacity
$CONTROL
MAXIT 100
QFIT 1.0E-6
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METH 2
MARQ 1
SCALE 2.0
$PARAMETERS
P01 1.0 -3149.647
-10 10. H2O METHANOLAQ Q0IJ
P02 1.0 -2799.164
-10 10. H2O METHANOLAQ Q0JI
P03 1.0 24.43680
-10 10. H2O METHANOLAQ Q1IJ
P04 1.0 8.180557
-10 10. H2O METHANOLAQ Q1JI
P05 1.0 -1.0469214E-02 -10 10. H2O METHANOLAQ Q2IJ
P06 1.0 -1.9480291E-02 -10 10. H2O METHANOLAQ Q2JI
P07 1.0 -8.197316
-10. 10. KMETHANOLVAP A
P08 1.0 2790.851
-10. 10. KMETHANOLVAP B
P09 1.0 2.2662951E-03 -10. 10. KMETHANOLVAP C
P10 1.0 4.8065231E-06 -10. 10. KMETHANOLVAP D
$DATA SET 1
FREE PT
FIX V
1.0E-08
DATA T METHANOLIN H2OIN
: PT
YMETHANOL
25
0.0202
0.9798
0.0351
0.1441
25
0.0403
0.9597
0.0395
0.2557
25
0.062
0.938
0.0447
0.3463
25
0.0791
0.9209
0.0478
0.416
25
0.1145
0.8855
0.0561
0.5047
25
0.2017
0.7983
0.0727
0.6474
25
0.3973
0.6027
0.0992
0.7904
25
0.6579
0.3421
0.1266
0.8908
25
0.8137
0.1863
0.1446
0.9521
25
1
0
0.1666
1
100
0.0022
0.9978
1.0275
0.0192
100
0.035
0.965
1.2249
0.191
100
0.074
0.926
1.4085
0.313
100
0.163
0.837
1.7419
0.496
100
0.352
0.648
2.1366
0.662
100
0.522
0.478
2.4769
0.75
100
0.667
0.333
2.7830
0.824
100
0.826
0.174
3.0756
0.911
100
0.946
0.054
3.3274
0.976
100
0.958
0.042
3.3274
0.981
0
1
0
0.0405
1
25
1
0
0.1658
1
50
1
0
0.5492
1
65
1
0
1.0197
1
95.33
1
0
3.0000
1
128.66
1
0
8.0002
1
170
1
0
20.712
1
200
1
0
37.843
1
$DATA SET 2
FREE PT
FIX V
1.0E-08
DATA T PT METHANOLIN H2OIN METHANOLIN H2OIN METHANOLIN
50
1
1
0
0
1
0.0237
50
1
1
0
0
1
0.0939
50
1
1
0
0
1
0.1817
50
1
1
0
0
1
0.2903
50
1
1
0
0
1
0.3886
50
1
1
0
0
1
0.5229
50
1
1
0
0
1
0.7654
50
1
1
0
0
1
0.8735
50
1
1
0
0
1
0.9541
25
1
1
0
0
1
0.00107
25
1
1
0
0
1
0.00412
25
1
1
0
0
1
0.016
25
1
1
0
0
1
0.0641
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H2OIN
:
DHMIX
0.9763
-26.506
0.9061
-91.707
0.8183
-133.198
0.7097
-152.390
0.6114
-157.003
0.4771
-146.989
0.2346
-98.112
0.1265
-63.695
0.0459
-26.004
0.99893
-1.785
0.99588
-6.845
0.984
-26.341
0.9359
-96.489
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25
1
1
0
0
25
1
1
0
0
25
1
1
0
0
25
1
1
0
0
25
1
1
0
0
25
1
1
0
0
25
1
1
0
0
25
1
1
0
0
25
1
1
0
0
$DATA SET 3
FREE PT
FIX V
1.0E-08
DATA T
PT
H2OIN
METHANOLIN
25
1
0.0
1.0
25
1
0.04183 0.95817
25
1
0.15329 0.84671
25
1
0.25247 0.74753
25
1
0.35174 0.64826
25
1
0.49462 0.50538
25
1
0.59988 0.40012
25
1
0.70108 0.29892
25
1
0.85506 0.14494
25
1
0.97097 0.02903
25
1
0.99061 0.00939
END

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.1358
0.3172
0.571
0.7516
0.8637
0.9622
0.9805
0.99
0.996

0.8642
0.6828
0.429
0.2484
0.1363
0.0378
0.0195
0.01
0.004

-166.907
-211.759
-178.881
-132.643
-84.116
-26.859
-14.345
-7.550
-3.411

: CP
0.6053
0.61619
0.65253
0.68719
0.72579
0.78764
0.84010
0.89673
0.98270
1.00583
1.00175

Example 2. NaCl-water: water activity, osmotic coefficient, solubility,
heat of dilution, heat capacity, density
This example determines the interaction parameters between Cl- and
Na+ using simultaneously water activity, osmotic coefficient,
solubility, heat of dilution, heat capacity, and density data for NaClwater system. The inflow species are
H2O
NACL
Vapor phase and all solids (NACLPPT and NACL.2H2O) are included
in the chemistry model. Because the osmotic coefficient is not an
internal OLI variable, its definition must be included in the chemistry
model:
 

mw
xw
ln a w  
ln a w
2 x NaCl
  i mi
i

The following section is added to the model file:
EQUATIONS
DEFINE PHI=-(AH2O+LH2O)*H2OIN/(2.0*NACLIN)
DEFINE AW=EXP(AH2O+LH2O)
DEFINE CP=USER20(54)
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The 1st DEFINE calculates osmotic coefficient of NaCl in the aqueous
solution, the 2nd defines water activity. The parameters to be adjusted
are those of the middle-range interactions between Cl- and Na+,
together with the standard state entropies and Gibbs free energies of
formation of NaCl(aq), NaCl(s), and NaCl.2H2O.
Three ELEM statements are added to automatically calculate standard
state enthalpies of formation for these species based on the adjusted
GREF (or GRFS) and SREF (or SRFS). The solubility is determined at
scaling index of a particular solid phase (SC_SOLID) to be unity.
Therefore, a SC_SOLID value of 1.0 is the objective at the
experimental saturated solutions of NaCl.
The statement SC_INDEX H2OPPT NACLPPT NACL.2H2O
indicates that only scaling index is calculated for the listed solids. The
input file (NACL.INR) is as follows.
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$TITLE
NaCl
$CONTROL
MAXIT 0
METH 1
$PARAMETERS
P01 1.0 -324.215
-10 10 CLION NAION BMD0
P02 1.0 0.945176
-10 10 CLION NAION BMD1
P03 1.0 29640.8
-10 10 CLION NAION BMD2
P04 1.0 -8.95755E-04 -10 10 CLION NAION BMD3
P05 1.0 369.847
-10 10 CLION NAION CMD0
P06 1.0 -1.18527
-10 10 CLION NAION CMD1
P07 1.0 -28505.9
-10 10 CLION NAION CMD2
P08 1.0 1.22898E-03 -10 10 CLION NAION CMD3
P09 1.0 -84120.6
-10 10 NACLAQ GREF
P10 1.0 50.5222
-10 10 NACLAQ SREF
P11 1.0 -91842.0
-10 10 NACLPPT GRFS
P12 1.0 17.1419
-10 10 NACLPPT SRFS
P13 1.0 -205339.6
-10 10 NACL.2H2O GRFS
P14 1.0 43.5014
-10 10 NACL.2H2O SRFS
P15 1.0 2.799165
-10 10 NAION CLION DMD1
P16 1.0 -3.954531
-10 10 NAION CLION DMD2
P17 1.0 2.1220225E-02
-10 10 NAION CLION DMD3
P18 1.0 -1.5020390E-02 -10 10 NAION CLION DMD4
P19 1.0 1.9914062E-05
-10 10 NAION CLION DMD5
P20 1.0 -2.8257865E-05 -10 10 NAION CLION DMD6
P21 1.0 -0.3509673
-10 10 H2O
NACLAQ DMD1
P22 1.0 0.2678358
-10 10 H2O
NACLAQ DMD2
ELEM NACLAQ
1.0 12.26 0.5 53.29
ELEM NACLPPT
1.0 12.26 0.5 53.29
ELEM NACL.2H2O 1.0 12.26 0.5 53.29 2.0 31.21
1.0 49.0
$DATA SET 1
FREE PT
FIX V
1.0E-10
DATA T PT
NACLIN
H2OIN
NACLIN
H2OIN
:
100
1
0.097547
0.902453
0.048346
0.951654
100
1
0.082632
0.917368
0.041047
0.958953
100
1
0.067217
0.932783
0.033449
0.966551
100
1
0.048346
0.951654
0.024121
0.975879
100
1
0.024121
0.975879
0.012051
0.987949
100
1
0.016708
0.983292
0.008353
0.991647
100
1
0.012051
0.987949
0.006026
0.993974
100
1
0.010238
0.989762
0.005119
0.994881
100
1
0.006026
0.993974
0.003012
0.996988
$DATA SET 2
SC_INDEX H2OPPT NACLPPT NACL.2H2O
DATA T PT
H2OIN
NACLIN
: PHI
AW

25.00 1.03
25.00 1.03
25.00 1.03
25.00 1.03
25.00 1.03
25.00 1.03
25.00 1.03
25.00 1.03
25.00 1.03

HDILUT
-400.813
-324.331
-259.560
-198.136
-144.120
-128.824
-118.786
-114.245
-100.860

0.9999820 0.0000180 0.9884 1.0000
0.9999640 0.0000360 0.9840 0.9999
0.9991000 0.0009000 0.9434 0.9983
0.9857925 0.0142075 0.9298 0.9736
0.9618773 0.0381227 0.9985 0.9239
0.9552560 0.0447440 1.0229 0.9086
0.9265545 0.0734455 1.1469 0.8337
0.9113423 0.0886577 1.2225 0.7883
0.9024523 0.0975477 1.2695 0.7600
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$DATA SET 3
SC_INDEX H2OPPT NACLPPT NACL.2H2O
WEIGHT 0.5
DATA T PT H2OIN NACLIN : CP
200.00 17.87 0.9823035 0.0176965 0.9864
200.00 17.87 0.9652225 0.0347775 0.9238
200.00 17.87 0.9487253 0.0512747 0.8748
200.00 17.87 0.9327826 0.0672174 0.8354
200.00 17.87 0.9173668 0.0826332 0.8031
200.00 17.87 0.9024523 0.0975477 0.7758
200.00 17.87 0.8809683 0.1190317 0.7412
$DATA SET 4
SC_INDEX H2OPPT NACLPPT NACL.2H2O
DATA T PT
H2OIN
NACLIN : SC_NACL.2H2O
-21.20 1.00 0.9143762 0.0856238 1.0
-15.00 1.00 0.9099589 0.0900411 1.0
-10.00 1.00 0.9068227 0.0931773 1.0
-5.00 1.00 0.9038776 0.0961224 1.0
0.00 1.01 0.9009000 0.0991000 1.0
$DATA SET 5
SC_INDEX H2OPPT NACLPPT NACL.2H2O
DATA T PT
H2OIN
NACLIN : SC_NACLPPT
0.00 1.01 0.9009921 0.0990079 1.0
20.00 1.03 0.9005313 0.0994687 1.0
50.00 1.13 0.8984478 0.1015522 1.0
100.00 2.10 0.8920056 0.1079944 1.0
150.00 6.16 0.8847759 0.1152241 1.0
200.00 17.87 0.8753427 0.1246573 1.0
250.00 44.13 0.8624360 0.1375640 1.0
$DATA SET 6
FREE PT
FIX V
DATA T
PT
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
100
1
100
1
100
1
100
1
100
1
100
1
100
1
100
1

1.0E-10
NACLIN
0.000180
0.008927
0.017696
0.034777
0.051274
0.067217
0.082632
0.097547
0.000180
0.008927
0.017696
0.034777
0.051274
0.067217
0.082632
0.097547

H2OIN
0.999820
0.991073
0.982304
0.965223
0.948726
0.932783
0.917368
0.902453
0.999820
0.991073
0.982304
0.965223
0.948726
0.932783
0.917368
0.902453

:

DENMAS
1000.3
1021.6
1042.2
1080.5
1115.8
1148.3
1178.6
1207
958.8
977.6
996.1
1030.9
1063.4
1093.7
1122.2
1149

END
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Example 3. NaCl-methanol-water: VLE, solubility, Gibbs energy of
transfer, heat of mixing
This example will determine the middle-range interaction parameters
using the experimental VLE, solubility, Gibbs energy of transfer, and
heat of mixing data of NaCl-water-methanol mixtures. The inflow
contains three components:
H2O
NACL
METHANOL
Prior to running regression for this case, the interaction parameters for
methanol/water, Na+/Cl- have been obtained from the fitting of
experimental data for the binary systems (e.g. methanol-water and
NaCl-water), and the standard state properties that affect solubilities of
NACl have also been determined, as shown in Examples 1 and 2, and
these parameters has been placed in the MIXSOL databank before the
chemistry model is generated. The following section is added to the
model file to define the standard Gibbs energy of transfer of Na+ and
Cl- from water to methanol (trG0Na+=8 kJ/mol, trG0Cl-=13 kJ/mol):
EQUATIONS
DEFINE GTRNA=8.3147*T*(ANAION+LOG(32.0424)+LOG(0.997/0.7866)LOG(1000))
DEFINE GTRCL=8.3147*T*(ACLION+LOG(32.0424)+LOG(0.997/0.7866)LOG(1000))
In these definitions, 32.0424 is the molar weight of methanol, 0.997
and 0.7866 are densities of water and methanol, respectively, at
298.15K (cf. V. DEFINITION OF VARIABLES). The INR file
(MWNACL.INR) is given as follows.
$TITLE
NaCl-Methanol-water VLE, Gibbs energy of transfer, solubility, heat of mixing
$CONTROL
MAXIT 100
QFIT 1.0E-6
METH 2
MARQ .1
SCALE 2.0
$PARAMETERS
P01 1.0 -9.993176
P02 1.0 -6.1025114E-03
P03 1.0 -910.5254
P04 1.0 22.99711
P05 1.0 -6.8829476E-02
P06 1.0 3836.936
P07 1.0 -53.37051
P08 1.0 0.1522164
P09 1.0 2953.091
P10 1.0 64.24360
P11 1.0 -0.1310526
P12 1.0 -8792.215
$DATA SET 1
FREE PT
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-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

METHANOLAQ NAION
METHANOLAQ NAION
METHANOLAQ NAION
METHANOLAQ NAION
METHANOLAQ NAION
METHANOLAQ NAION
CLION METHANOLAQ
CLION METHANOLAQ
CLION METHANOLAQ
CLION METHANOLAQ
CLION METHANOLAQ
CLION METHANOLAQ

BMD0
BMD1
BMD2
CMD0
CMD1
CMD2
BMD0
BMD1
BMD2
CMD0
CMD1
CMD2
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FIX V
1.0E-08
DATA T
METHANOLIN
NACLIN
H2OIN
:
PT
YMETHANOL
99.60
0.026
0.099
0.875
1.0026
0.259
95.00
0.045
0.095
0.860
1.0026
0.418
90.50
0.067
0.089
0.844
1.0026
0.518
86.50
0.101
0.083
0.816
1.0026
0.590
82.30
0.161
0.073
0.766
1.0026
0.661
79.00
0.235
0.060
0.705
1.0026
0.721
76.20
0.332
0.046
0.622
1.0026
0.766
74.00
0.433
0.033
0.534
1.0026
0.804
72.20
0.544
0.023
0.433
1.0026
0.841
70.20
0.643
0.016
0.341
1.0026
0.875
68.00
0.760
0.010
0.230
1.0026
0.913
66.10
0.874
0.005
0.121
1.0026
0.953
64.20
0.998
0.002
0.000
1.0026
1.000
$DATA SET 2
WEIGHT
100.0
DATA T PT METHANOLIN
H2OIN
NACLIN :
GTRNA
25. 1.0 0.99999999
0.0
1.0E-8
8000.
$DATA SET 3
WEIGHT
100.0
DATA T PT METHANOLIN
H2OIN
NACLIN :
GTRCL
25. 1.0 0.99999999
0.0
1.0E-8
13000.
$DATA SET 4
FREE
NACLIN
FIX
NACLPPT
1.0E-6
DATA T PT METHANOLIN H2OIN
:
NACLIN
50
1 0.9931909 0
0.0068091
50
1 0.825997
0.1632201
0.0107829
50
1 0.6802285 0.3026013
0.0171702
50
1 0.4416286 0.5236194
0.034752
50
1 0.3435662 0.6110532
0.0453806
50
1 0.2573137 0.686385
0.0563012
50
1 0.1135393 0.8076265
0.0788343
50
1 0.053499
0.8563005
0.0902004
50
1 0
0.8982856
0.1017144
$DATA SET 5
DATA T PT METHANOLIN H2OIN NACLIN METHANOLIN H2OIN NACLIN METHANOLIN H2OIN NACLIN
12.5
1
1
0
0
0
0.99689 0.00311
0.05
0.947051 0.002949
12.5
1
1
0
0
0
0.99689 0.00311
0.1
0.897206 0.002794
12.5
1
1
0
0
0
0.99689 0.00311
0.2
0.797517 0.002483
12.5
1
1
0
0
0
0.99689 0.00311
0.3
0.697827 0.002173
12.5
1
1
0
0
0
0.99689 0.00311
0.4
0.598138 0.001862
12.5
1
1
0
0
0
0.99689 0.00311
0.5
0.498448 0.001552
12.5
1
1
0
0
0
0.99689 0.00311
0.6
0.398758 0.001242
12.5
1
1
0
0
0
0.99689 0.00311
0.7
0.299069 0.000931
12.5
1
1
0
0
0
0.99689 0.00311
0.8
0.199379 0.000621
12.5
1
1
0
0
0
0.99689 0.00311
0.9
0.099690 0.000310
END

: DHMIX
-87.930
-151.936
-215.225
-229.087
-221.343
-205.043
-182.935
-154.159
-116.778
-66.898

Example 4. Acetic Acid-Ethanol: VLE data
This example will fit the UNIQUAC parameters for acetic acid/ethanol
to the VLE data of acetic acid-ethanol system. The inflow has three
components:
H2O
ACETACID
ETHANOL
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It should be noted that H2O is always in the inflow when the
chemistry model is generated although it may not be a component in
the system of interest. In this case, the concentration of H2O can
always be set to be zero. Although the MSE model is on mole-fraction
basis and has a symmetrical reference state, the activity coefficients in
the MSE framework are converted to those based on the conventional
reference state, i.e. infinite dilution in water, for the appropriate
speciation computation using the standard state properties in the
existing OLI thermodynamic database. This conversion requires using
appropriate interaction parameters between H2O and the species of
interest. Before running regression in this case, the interaction
parameters for ethanol/water and acetic acid/water must have been
determined from the experimental data for these binary systems, and
have been placed in the MIXSOL databank before the chemistry
model is generated. The following is the input file EHAC.INR.
$TITLE
acetic acid-ethanol system (VLE)
$CONTROL
MAXIT 100
METH 0
MARQ 1.
QFIT 1.0E-06
SCALE 2
OBJEC 1
$PARAMETERS
P01 1.0 7261.531
-10 10. ACETACIDAQ ETHANOLAQ
P02 1.0 -21.33661
-10 10. ACETACIDAQ ETHANOLAQ
P03 1.0 -1.2471179E-02
-10 10. ACETACIDAQ ETHANOLAQ
P04 1.0 9739.199
-10 10. ACETACIDAQ ETHANOLAQ
P05 1.0 -91.17781
-10 10. ACETACIDAQ ETHANOLAQ
P06 1.0 0.1901734
-10 10. ACETACIDAQ ETHANOLAQ
$DATA SET 1
FREE PT
FIX V
1.0E-10
DATA
T
ACETACIDIN
ETHANOLIN : YETHANOL PT
45
1
0
0
0.0574
45
0.94
0.06
0.116
0.0628
45
0.914
0.086
0.163
0.0651
45
0.869
0.131
0.241
0.0696
45
0.801
0.199
0.366
0.0778
45
0.704
0.296
0.525
0.0898
45
0.593
0.407
0.69
0.1045
45
0.497
0.503
0.809
0.1217
45
0.406
0.594
0.888
0.1409
45
0.306
0.694
0.938
0.161
45
0.238
0.762
0.962
0.1742
115.05
0.915
0.085
0.161
1
112.3
0.846
0.154
0.28
1
109.4
0.762
0.238
0.416
1
106.8
0.71
0.29
0.503
1
102.8
0.623
0.377
0.631
1
101
0.553
0.447
0.692
1
95
0.443
0.557
0.816
1
93.9
0.393
0.607
0.847
1
88.5
0.275
0.725
0.925
1
83.4
0.154
0.846
0.972
1
80.2
0.069
0.931
0.991
1
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Q2IJ
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Q2JI
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END

Example 5. Dissociation of Acidic Acid in Ethanol-Water Mixtures
This example determines the interaction between acetate ion (ACETATEION) and ethanol using the
experimental dissociation constants of acetic acid in ethanol-water mixtures. Before running regression in
this case, the interaction parameters for ethanol/water, ethanol/acetic acid, and acetic acid/water have been
determined from the experimental data for the three binary systems, and have been placed in the MIXSOL
databank before the chemistry model in this case is generated.
Since the experimental data are the mixed-solvent based “apparent ionization constants”, they must
be expressed using the species equilibrium concentrations. The expression is derived following the definition
of the “apparent ionization constant” on the mixed-solvent basis:
K Aapp 

1000  x

H

x

A

x HA ( M w x w  M E x E )

where the subscripts, H+, A-, HA, w, and E, denote proton, acetate ion, associated acetic acid neutral species,
water, and ethanol, respectively; Mw and ME are molar weight of water (18.0152) and ethanol (46.0694); x k is
the mole fraction of species k at equilibrium. The K Aapp must be defined in the model set up. The following
section is added in the chemistry model file:

EQUATIONS
DEFINE AK1=LHION+LACETATEION-LACETACIDAQ
DEFINE AK2=6.90776-LOG(18.0152*H2O+46.0694*ETHANOLAQ)
DEFINE AK=AK1+AK2
The first DEFINE evaluates AK 1  ln x H   ln x A  ln x HA ; the second
DEFINE evaluates
AK 2  ln( 1000 )  ln( M w x w  M E x E ) ; the natural logarithm of the apparent ionization constant, ln K Aapp , is

defined by AK, and is the target of the regression. The acetic acid concentrations are assumed to be 1x10-4
mol/kg solvent at all solvent compositions, and then converted to mole fractions in the following case file
(EHACW.INR). Both UNIQUAC and middle-range interaction parameters for ACETATEION/
ETHNAOLAQ are adjusted in this example.
$TITLE
HAc-ETOH-WATER
$CONTROL
MAXIT 1
METH 0
MARQ 50
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QFIT 1.0E-06
SCALE 2
OBJEC 1
$PARAMETERS
P01

1.0 17010.90

-10. 10. ACETATEION ETHANOLAQ Q0IJ

P02

1.0 10865.89

-10. 10. ACETATEION ETHANOLAQ Q0JI

P03

1.0 -0.1643104

-1.

1.

ACETATEION ETHANOLAQ BMD0

$DATA SET 1
DATA T PT ACETACIDIN H2OIN ETHANOLIN : AK
25

1

1.80E-06

1.0000

0.0000 -10.9603

25

1

1.80E-06

1.0000

0.0000 -10.9373

25

1

1.87E-06

0.9750

0.0250 -11.1675

25

1

1.89E-06

0.9669

0.0331 -11.0754

25

1

1.94E-06

0.9512

0.0488 -11.3978

25

1

2.00E-06

0.9294

0.0706 -11.2827

25

1

2.00E-06

0.9283

0.0717 -11.6050

25

1

2.06E-06

0.9094

0.0906 -11.8123

25

1

2.06E-06

0.9069

0.0931 -11.8353

25

1

2.18E-06

0.8663

0.1337 -12.2267

25

1

2.28E-06

0.8298

0.1702 -12.5951

25

1

2.29E-06

0.8267

0.1733 -12.5030

25

1

2.46E-06

0.7642

0.2358 -13.1478

25

1

2.59E-06

0.7181

0.2819 -13.4471

25

1

2.62E-06

0.7091

0.2909 -13.5622

25

1

2.75E-06

0.6604

0.3396 -13.9306

25

1

2.87E-06

0.6185

0.3815 -14.2760

25

1

2.98E-06

0.5814

0.4186 -14.5523

25

1

2.98E-06

0.5782

0.4218 -14.4833

25

1

3.07E-06

0.5484

0.4516 -14.8056

25

1

3.22E-06

0.4936

0.5064 -15.2431

25

1

3.51E-06

0.3915

0.6085 -15.8188

25

1

4.61E-06

0.0000

1.0000 -23.7627

END
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Chapter 12 Introduction to adding
K-values

Equilibrium Constant Data

The OLI thermodynamic framework has been developed encompass
most of the important thermodynamic properties of chemicals in water.
This framework is valid from -50 to 300 oC, 0 to 1500 atmospheres
and ionic strengths up to 30 molal.
Part of the success in predicting the thermodynamic behavior of
chemical species in water lies in using a full speciation approach to
aqueous chemistry and then predicting the partial molal standard state
thermodynamic properties via the Helgeson Equation of State23.
A large amount of experimental data is required to regress the equation
of state coefficients. This data must span the aforementioned
conditions. In addition, the reference state thermodynamic values for
the chemical species must also be known24. Thanks to the work of
Helgeson and others (e.g., OLI researchers) estimation methods can
often yield reasonable estimates of the required coefficients.

23

H.C Helgeson, D.H,. Kirkham, G.C. Flowers. Theoretical Prediction of the Thermodynamic Behavior of Aqueous
Electrolytes at High Pressures and Temperatures - Parts I through IV. American Journal of Science 1974, 1976, 1981.
24
The reference state is defined to be a chemical in its standard state at 298.15 K, 1 bar.
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The reference state thermodynamic values required are:
Gibb’s Free Energy

G

Enthalpy

H

Entropy

S

Heat Capacity

Cp

Volume

V

In addition, the seven Helgeson equation of state coefficients (w, a1, a2, a3, a4, c1, c2) are also required.
These values allow the simulation to predict the chemical equilibrium
very accurately up to high temperature and pressures.
Unfortunately it is often the case that most, if not all, of this data is
lacking. We may only be able to obtain equilibrium data at a limited
set of conditions, frequently not at the reference state. As noted above
the OLI software has been developed so that, if required, estimates can
be based upon only the reference state thermodynamic values or on
observed stability constants measured in dilute solutions in the
presence of a background electrolyte.
To this end, we have developed an easy method of entering such an
equilibrium stability constant data into the OLI databooks. This
manual will instruct you as to the methodology.

Sources of Data
There have been two traditional sources of reference state
thermodynamic data available to the general public. Each of these
sources is now available in electronic form but it is beyond the scope
of this manual to explain how to use those forms. Rather, we are
assuming that you have access to such data and will be manually
entering in the data.
The primary source of reference state thermodynamic data comes from
the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST). NIST
was formerly known as the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). The
reference is:
NBS Tables of Chemical Thermodynamic Properties - Selected
Values for Inorganic and C1-C2 Organic substances in SI units.
D.D.Wagman, W.H.Evans, V.B.Parker, R.H.Shum, I.Halow,
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S.M.Bailey, K.L. Churney, and R.L.Nuttal.
J.Phys.Chem.Ref.Data. Suppl.No.2. Vol 11(1982)
The user would look up the Gibb’s Free Energy of Formation for each
species in the equilibrium and then calculate the equilibrium constant.
This is often a tedious job.
Alternatively if the user has published stability constants, these can be
entered directly in the OLI software. A common reference for such
published equilibrium constants is:

Critical Stability Constants, Volume 4: Inorganic Complexes.
Robert M. Smith and Arthur E. Martell. Plenum Press (1976)
pp257.
This work is often referred to as “Smith and Martell” and is the work
we are generally concerned with in this manual.
An electronic version of the “Smith and Martell” compendium is
available from the National Institute of Standards and Technology.
This is referred to as:
NIST Standard Reference Database 46.
NIST Critically Selected Stability Constants of Metal Complexes
Database.
Version 8.0 for Windows.
United States Department of Commerce
Technology Administration
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Standard Reference Data Program
Gaithersburg, MD 20899
May 2004.
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Chapter 13 Using Published
Stability Constants

Overview
Using published stability constants in the OLI software requires some
explanation. We are generally referring to the published work of Smith
and Martell but other sources can be applied.
Each published source of data is dependent on a mathematical model.
Each author makes assumptions about the excess thermodynamic
properties used in the experiments to retrieve the infinite dilution
values25. It is the infinite dilution equilibrium constant that we require
in the OLI software. This infinite dilution value is independent of the
composition.

Representing Smith and Martell Data
Smith and Martell represent their data in a symbolic form. This has
been done to reduce the amount of information represented on a page.
This method, however, can lead to confusion.
For most of this guide we will be using Smith and Martell’s Volume 4
for Inorganic Complexes.
Smith and Martell represent ligands with the letter “L”. This ligand is
the most fundamental part of the complex and can not donate any more
protons or metals. We will be considering the complexes of the
chloride ion (Cl-1) as one of the examples in this manual. In Smith and
Martell’s nomenclature, the letter L = Cl.

25

The term infinite dilution value is misleading. The actual thermodynamic value is the “Hypothetical 1 molal solution
thermodynamic property extrapolated from infinite dilution
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From Smith and Martell, Volume 4, page 10926 for Chloride ion
complexes of tin (Sn) we have the following table:
Metal Ion

Equilibrium

Sn2+

ML/M.L
ML2/M.L2
ML3/M.L3
ML4/M.L4

LogK 25C,
0.5

LogK
25C,1.0

1.08D

1.17E0.02

1.72D

1.72E0.02

1.5D
1

1.7E0.0

LogK 25C,
0
1.51
1.45F
2.25
2.35F
2.0
2.5F
1.5
2.3F

Delta H
25C,0

Delta S
25C,0

(3)X

(15)E

(3)X

(20)E

(6)X

(30)E

D

25C, 2.0
25C, 3.0
F
25C. 4.0
X
0-45C, 3.0
E

This table has many features which are not immediately apparent. The
first column “Metal ion” is the metal that is complexing with the
ligand. In this particular table we are concerned with tin chloride
complexes of the form SnClx.
The second column, “Equilibrium” is perhaps the most confusing
column to understand. Smith and Martell represent their equilibria as
association reactions. This differs in how equilibria are generally
represented in the OLI software. The symbolic notation in Smith and
Martell is products over reactants.

26

Critical Stability Constants, Volume 4: Inorganic Complexes. Robert M. Smith and Arthur E. Martell. Plenum
Press (1976) pp257. Page 109
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For example the equilibrium:
ML3/M.L3
Represents the equilibrium equation:
Sn2+ + 3Cl-1 = SnCl3-1
Notice that the nomenclature for Smith and Martell makes no
reference to the charge of the ion.
The next three columns are the common log of the equilibrium
constants for the designated equilibrium at 25 oC and either 0.5, 1.0 or
0 molal ionic strength. Some entries have superscripts which denote
either temperatures or ionic strengths other than those in the column
heading.
In general, the OLI software requires the values in the 25oC, 0 ionic
strength column since these are the infinite dilutions values and are
independent of activity coefficient models.
The column denoted as Delta H corresponds to the enthalpy of
reaction for the stated equilibrium in kilocalories/mole. A value in
parenthesis means that Smith and Martell have estimated these values.
A superscript denotes conditions different from the column heading.
The column denoted as Delta S is similar to Delta H except that this is
the entropy of reaction in calories/mole/K.

How OLI represents an equilibrium reaction
The OLI software represents an equilibrium reaction in a different
manner than does Smith and Martell. OLI represent the equilibrium
reactions as dissociation reactions rather than association reactions.
This is done purely for historical reasons.
Let’s consider the SnCl3-1 complex. Smith and Martell use the
nomenclature ML3/M.L3 to represent this equilibrium:
Sn2+ + 3Cl-1 = SnCl3-1
Smith and Martell report an equilibrium constant for this reaction at
25oC and 0.0 molal ionic strength of Log K = 2.0
Or K= 1.0x102
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As mentioned before, OLI prefers to write this equilibrium as an
dissociation reaction.
SnCl3-1 = Sn2+ + 3Cl-1
Or in the syntax of OLI, the equation is written as:
SNCL3ION=SNION+3CLION
Since this is the reciprocal of the Smith and Martell equilibrium we
can calculate a new equilibrium constant by:
KOLI = 1/KSM
KOLI = 1/ (1x102) = 1.0x10-2
Log KOLI = -2.0
You can see that in Log space OLI’s representation of the equilibrium
constant is the negative of Smith and Martell’s equilibrium constant.
This is true for almost all of Smith and Martell’s equilibrium. The
only exceptions are for solubility products which are written for
dissociation reactions.
Make sure you understand the equilibrium that corresponds to the
published equilibrium constant.

Using Equilibrium Constants in OLI’s Software
Usually if the user is entering equilibrium constants directly into the
databook the user has data as a function of temperature at infinitely
dilution conditions. The user will enter the equilibrium constant data
in log space following this format:
Log K = A + B/TK + CTK + DTK2
Where Log K is denoted as KFIT in the databook and TK is the
temperature in Kelvin.
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If the user has only data from Smith and Martell at 25oC and 0 molal
ionic strength, then only the “A” term is entered (in log space). In our
example for SnCl3-1 the log K (written for OLI) is -2.0. We would
enter the KFIT as follows:
KFIT -2.0 0 0 0
The corresponding equilibrium would also be written by the user in the
EQUA line using OLI’s notation.
EQUA SNCL3ION=SNION+3CLION

How does OLI use published equilibrium constants at
conditions other than 25oC and 0 molal ionic strength?
Smith and Martell report data at many conditions other than at 25 oC
and 0 molal ionic strength. Using these values directly in the databook
makes the assumption that the Authors that Smith and Martell
reference have the same activity model that OLI’s uses. This is
generally not the case.
OLI has developed a technique for taking the published apparent
equilibrium constants and extrapolating the data to infinite dilution
conditions, then retrieving the standard state equilibrium constant. This
is done automatically in the OLI Databook.
The technique assumes the following: The apparent equilibrium
constant is a function of the standard state equilibrium constant (the
infinite dilution value) and an excess contribution. We can represent
this as:

K=KinfKxs
Where Kinf is the infinite dilution value we use in the databook, Kxs is
the excess contributions (a function of the activity model) and K is the
published apparent equilibrium constant.
We can determine the Kxs term by using OLI’s proprietary activity
coefficient model. We assume that the published apparent equilibrium
constant, K, is referenced to a background electrolyte. We default to a
background electrolyte of NaCl but this can be changed if required.
We know K from the literature and thus we can solve for Kinf which
we enter into the databook.
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This can be done for each complex we wish to consider. This,
however, can be rather tedious for a large number of complexes. OLI
has developed a utility program that can incorporate a large amount of
published data on apparent equilibrium constants into the OLI
Databook This will be illustrated in the next chapter.
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Chapter 14 Using the Complex
Feature

Overview
We are now going to provide a short tour on how to enter published
equilibrium constant values into the OLI Databook. It will be assumed
that the user has some familiarity with OLI Software. The data
presented here is from Smith and Martell, Volume 4 page 109 and
concerns the chloride complexes of lead (PbClxz-).
The data is not at the standard conditions for infinitely dilution
equilibrium values. We need to use the <Complex> Actions in the
OLI Databook. A tour of the OLI Databook is provided at the end of
this manual.
The data from Smith and Martell are:
Metal Ion

Equilibrium

Log K (25 oC, 2.0 molal ionic strength)

Pb2+

ML/M.L

1.02

ML2/M.L2

1.4

3

1.5

4

0.7

ML3/M.L
ML4/M.L
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These correspond to the equilibria:
ML/M.L

Pb2+ + Cl-1 = PbCl+1

ML2/M.L2

Pb2+ + 2Cl-1 = PbCl20

ML3/M.L3

Pb2+ + 3Cl-1 = PbCl3-1

ML4/M.L4

Pb2+ + 4Cl-1 = PbCl4-2

Let’s start the tour.

A tour of entering equilibrium constants into the OLI
Databook.
We first need to start the OLI software. This can be done in several
ways. If you selected the default install options you can double click
the OLI icon on the Windows desktop. Alternatively you can use the
Start button by selecting Programs/OLI/ OLI Software.
After starting the OLI software, you should see a figure like this:
If you have used OLI
before you will notice
some new options.
1.

There are scroll bars
at the right and
bottom sides. You
can use these to
resize the window but
this is not
recommended.

2.

The action line is
now active on the
main menu. You can
change your working
directory here

3.

The current working
directory is displayed
at the bottom of the
screen.
Figure 14-1 OLI Main Menu
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o

Position the cursor on OLI Databook and press <Enter> or use
the mouse to double-click on the OLI Databook field.

The program will pause for a moment and then load the OLI Databook
menu. There may be many databooks displayed on this screen. OLI
now provides several databooks with the OLIv6.0 software.
OLI now provides
several databooks. On
this screen the databooks
ALLOYS, CERAMICS,
CORROSIO,
GEOCHEM,
HEATPUMP, LAB,
LOWTEMP, PUBLIC
are provided by OLI.
The other databooks are
private databooks that
exist in the working
directory.

Figure 14-2 The OLI Databook Menu, top half

27

o

We need to create a private databook for this tour. In practice
we could use one of the existing databooks. The option to
create a new databook is not on this screen. Press the
<PgDn>27 key till New Databook is present on the screen.
Alternatively you could use the mouse and double-click on the
<PgDn> box.

o

Position the cursor on New Databook and press enter (or
double-click on New Databook).

This is the Page Down Key. You could also use the down-arrow key.
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Figure 14-3 Finding New Databook on the Databook menu

o

You will be prompted for a name of a new databook. We
recommend the name newcomp for this tour. You may use any
name that you desire. Enter newcomp in the highlighted box
and press <Enter>

Although we are using
most of the Windows
architecture for the
internals of ESP we are
still limited by the old
DOS conventions for file
names. This was done to
maintain compatibility
with older software. The
databook name must be
limited to 8 characters
and the first 3 characters
must unique in this
directory.

Figure 14-4 Entering the name of the new databook
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The program will begin to create all the required files for the databook.
On most computers there will be 39 files created. Some will have the
format Newcomp.* where the asterisk represents file extensions of
DIC, DDB, NDX, etc. Some files will have the format New*.**,
where the asterisk has truncated the name and replaced it with names
such as COMP, RAW, MATC, and the double asterisk is new file
extensions. Normally the user does not have to concern themselves
with this operation. The following figure shows you that something is
happening.

Figure 14-5 Waiting to create the databook

Once the program has finished completing the file creations you will
be placed at the Chapter Menu in the Databook. The contents of these
chapters has been described elsewhere and we will not dwell on them
here.28
We are primarily concerned with the individual species data thus the
Species chapter is most important to us.
We are no longer
referring to doubleclicks. You can always
use the double-click
method to enter a section
28

o

Position the cursor on SPECIES and press <Enter>

See the OLI reference manual and the OLI Aqueous Workshop notes
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Position the cursor on
SPECIES and press
<Enter>

Figure 14-6 Selecting the SPECIES chapter

We are now ready to enter our first species. The lead chloride data
contains aqueous species information for 4 complexes. These
complexes are:
PbCl42PbCl31PbCl20
PbCl+1
We can only enter this data if the underlying species of these
complexes are present in the OLI PUBLIC Databook. These
underlying species are called base ions. In this case, the base ions are
the Lead ion (Pb2+, PBION) and the chloride ion (Cl-1,CLION).
It is generally better to start entering data for the highest order
complex for which you have data. In this case it would be for PbCl42-.
We must enter the data in the OLI syntax which is PBCL4ION.
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Figure 14-7 Entering the name PBCL4ION

Note: This selection
requires you to press
<Enter>, using the
mouse does not work!

o

Enter the name PBCL4ION on the blank line and press
<Enter>.

o

You will be warned that you are entering a species that does
not exist in the databook. Sometimes you will be editing a
species and have mistyped the name. In that case you would
select NO to the message. In this case select YES, we are truly
entering a new species.

You may enter the name
in either upper or lower
case. The databook
converts the name as
required.

Figure 14-8 Select Yes, we are entering a new species
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o

You will now see the Species data screen. This screen will
allow you to enter data for the species. Normally we would
have to enter the molecular weight and stoichiometry but that
will be automatically done for us using this technique. Position
the cursor on Aqueous Phase and press <Enter>.

Figure 14-9 The "Empty" Data screen

The following screen is displayed. Notice that all field are either blank
or have 0.0 entered.
Notice that the red box
contains the chapter
name (SPECIES) and
our name for the
complex (PBCL4ION). It
also reminds us that we
are viewing the aqueous
section.

Figure 14-10 The blank Aqueous species screen
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To remind you, the
action line is the white
line at the top of the
screen. Do not get
confused with the
Windows Action line
which is normally gray.

o

We will now begin to enter the information on the complex.
Use the action key (normally <F10>) or the mouse and select
Complex from the action line. Press <Enter> to select.

We are entering the data for our Species PbCl42-. The following
screens should be filled out.
The <TAB> key can be
used to move from one
field to the next.

Figure 14-11 Specifying the order and conditions of the species

There are several important features on this screen. First is the metal
and ligand fields. The metal (PBION) and the ligand (CLION) must be
in the PUBLIC databook.
Next, the number of metal species should be entered. In this case there
is only one (1) lead ion. There are four (4) chloride ions and this
should be entered.
The temperature of the data is 25 C and is the only temperature
available. The ionic strength was 2.0 molal. The background
electrolyte was assumed to be NACL.
o

Enter the appropriate values and then press <Enter> to move to
the next screen.

By default, the OLI Databook assumes step-wise dissociation reactions
for the complexes. This means that instead of the complete
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dissociations (as in PBCL4ION=PBION+4CLION) we are assuming
that the dissociations are of the kind;
PBCL4ION=PBCL3ION+CLION.
Since the Smith and Martell data is usually represented as associations
we have reversed the equation in our entry form. In this case you
would see; CLION+PBCL3ION=PBCL4ION.
This is illustrated in the next figure.

Figure 14-12 The default associates are shown

o

The data we have from Smith and Martell are for the complete
associations and therefore we must modify the equations in the
data entry screen. Modify the screen to look like the example
in the following figure:

The data entry screen is
set to overstrike mode.
This means that you will
have to use the
<SpaceBar> to remove
any unwanted
characters.
Failure to clean up the
screen will result in a
fatal error (crash!).
Figure 14-13 The correct Log K and associations

We had to modify the associations to match the reactions used to
represent the literature data. Pressing <Enter> on the last field will
start the calculation.
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Figure 14-14 Press <Enter> on Continue to start
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The OLI Software will automatically perform the following
calculations.
1. The software will create a chemistry model which will
contain all the lead chloride complexes including Pb2+,
PbCl+1, PbCl20, PbCl3-1, PbCl42-.
2. An equilibrium calculation will be performed, holding the
ionic strength constant at 2.0 molal.
3. The infinite dilution equilibrium constants for all the
complexes will be determined based upon the entered
equilibria.
4. The NEWCOMP databook will automatically be updated
with equations, equilibrium constants, molecular weights,
reference state thermodynamic properties and
stoichiometric coefficients.
This may take several minutes. You may be prompted to <Press Any
Key> to continue. If so, press the <Enter> key. Normally the program
will return you to the next figure.
Notice that the Gibb’s
free energy and enthalpy
have been calculated.
We are missing data for
heat capacity, volume
and entropy.
Caution: Due to the
limited data, you should
limit your use of the
NEWCOMP databook
to isothermal
calculations near 25 C
and 1 atmosphere.

Figure 14-15 The completed screen for PBCL4ION

o

OLI Data Analysis

Press the <Esc> key or right click the mouse to return to the
Data Screen. You will notice that some sections have now been
filled out.
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Figure 14-16 The data screen showing some sections have been entered

o

Press the <Esc> key once more to return to the OPENING
CHAPTER TO WHICH ENTRY? Screen. The name
PBCL4ION may be present. Press the <SpaceBar> to blank out
the names and then press <Enter>.

By default, ESP
remembers the last name
of the species entered.
Just blank out the name
with the space bar to pull
up a list of all species in
the databook. Press
<Enter>
Figure 14-17 Blank out the name if present then press <Enter>

Pressing <Enter> on a blank species line is the equivalent to selecting
with an asterisk (*) to see all species. In this particular case we have
only entered one species, PBCL4ION but we had informed the
program that there were 4 possible complexes possible. We entered
equilibrium constants for all 4 complexes and the program generated
databook entries for each. The following figure shows the species
created.
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Figure 14-18 The species present in the databook

It is left up to the user to review the data for these species. This
concludes the tour of entering equilibrium constants for complexes
into the OLI Databook.
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Chapter 15 Entering a New
Complex.

Overview
The preceding tour makes the assumption that all of the underlying
species are present in the PUBLIC databook. In that case the
underlying ions of Pb2+ and Cl-1 were in the public databook. It is
common that one or more of these underlying ions are not in the
PUBLIC databook but could be entered into a private databook.
We will consider entering a new complex into the Private Databook
Newcomp that we created in the previous chapter. This complex is an
acid with many different acid groups.
This acid is diethylenetriaminepeta(methlyenephosphonic) acid
which has the chemical formula: C9H28N3P5O15. Eight (8) of the
hydrogens are involved in the acid dissociations typical of most
organic acids.
Smith and Martell, volume 2, report stability constants for the
following reactions.29

29

Critical Stability Constants, Volume 2: Amino Complexes. Robert M. Smith and Arthur E.
Martell. Plenum Press (1976) pp400. P325
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Reaction

Log K

H7DTPMP- + H+ = H8DTPMP

2.8

H6DTPMP2- + H+ = H7DTPMP-

4.45

H5DTPMP3- + H+ = H6DTPMP2-

5.50

H4DTPMP4- + H+ = H5DTPMP3-

6.38

H3DTPMP5- + H+ = H4DTPMP4-

7.17

6-

+

H2DTPMP + H = H3DTPMP
7-

+

6-

HDTPMP + H = H2DTPMP
8-

+

DTPMP + H = HDTPMP

5-

7-

8.15
10.10
12.04

Where DTPMP is the base ion of the acid (C9H20N3P5O158-).

Entering a new Complex and a New Base Ion.
We will begin to enter a new base ion and a new complex into the
existing databook. You can, of course, use any existing database other
than a databook provided by OLI Systems. For this Tour we will
assume that you are using the private databook NEWCOMP. If you
have left the program, then perform the following steps:
o

Double-Click the OLI Icon on the desktop - or -

o

Select the OLI program option from the Start Menu.

o

Unix users should type ESP at a command prompt to start the
program.

o

Select the OLI/Databook from the ESP main menu

o

Select the database NEWCOMP (or any existing databook).

Before we can enter the actual stability constant data for this new
complex, we need to inform the Databook about the base ions
involved. In this case one of the base ions is the hydrogen ion.
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The hydrogen ion is already in the PUBLIC databook and we do not
need to discuss it any farther. The other base ion is new. This is the
ion DTPMP8-. We have shortened the name so that it is easier to
discuss. Just remember that the base ion does not further dissociate.
Each species in the databook is composed of specific materials. In
general these are the atoms that make up the species. We need to
inform the databook about these atoms.
On occasion, it is more practical to group many atoms species
together. These groups of atoms do not further react. This simplifies
the mass balance relationships in the OLI program. We will group all
the atoms, C9H28N3P5O15 into two groups.
The first group will be the acid protons and there are 8 of them. This
leaves us with the second group of C9H20N3P5O15 and we will call this
group DTPMP. The molecular weight of this group is 565.133
grams/mole.
Each group, whether it be an individual atom or a group such as
DTPMP, requires an unique code. These codes are arbitrary but are
required to establish the mass balances in the calculations. For this
example we have chosen the number 8500 for the group DTPMP.

Entering Mat Code information
To add the new base ion into the databook we first start by entering the
codes for the material groups in the species. This group is DTPMP
and it does not exist in our databook.
o

Select the Literature chapter from the NEWCOMP databook.

Figure 15-1 Selecting the Literature Chapter
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o

The Literature chapter has four sections. We could enter
information about the references, equations, material and ions
codes. At the moment, we only have information about the
material codes. Select MATERIAL CODES from the screen.

Figure 15-2 Selecting Material Codes

o

You will now see a blank screen. Enter the number 8500 on
this screen. Remember that this is the code for DTPMP.

Figure 15-3 Entering the Code for DTPMP

o

You will now see an empty Material Code screen. We must
now enter the number, symbolic reference, charge (oxidation
state) and molecular weight.
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Figure 15-4 The blank Material Code Screen for Code 8500

o

The number is 8500, the symbol will be DTPMP, the charge is
-8, and the molecular weight is 565.33
Use the <Action> key or the mouse and select Edit from the
action line.
The first line should turn black. Enter the information on the
next figure. Each line must be followed by pressing the
<Enter> key. This updates the line and informs the databook
that the data has changed. You will have to position the cursor
on the next line by using the down arrow key.

The assignment of
material codes is simple.
The codes from 8001 to
9000 are assigned for
user use. OLI promises
not to use these codes in
the commercial
databook.
Simply pick a code that
you find convenient.
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Figure 15-5 Entering the material Code data

o

When you have finished entering the data, use the <Action>
key or the mouse to select File from the Action Line. This will
display the File pull-down menu. Select Exit to save and exit
this screen.

Figure 15-6 Select Exit to Save and leave this screen

o

You will now have to press the <Esc> key (or right click the
mouse) to return to the “OPENING DATABOOK TO
WHICH CHAPTER” Screen. Select SPECIES.

Figure 15-7 Select species to begin

o

As we did in the previous tour, we will now enter a species
name. If the species does not appear in the database we will be
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prompted to accept our entry. In this case, select YES when
appropriate. Enter the name DTPMPION on the blank line.
For this technique we
could have actually used
any species in the
DTPMP chain. It is just
simpler to start at one
end of the chain.
Figure 15-8 Entering The Species Name

o

As in the previous tour, select YES to allow us to enter a new
species. We need to start out entering some general
information about the species. From the SELECT WHICH
PART OF THE DATA SCREEN, select General Information

Figure 15-9 Selecting General Information

o

As with the Material Code screens, this screen starts off Blank.
In the previous tour we went directly to the Complex action.
We can not do that here since the program does not yet have
any information for the base ion DTPMPION.
This information can be entered by using the Edit Action. Use
the <Action> key or the mouse to select Edit.
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Use the Edit Action to
enter data into the
general section.

Figure 15-10 Select Edit to start

o

Position the cursor on MOLW. This is the molecular weight of
the base ion. Enter 565.133 and press the <Enter> key. This
will inform the databook that some data has changed. You
should now position the cursor on the next line. Enter MATC
and STOI (stoichiometric coefficients) as shown in the next
figure.

The only information
that is essential in this
section is the Molecular
Weight, Material Code
and the stoichiometric
coefficients. All other
information is
supplemental.
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Figure 15-11 Entering the essential data for the base ion

o

When you have finished entering data. Use the <Action> Key
or the mouse to select File/Exit. This will save your data and
leave this screen.
Press the <Esc> key to return to the “…WHICH DATA”
screen and select Aqueous Phase.

o

The aqueous information is missing. We will have to enter
some essential data for this base ion. First we need to verify
our units. Use the <Action> key or the mouse to select Units.
Select the METRIC unit system.

o

We are now ready to enter some data. The reference state
thermodynamics properties for the base ion have been
estimated. The Gibb’s Free energy of formation (GREF) is
29744 calories/mole. The Enthalpy of formation (HREF) is 52450 calories/mole, and the entropy is 124.34
calories/mole/K. The charge is -8.
Using the Edit action, enter these values as shown in the next
figure.

Why enter
thermodynamics? We
will ultimately be
providing equilibrium
constants. The software
has been designed to use
an entered equilibrium
constant over the entered
thermodynamics. This
fine as long as we only
consider isothermal
calculations. If any
temperature dependence
is required, we need
some enthalpy data.
This data was estimated
by doubling the energies
for diethlamine. This
doubling has almost the
same molecular weigh
and stoichiometry. It is
not the best, but it is the
best possible approach
when data is lacking.
Figure 15-12 Entering data in METRIC units
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o

When you are done entering the data, use the <Action> key or
the mouse to select File/Exit. This will save your data and
leave the screen.

o

We are now ready to start the complex estimation. On the
Aqueous Phase screen, use the <Action> key or the mouse to
select Complex. This is similar to the tour in Chapter 3.

o.

You will be asked to set up the complex calculation. This
particular data set of stability constants allows for 8 protons to
associate with the base ion. The data is at 20oC in a 0.1 molal
ionic strength solution. The background electrolyte was
potassium chloride.
Enter the data on the following figure:

Figure 15-13 Defining the number of complexes

o

Press the <Enter> key when you are done. You will now have
to enter the association data. Unlike the previous tour, we will
use the associations directly. Enter the data on the next screen:

Figure 15-14 Entering association constants

The program will now ask you to begin. Select Continue when
appropriate.
After a few moments, the program will begin to automatically create a
chemistry model. When that operation is complete, the program will
then determine the infinite dilution equilibrium constants. The
databook is then finally updated.
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o

When the operation is complete, you will be returned to the
same aqueous screen from which you started. Press the <Esc>
key twice to return to the “OPENING CHAPTER TO WHICH
ENTRY” screen. Press the <SpaceBar> to delete the name that
is currently displayed and then press <Enter>. You should see
this screen.

Figure 15-15 Current Databook Content

o

The databook now contains all the new DTPMP species, from
H0 to H8. As with the previous tour, the user can now examine
all these species.
The databook is now ready for use.
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Chapter 16 Using a Private
Databook

Overview
Using private databooks in the OLI software is essential for using new
and updated data. The OLI software is only released on a periodic
schedule. You may require updated data long before the scheduled
release. The only method of using updated data is with a private
Databook.
Some databooks are provided by OLI when you obtain the software.
These are GEOCHEM, CORROSIO, HEATPUMP, ALLOYS, LAB,
etc. These private databooks are specialized for particular
applications. Using these databooks or a user created data base is the
same.

Using a private database
We are going to assume that you are using the same NEWCOMP
database that has been developed in this manual. The procedure to use
other databases is the same.
o.

OLI Data Analysis

Access the main OLI/Software menu shown in the next figure.
This may require pressing the <Esc> key or restarting the
software.
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You may not have all
these options installed.
All users should have the
OLI/Toolkit option
installed.

Figure 16-1 The OLI/Software main menu.

o

Position the cursor on OLI Toolkit and press <Enter> or use
the mouse and double-click on OLI Toolkit.

o.

You will be asked to select a tool. Select the OLI Express tool.

Figure 16-2 Selecting OLI Express

o

You will now have the option of creating new stream or using a
stream previously defined in the OLI/Software. For this tour
select NEW STREAM.
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Figure 16-3 Selecting a new stream

o

All streams in the OLI software require names. The names
may contain alphanumerics and spaces. Enter an name for the
stream and press enter. We recommend the name MODTEST.

Figure 16-4 Entering the stream name MODTEST

o

We will now be asked to “Work in Which Mode?”. We want to
define a new chemistry model so select that option.

Figure 16-5 Selecting Chemistry Model.

o.

We will have to define a new chemistry model. This is a file
separate from either the databooks or the stream name. The
names do not have to be the same.
Select New Model then enter a name for the new model. We
recommend MODTEST
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Figure 16-6 Selecting a New Model, any existing models are listed here

Figure 16-7 Entering the model name

o

We will now begin to enter the species that we wish to
simulate. We will be using the species we developed in the
previous chapter. The actual name of our large organic acid is
H8DTPMP. To learn how to find the name please consult the
OLI Manuals or the Aqueous Modeling Workshop notes.
H2O is already entered, enter the name of our acid, H8DTPMP
and press <Enter>

A warning!!

Figure 16-8 Entering species information

Wait! There is a warning displayed in the lower right hand-side of the
screen. H8DTPMP is not found in the PUBLIC databook.
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This is absolutely true, we just created the species H8DTPMP in our
private databook, NEWCOMP. We need to inform the program that
we want to use our private databook.
o

Use the <Action> key or the mouse to select Databank from
the action line.

o.

A pull-down menu will appear with a blank line for the
databank name. Enter the name NEWCOMP.

More than one databank
can be specified. Up to
10 databanks can be
specified.
The higher in the list, the
higher the priority the
database has. For
example, if PBCL2
appears in our private
database NEWCOMP
and we also specify the
database GEOCHEM
(second line) which also
contains PBCL2, then
the data in NEWCOMP
takes priority.
The PUBLIC databank is
the lowest priority.
Figure 16-9 Entering the Private databank name

o

At this point, press the <Enter> key to accept NEWCOMP.
Finish generating the chemistry model as normal.
When the generation is complete, select Exit from the screen.

You are now ready to begin simulations using your private databook.
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Chapter 17 Warnings!

Limitations
Data consistency
We have assumed that data compilations, such as Smith
and Martell’s, contain consistent data. In the tour in
chaptper 3, the apparent equilibrium constants were
obtained from 19 separate sources. Each source most likely
used several techniques to obtain their values.
The user should verify that the values obtained match other
thermodynamic values. A check of the third law of
thermodynamics should be performed to ensure that the
new databook is consistent with the OLI PUBLIC
databook.

Temperature Limits
In general, only 25oC data is entered. This allows us to
retrieve the equilibrium constant at the reference state.
From the equilibrium constant we can get the Gibb’s Free
Energy of Formation and an estimate of the enthalpy of
formation for the species. This is not really sufficient to
perform simulations at temperatures other than at or near
25oC.
It is recommended that only isothermal calculations be
performed. When enthalpy of reaction data is available and
provided, temperatures up to approximately 50 oC can be
considered.
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Density Limits
This technique does not provide any information about the
molar volume of the species. Therefore any calculations in
density for solutions with high concentrations of the
estimated complexes are to be suspect. Any transport
properties are also suspect. The user should expand the data
if these properties are required.

Excess Properties
These species do not contain any information about the
concentration dependence on the equilibria. We have
assumed that each species will interact with other charged
species in an ideal manner.
This assumption is valid as long as the concentration of the
species remains low. Thus tese species are valid for dilute
solutions. Calculations at elevated ionic strengths may have
poor results for heats of dilution.

What you should know about this technique?
ElectroChem
ElectroChem is OLI’s older software. To evaluate the
infinite dilution equilibrium value, software calls are made
to the ElectroChem solvers. Specifically, a new variable is
defined called Kapparent. This value is fixed at a value as
reported by the literature.
The ionic strength is held constant at the published value by
adjust the amount of the background electrolyte. The OLI
K-value is then adjusted such that the combination of the
activity model times the OLI K-value equals the Kapparent.
This can generate infinite dilution values which may appear
quite different from the published equilibrium constant
value.
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The results of this calculation can be found in the
ElectroChem results file cmpx.oue. This file can be
difficult to read and it is beyond the scope of this manual.

Zero Ionic Strength
This technique can not be used to develop complexes for
which the published equilibrium values were obtained at
0.0 molal ionic strength. The program will try to adjust the
ionic strength to 0.0 which results in an underflow
condition. The program may crash or abort abnormally.
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Chapter 18 MSE, A guide for
the rest of us…

Aqueous or Mixed-Solvent Electrolyte Model?30
Aqueous Model
o Advantages:


Larger existing databank



The only model available for rates of corrosion

o Disadvantages:


Limitations with respect to composition (30 m with respect to
electrolytes, x=0.3 with respect to nonelectrolytes



LLE predictions exclude critical solution points (limited to
strongly dissimilar phases)

MSE Model
o Model advantages:


No composition limitations



Reliable predictions for multicomponent concentrated
solutions



Full range of LLE calculations including electrolytes in both
phases

o Methodological advantages

30

Multiproperty regressions

This section was authored by Steven Grise (Dupont)
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Consistent use of thermochemical properties (no shortcuts like
Kfits)



Rigorous quality assurance

o Disadvantages:


Much smaller existing databank but it is continuously
extended

Why develop a mixed-solvent electrolyte model?


OLI’s aqueous model has served many users relatively well over many
years, but


It is limited with respect to concentration (~30 molal)



The treatment of organic components is limited to moderate
concentrations (less than 0.3 mole fraction of the organic)



The treatment of solubilities in multi-component systems is
difficult because of the use of empirical equilibrium constants
(Kfits) with temperature ranges usually selected using binary data;
also, the activity coefficient model creates problems



Polynomial approximants are used for equilibrium equations; this
introduces unnecessary errors, which become progressively worse
at elevated temperatures



There is no universal system for tracking the origin of parameters,
their quality and the quality of reproducing experimental data

Objective - Mixed Solvent Electrolyte
Develop a comprehensive model for mixed-solvent electrolyte systems that
is


Capable of reproducing speciation and chemical equilibria as well as phase
equilibria



Applicable to



Aqueous electrolytes ranging from dilute solutions to fused salts



Electrolytes in organic solvents



Water-organic-salt systems in the full range of concentrations
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Consistent in the treatment of phase/chemical equilibria, enthalpy, heat
capacity and density

Develop models for transport properties that cover the same range of
applicability as the thermodynamic model
Funding came from DOE OIT Grant
•

Corrosion in Mixed Solvent Environments – Andre Anderko & Peiming
Wang

Chemical Equilibrium Calculations
For Chemical Reaction
aA + bB = cC + dD
At equilibrium:

 xCc  x Dd  Cc   Dd 

 ln a b  a b 
RT
 x A  xB  A   B 

G 0

With

G 0   vi  i0
i

Standard-state chemical potential mi0 for all species
Activity coefficients – the Gex modela

Mixed-solvent electrolytes:
Expression for Excess Gibbs Energy
ex
G ex G ex
G ex GLR

 LC  II
RT RT RT RT

LR

Debye-Hückel theory
coupled with a dielectric constant model for
mixed solvents
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LC

Local composition model (UNIQUAC) for
neutral molecule interactions

II

Ionic interaction term for ion-ion and ionmolecule interactions



Ionic interaction term: Main contribution for salt
systems



Second virial coefficient expression with ionic
strength dependence



G IIex

   ni  xi x j Bij I x 
RT
 i
 i j

Bij I x   bij  cij exp(  I x  a1 )
bij  b0,ij  b1,ij T  b2,ij / T
cij  c0,ij  c1,ij T  c 2,ij / T
Combining the GEX model with chemical equilibrium
calculations
Standard-state properties


Thermochemical databases for aqueous systems



Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers-Tanger model for T
and P dependence
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Conversion of μko from m-basis to x-basis:

 k*  k*,x ,0  k*,m,0  RT ln

1000
Mw

(all in unsymmetrical normalization)
Activity Coefficients
MSE model: Conversion from Symmetrical to
unsymmetrical scale:



*
i



 i
 i

To

 k  lim  k
xw1
xk 0

Combining the GE model with chemical equilibria: Algorithm
Use μi* rather than μio because it is directly accessible
from the Helgeson EOS and the thermodynamic
database
Activity coefficient model is written in terms of γi ;
recalculate γi into γi* using

 i* 

i
 i

Perform calculations using μi* and γi*

Foundations: Validity range
Concentrations from infinite dilution to saturation or
fused salt or pure solute limit
Temperatures up to 0.9Tc of mixtures
•
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This translates into 300 C for H2O – dominated
systems
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•

For concentrated inorganic systems, substantially
higher temperatures can be reached

Solvents: water, various organics or solvent mixtures

Explicit treatment of proton solvation: Conversion of the
databank for acids
Alternative ways of describing the thermodynamic state
of protons in solution
•

Traditional treatment: H+ is treated as an individual
species

•

A better approximation: H+ is assumed to be
solvated as
•

H3O+ ions in water

•

ROH2+ ions in organic solvents (ROH), etc.

Practical implications
•

At infinite dilution, both treatments are equivalent

•

Differences appear for concentrated solutions
because of changes in chemical equilibria

Combining the GEX model with chemical equilibrium
calculations for solvents other than water
Constraining the parameters of the GE model to
reproduce the Gibbs energy of transfer

 tr Gi0 R  S m  RT ln

 ix , H 2O ,S miR
 ix , H 2O , R miS

 ix , H 2 O , R
 ix , H 2 O , S
Activity coefficient of ion i in solvent R and S,
respectively, in unsymmetrical, mole-fraction based
convention
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MSEPUB – MSE Hydronium databank
A databank has been created for use with the OLI/MSE
framework.
The databank is called MSEPUB, and contains several
data items specifically used by the MSE model.
Plus what is already in the other OLI databanks, such
as standard state properties (e.g. Gibbs free energy and
enthalpy of formation, entropy, and heat capacity), and
the Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers (HKF) equation of state
parameters.

New data items for the Aqueous Phase
LDEN – Coefficients, A, B, C, and D, for pure liquid
molar density. The liquid density is calculated based on
the following equation:31

 kmol / m3  

A
1 (1T / C ) D

B

DIE0 – Coefficients for the dielectric constant of the
pure liquid, calculated based on the following
equation:32

 E

F
T

R_UQ & Q_UQ – UNIQUAC size (R) and surface (Q) parameters, respectively.
•

Default values are 1.0. For inorganic species (ions and neutral molecules),
values for water (R=0.92 and Q=1.40) should be entered. For organic
species, values can be determined using UNIFAC group contribution
method discussed by Fredenslund et al. (AIChE J. 1975, 21, 1086-1099).

•

The group specifications and values of the R and Q assignments can be
found in references such as The Properties of Gases and Liquids, 4th
Edition (by Reid, R. C.; Prausnitz, J. M.; Poling, B. E. McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York, 1987) and Vapor-liquid Equilibria using UNIFAC

31

Daubert, T. E. and Danner, R. P. Physical and Thermodynamic Properties of Pure Chemicals.
Hemisphere Publishing Corporation, New York, 1989
32

Wang, P. and Anderko A., Fluid Phase Equilibria, 186 (2001) 103-122.
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(by Fredenslund, A.; Gmehling, J. Rasmussen, P. Elsevier, New York,
1977).

CP – Heat capacity parameters for pure liquid. The liquid heat capacity is
calculated based on the following equation:[

CpJ  mol 1  K 1   A  BT  CT 2  DT 3  ET 4

New binary interaction parameters in the “INTERACTIONS”
chapter:
UNIQ – UNIQUAC parameters (primarily for neutralneutral, can be used for ion-neutral, and ion-ion):
aij  Q0IJ  Q1IJ *T  Q2IJ *T 2  Q3IJ  Q4IJ *T * xi x j
a ji  Q0 JI  Q1JI * T  Q2 JI * T 2  Q3 JI  Q4 JI * T * x j xi

aih ≠ aji
T in Kelvin.
For most systems, Q3IJ, Q4IJ, Q3JI, and Q4JI can be
set to zero.
MIDRANGE – Middle-range parameters (primarily for
neutral-ion and ion-ion; can be used for neutralneutral):



Bij  bij  cij  exp  I x  0.01



Bij  B ji

Where:
bij  BMD0  BMD1*T  BMD2 / T  BMD3 *T 2  BMD 4 * ln T

cij  CMD0  CMD1*T  CMD2 / T  CMD3 *T 2  CMD4 * ln T
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DENUNIQ – UNIQUAC density parameters:
a ij
P
a ji
P

 D0 IJ  D1IJ * T  D 2 IJ * T 2

 D0 JI  D1JI * T  D 2 JI * T 2

DENMID – Middle-range density parameters:
Bij
P





 Bij(0)  Bij(1) * exp  I X  0.01  Bij( 2) * P

Where

Bij(0)  DMD1  DMD4 * T  DMD5 * T 2
Bij(1)  DMD2  DMD3 * T  DMD6 * T 2
Bij( 2)  DMD7  DMD8 * T  DMD9 * T 2  DMD0 / T

Modeling viscosity
At a given T and P, the viscosity of a mixed solvent
electrolyte solution is a function of
I.

Solvent composition

II.

Electrolyte concentrations

III.

Speciation

Effects of finite electrolyte concentrations and speciation
0
  mix
  LR   s   s s

 – viscosity of the MSE solution
omix – viscosity of the solvent mixture
LR – long-range electrostatic interaction
S – individual ion contributions
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S-S – interactions between ions or neutral
species
New mixing rule

 m   YiY j ij
i

 ij 

j





1 0
 i   0j 1  kij 
2

Modified volume fractions

xi v*i
Yi 
*
 xl vl
l

v*i  vi0   xl1 4 vl0 gil
l i
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Chapter 19 Databook Details

Overview
General Description
The OLI Engine contains these user components: OLI Databook, a component to review
and add to an extensive thermodynamic library containing over 10,000 chemical species;
OLI ToolKit, a component which provides access to several important facilities including
OLI Express (convenient stream studies), OLI WaterAnalyzer (feed stream definition based
upon a water analysis), and ProChem (certain specialized single-stream calculations via
OLI’s older ElectroChem Software)

Reviewing OLI Data
The first chapters of this section describe how OLI Databook is used as a window into the
reference library of physical and thermodynamic data for chemical components. The
species information available through OLI Databook and the search procedures used to
access this data are discussed in detail.

Building A Private Databank
This section also describes the procedures for the user to build additional databanks for
particular species of interest that are not included in the OLI provided data libraries. In this
way the Databook facility is a vital component of the OLI Engine, and in particular, in the
building of a Chemistry Model. A model cannot be generated for an application if the
Chemistry Model requires thermodynamic information for one of more species which are
not contained within an OLI databank.
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Content
OLI Databook provides an interface to an extensive thermodynamic and physical property
library for nearly 10,000 different chemicals. The OLI libraries include: organic species that
are listed in the DIPPR Project 801 data compilation (DIPPR is the Design Institute for
Physical Properties which is administered by the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers); the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) List of Lists; the European Red,
Gray and Black lists; and an extensive list of inorganic chemical species.

Data Organization
The chemicals are organized into eight separate system databanks, each of which can be
accessed through OLI Databook. These databanks are called:
PUBLIC - This databank contains more than 10,000 different chemicals and contains all the
physical and thermodynamic property data required to use the ESP Process simulation
program.
GEOCHEM - This databank contains approximately 90 chemical species used to describe
typical geological formations. These minerals tend to equilibrate with water over long
periods of time and hence should not normally be included in equilibrium based
calculations.
LAB - This databank contains approximately 150 primary anion and cation species and
contains the required data to perform WaterAnalyzer calculations (Reference OLI ToolKit
section for further details). It is recommended that the user only accesses this databank to
determine the ionic species recorded and available for use in WaterAnalyzer calculations
(Reference Search By Species Formula on pg. 235 and Search By Periodic Table on pg.
239).
LOWTEMP - This databank contains approximately 200 solids, whose data has been
extrapolated from the minimum temperature to -50 C.
CORROSION - This databank contains the oxides and hydroxides required to perform
Corrosion calculations.
ALLOYS - This databank contains information on alloys required to perform corrosion
calculations.
CERAMICS - This databank contains information on certain ceramic materials.
SURCMPX - This databank contains information to support the surface complexation
adsorption model.
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Data Protection
Note: All the data contained within the 8 databanks are write protected to maintain data
integrity. This data can be reviewed, but cannot be edited/modified without the express
permission of OLI Systems, Inc. For further information please contact:
OLI Systems, Inc.
108 American Road
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Tel: (973) 539-4996
Fax: (973) 539-5922
support@olisystems.com
www.olisystems.com

Chapter Descriptions
Databook Chapters
OLI Databook is divided into sections to aid the user in searching for, and accessing, the
required species information. The sections available are called Databook Chapters and are:
Species, Synonyms, Experimental, Interactions, Literature, Structure, Coprecipitation,
Sorption, Redox and Electrical. Each Chapter is considered in more detail below. The
content of OLI Databook is shown in Figure 2.1 at the end of this chapter.

Species Chapter
The Species Chapter of OLI Databook contains general information on chemical species
such as chemical name, molecular weight and other identifying characteristics (e.g., CAS Chemical Abstracts Registry - Number). In addition, thermodynamic and physical property
data for each relevant phase (i.e., solid, aqueous, vapor) of the species is available. Each
thermodynamic property is referenced and documented individually.
Once the data for a specific species has been accessed (Reference Locating A Species pg.
234 for procedure) the user can select the type of information to be viewed: General
Information, Aqueous Phase, Vapor Phase, Solid Phase. When data for a species exists for a
given type of information, a "", or ">>" symbol is used next to that type. The user simply
selects the information of interest using the Arrow Keys and Enter Key.
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The data available in each section is listed below. Each entry is recognized with a software
keyword.
General Information
Keyword

Description

DATE

Last modification date of the data

CREA

Initials of user who created/modified the data

LOLN

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) List of Lists Name

IDNO

A species ID number

IUPA

IUPAC Name

FORM

Empirical chemical formula (Reference Search By Species Formula
pg. 235 for further details)

CHEM

Standard chemical formula

STRU
Structural chemical formula (organic formula listed by structural group
e.g., C3H6 listed as CH3CHCH2)
CAS

Chemical Abstracts (CAS) Registry Number

MOLW

Molecular weight

MATC

OLI defined code for an element, group of elements, or a molecule
STOI Species chemical elements stoichiometry (listed in the same
order as elemental material codes)

DUSE

Data use (i.e., PUB, GEO, LAB) which defines which databank
contains the species data

ORG

Type of species (i.e., organic/inorganic)

Aqueous Phase Information
Keyword

Description

DATE

Last modification date of the data
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GREF
HREF

Reference state (25 C, 1 bar) Gibbs free energy of formation
Reference state enthalpy of formation

SREF

Reference state entropy

VREF

Reference state volume

CPRE

Reference state heat capacity

ZRAC

Rackett Z value (used in density calculations of organic liquids)

HKF

Helgeson Equation of State constants

HTYP

Helgeson ion type (Ion T)

EQUA

Aqueous chemical equilibrium equation

CHAR

Species ion charge

IONC

OLI defined ion code

KFIT

Coefficients for predicting the equilibrium constant as a function of
temperature and pressure (maximum of 7 coefficient entries)

IONT

Ion type (Helgeson)

STYP

Solubility type. This is a single integer value which assists in
estimating the molecular species distribution between the aqueous
and nonaqueous liquid phases. The integer values used are:
0 Species prefers the aqueous phase
1 Species prefers the nonaqueous liquid phase

BINT

Binter Parameter, which represents the self interaction contribution
for an aqueous molecular species to its own activity coefficient

SPR

Shannon-Prewitt Radii (Angstroms)

SURF

Surface Complexation Model Constants

Vapor Phase Information
Keyword

Description

DATE
ACEN

Last modification date of the data
Acentric factor
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TCRI

Critical temperature

PCRI

Critical pressure

VCRI

Critical volume

BOIL

Normal boiling point of the pure liquid

VP

Coefficients for determining the pure component vapor pressure as a
function of temperature (maximum of 5 coefficient entries)

GREF

Reference state Gibbs free energy of formation

HREF

Reference state enthalpy of formation

SREF

Reference state entropy

CPRE

Reference state heat capacity

CP

Coefficients for determining heat capacity as a function of
temperature (maximum of 5 coefficient entries)

SOLU

Coefficients for determining the binary solubility of the species in
water as a function of temperature (maximum of 5 coefficient
entries)

EQUA

Vapor-Aqueous equilibrium equation

KFIT

Coefficient for predicting VLE constant as a function of temperature
(maximum of 5 coefficient entries)

Solid Phase Information
Keyword

Description

DATE

Last modification date of the data

RHO

Coefficients for determining pure solid density as a function of
temperature (maximum of 5 coefficient entries)

GREF

Reference state Gibbs free energy of formation

HREF
SREF

Reference state enthalpy of formation
Reference state entropy
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VREF

Reference state volume

CPRE

Reference state heat capacity

EQUA

Solid-Aqueous equilibrium equation

MELT

Pure solid species melting point

KFIT

Coefficients for determining the equilibrium constant as a function of
temperature (maximum of 5 coefficient entries)

TRN

Number of solid phase transitions expressed as an integer (i.e., 0-7
transitions allowed)

TTR

Phase transition temperatures at which a species goes from one
modification to another (maximum of 7 temperature entries)

HTR

Phase transition enthalpy of the solid for each corresponding
transition temperature (maximum of 7 enthalpy entries)

CP1-CP7

i) For solids with no phase transitions (TRN=0) coefficients for
determining species heat capacity as a function of temperature.
ii) For solids with phase transitions (TRN>0) coefficients for
determining species heat capacity for each crystal modification
are entered in the corresponding phase transition temperature
range: 298.15-TTR1, TTR1-TTR2; etc.

More Detail In Help
Further information on individual data entries can be obtained using the Help facility. This
is achieved by highlighting the particular information of interest and using the Help <F1>
key. This function automatically displays the Help information for the specific entry.

Synonyms Chapter
The Synonym Chapter of OLI Databook contains name listings of each species as well as
recognized synonyms for each species. The user may specify a name or partial name and
select from among several choices.
This chapter is mainly used to determine complete synonym names for a particular species,
which can then be used when searching for information in the Species Chapter of OLI
Databook.
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The search procedures available are described in Locating A Species on page 234 of this
section.
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Experimental Chapter
The Experimental Chapter of OLI Databook contains the source data used to develop a
limited portion of the temperature dependent data-fit equations for the thermodynamic
properties in the Species Chapter.
The experimental data contained in this chapter includes: vapor pressure, vapor heat
capacity and aqueous solubility information for a pure component species as a function of
temperature; as well as mean activity coefficient and density information for a single salt
solution in water, as a function of salt concentration.

Literature Reference
The user can access the literature reference from which the data was taken, as well as
display the experimental data in tabular or graphical format using the Action Key facilities
(Reference Reviewing Species Data pg. 250).

Interactions Chapter
The Interactions Chapter of OLI Databook contains the regressed binary interaction
coefficients for calculating activity coefficients and excess density. These coefficients are
developed from information stored in the Experimental Chapter of the databank and are
used in the calculation of the aforementioned thermodynamic excess properties.
The regressed coefficients for interactions between two species currently stored in the
databank include:
Bromley Coefficients -

These describe ion-ion interaction parameters and are used to
determine the activity coefficients in the aqueous phase.

Density Coefficients -

These describe ion-ion interaction parameters and are used in
aqueous density calculations.

Pitzer Coefficients -

These describe certain ion-molecule and molecule-molecule
interactions and are used in activity coefficient equations. If
they are entered they are used in the calculations.

SRK Coefficients -

These are interaction parameters used in the Kabadi-Danner
extensions for the calculation of fugacity coefficients in the
Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) Equation of State.
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Literature Chapter
The Literature Chapter contains the references for the information stored in both the Species
Chapter and Experimental Chapter of OLI Databook. It is divided into four sections:
References, Equations, Material Codes, and Ion Codes.

References
In the Reference Section, the user can access all the literature references used in the OLI
Software; these are indexed with a reference code. The user can determine the reference
code for a particular reference when using the Experimental Chapter of the Databook.
References are organized by year and by first and second author.

Equations
The Equations Section of the Literature Chapter contains the equations used in the various
temperature and concentration relationships, also indexed by a code. It must be noted that
these equations are for documentation only. Adding a new equation to this section does not
expand the program's capabilities.

Material Codes And Ion Codes
Species material and ion codes are also available and can be located either by the respective
code number or by the chemical species formula. The respective species material or ion
code number can be viewed, as well as the species chemical symbol, ion charge, and
molecular weight.
Access to species material codes is an important facility when defining species in private
databanks. They are also used by the software when defining redox reactions.

Structures Chapter
The Structures Chapter of OLI Databook contains two dimensional drawings of organic
molecules for each organic species contained within the databank. This drawing is for
display purposes only. Searching for a species by structure or substructure is not yet
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available. However, searches for species can be performed using a variety of methods and
are detailed in the following chapter of this section.
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Coprecipitation Chapter
The Coprecipitation Chapter of OLI Databook contains coefficients which allow for the
prediction of the free energy of ions coprecipitating into a regular crystal (solid) lattice.
These coefficients are then used in proprietary OLI formulations, based upon a Linear Free
Energy (LFE) correlation and Regular Solution Theory model in predicting the required free
energies. This implementation is proprietary to OLI and the user has limited Databook
access.

Sorption Chapter
The Sorption Chapter of OLI Databook contains data needed for ion exchange. The
molecular weight of the medium, the K-Equation Coefficients, and the Margules Interaction
Coefficients are all included here.
This data is usually entered by the user from the Chemistry Models facility, IonxEntry,
rather than being directly entered from OLI Databook. (Reference Search By Code,
References Section on page 246 for further details.)

Redox Chapter
The Redox Chapter of the OLI Databook contains the information needed for the automatic
generation of reduction/oxidation equations. Two kinds of information are collected in this
chapter:
1.

Logical association between different oxidation states of the same element. For
example, the elementary species containing elemental Fe and Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions
(i.e., FEELPPT, FEIIION and FEIIIION) are grouped together.
This is
accomplished by the EQUA ASSO record in the Redox Chapter.

2.

Equations for inclusion in the Model Definition file if the Oxidation/Reduction
option is requested by the user at the stage of chemistry model generation.

Electrical Chapter
The Electrical Chapter of the OLI Databook contains the information needed to support
the calculation of the Electrical Conductivity in aqueous solutions.
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Locating A Species
Various search procedures are available to the user for locating species information, and are
detailed next. Some procedures are chapter specific and are noted accordingly.

Search By Databook Catalog
A facility is available for the user to obtain either a complete listing, or class of species
listing, for compounds contained within a specific databank. From the listing, the specific
species of interest can be chosen and the data displayed.

Method
Initially when using OLI Databook, the user must specify which databank is to be opened
(i.e., PUBLIC, GEOCHEM, LAB, LOWTEMP, CORROSION) followed by the appropriate
Databook Chapter to be used in the data search. A listing of the chemical species contained
within the databank can be produced by using the Action Key and then choosing the Catalog
facility.
On choosing this Catalog facility, species listings can be produced on either an inorganic,
organic, or on an entire species basis. Alternatively, a species search can be carried out on a
selected element basis. This option allows the user to select particular chemical elements of
interest from the periodic table. From this selection a species index list is displayed showing
all the databank compounds containing the specified elements, with the phases for which
data exists.
From the index listings displayed, the user can determine if a particular species is included
in the specified databank. This can be time consuming, especially when listing PUBLIC
Databank species, and more efficient search methods are available to the user.

Catalog Views
The default setting for the catalog is a list organized by:
Formula (phases)

CAS Number

Instead of CAS Number, the user can produce catalogs using the IUPAC name or the ESP
name as the secondary identifier. This is done by using the Action Key and selecting the
View facility.
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Catalog Output
The output from the catalog is automatically sent to the disk in the file called PUBLIC.CAT.
The user can select screen, disk, or print the output, by using the Action Key and selecting
the Output facility, when the Catalog listing is displayed.

Catalog Sort
The Catalog is initially produced in "Computer Sort Order". This listing is produced based
on the first character and digit of the species formula. For example, an organic listing for
species containing between 1 to 12 C atoms is displayed as C10, C11, C12, C2, C3....C9, C.
Alternatively, a "chemical sort" listing can be produced which lists species based on the first
element amount expressed in the chemical formula. The listing is ordered sequentially as
follows; C, C2, C3, ..., C11, C12.
The sorted disk file is called PUBLIC.SRT.

Search By Species Formula
This facility is only available when using either the Species, Synonym, and Structures
Chapters, or the Vapor Pressure, Heat Capacity and Solubility Sections of the Experimental
Chapter of OLI Databook.
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Figure Error! Reference source not found.-1 Search by Species
OLI DATABOOK

SELECT DATABANK

SELECT DATABOOK CHAPTER
(Species, Synonyms, Experimental, Structure)

Species

SELECT CHAPTER SECTION
(Exp. Chapter Only i.e., Vap Press,
Heat Capacity, Solubility)
Action Key

SELECT "SEARCH"
OPTION
By Formula
By Name
By Periodic Table

SELECT "CATALOG" OPTION
Inorganic Listing
Organic Listing
Entire Listing
Selected Elements

FINISH

ENTER SPECIES DATA
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SELECT SPECIES FROM
INDEX

Experimental Chapter

HIGHLIGHT REFERENCE
Action Key

SELECT "VIEW" OPTION
Reference
Data
Quality
Date

FINISH
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Empirical Formula
The chemical must be entered in the Empirical formula and in the correct letter case
definition.
For inorganic compounds the Empirical formula expresses the elements of a chemical
formula in alphabetical order (e.g., sodium hydroxide is expressed as HNaO, NH3 as H3N,
and CaCO3 as CCaO3). Organic compound formulas must be defined as the number of
carbon atoms, the number of hydrogen atoms, followed by any other elemental definition
expressed in alphabetical order (e.g., Sodium Ethanoate, CH3COONa is expressed as
C2H3NaO2).
When searching for an ionic species the Empirical formula must be suffixed with the
respective charge of the species (e.g., CO3-2).

Method
Initially the databank to be searched (i.e., PUBLIC, GEOCHEM, LAB, LOWTEMP,
CORROSION) must be specified followed by the required chapter (i.e., Species, Synonym,
Experimental, Structures) on the following screen. The Action Key is then used and the
Search facility chosen. (Note: When using the Experimental Chapter of the Databook the
appropriate data section - Vapor Pressure, Heat Capacity, Solubility - must also be defined
prior to using the Search facility).
From the list displayed, the search "By Formula" option is specified. The user can then
enter the chemical formula of the species of interest, and the databank search is carried out.

Wildcards
Alternatively, if the user is unsure of the exact chemical formula of a particular compound, a
databank search can be performed on an elemental basis. This type of search is known as a
wildcard entry, and provides a listing of species within the databank containing the specified
elemental wildcard.

Elemental Search
To perform a wildcard search the user simply has to enter the species elemental formula,
prefixed and suffixed with "*" symbol (e.g., *Na*). A databank search is carried out and a
list displayed in empirical chemical formula of all databank species containing the specified
wildcard. An entire species formula listing from the databank can be produced by entering
OLI Data Analysis
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only the "*" symbol when prompted for the species formula. The user can highlight the
chemical compound of interest, and access the required data by using the Arrow Keys and
the Enter Key.

Guidelines
1.

To view the data in the Experimental Chapter, highlight the required data set, and
then press the Action Key and choose the View facility.

2.

The search procedure described does not apply directly to the Lab Databank. It is
advised that the LAB Databank be searched only to determine the ionic species
available for WaterAnalyzer calculations (Reference the OLI ToolKit section for
further details).

3.

A full listing of databank cationic or anionic species can be obtained using the (+) or
(-) sign respectively, prefixed and suffixed with a "*" symbol (i.e., *+*, *-*).

Search By Species Name
This facility is only available when using either the Species, Synonym, and Structures
Chapters or the Vapor Pressure, Heat Capacity and Solubility Sections of the Experimental
Chapter of OLI Databook.

Method
Initially, the databank to be searched must be specified (e.g., PUBLIC, GEOCHEM)
followed by the required chapter (i.e., Species, Synonym, Experimental, Structures) on the
following screen. The Action Key is then used and the Search facility chosen.(Note: When
using the Experimental Chapter of the Databook the appropriate data section - Vapor
Pressure, Heat Capacity, Solubility - must also be defined prior to using the Search facility).
From the subsequent list displayed, the search "By Species Name" option is specified. The
user can then enter the chemical name or a synonym for the species of interest, and a
databank search carried out. Note: If a synonym name is used it is advised that the user also
accesses the Databook Synonym Chapter to confirm that the particular species has been
located.

Wildcards
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Alternatively, if the user is unsure of the exact chemical name of a compound, and only a
particular elemental component is known, a databank search can be performed on an
elemental name basis. This type of search is known as a wildcard entry and provides a
listing of species, by name, within the databank containing the specified wildcard.
To perform a wildcard search the user simply has to enter the chemical component
elemental name, prefixed and suffixed with "*" symbol (e.g., *sulfur*). Depending on the
elemental name involved, the user must take care in providing either a full or partial
elemental name.
For example, if a search is performed with the wildcard *sulfur* fewer species will be found
in the databank than if the partial species name *sulf* is used. With the latter, a full listing of
species containing different forms of sulfur (i.e., sulfides, sulfites, sulfates, etc.) is obtained.

Guidelines
1. A general guideline to be followed is the shorter the elemental name specified, the more
general the databank search performed. Hence, if only the symbol "*" is entered, an
entire species name listing for the databank is produced.
2. The search "By Species Name" option can be used for a general search for ionic species
included in the databank. Either a specific search can be carried out by entering the
element name followed by the recognized keyword "ION" (i.e., SODIUM ION) or
alternatively, a full ionic species list can be produced by entering the keyword "ION"
prefixed with a "*" symbol (i.e., *ION).
3. The species name search facility should not be used in the LAB Databank. It is
advisable not to perform a name search in the LAB Databank. This is because the LAB
Databank is a special library and exists for WaterAnalyzer calculations only. It should
not be searched to determine species property data, and should only be accessed to
provide an index of ionic species available for use in WaterAnalyzer calculations.
(Reference Search By Species Formula on pg. 235).
4. The Search facility has a maximum of 1000 entries. When a search is general (e.g., C*)
and more than 1000 matches are found, the display is truncated at 1000.

Search By Periodic Table
This function allows the user to select elemental species of interest from a displayed
periodic table of the elements and perform a databank search for compounds involving the
chosen elements.
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This facility in only available when using the Species, Synonym, and Structures Chapters
and the Vapor Pressure, Heat Capacity and Solubility Sections of the Experimental Chapter
of OLI Databook.

Method
Initially the databank to be searched must be specified (e.g., PUBLIC, GEOCHEM)
followed by the chapter of interest (i.e., Species, Synonym, Experimental, Structures) on the
following screen. The Action Key is then used and the Search facility chosen. (Note:
When using the Experimental Chapter of the Databook the appropriate data section - Vapor
Pressure, Heat Capacity, Solubility - must also be defined prior to using the Search facility).
From the list displayed the search "By Periodic Table" is specified. The user can select
elements from the displayed periodic table using the Arrow Keys and selecting with the
<Space Bar>. A search of the databank is performed and a compound listing is displayed
showing all the species containing all of the selected elements within the databank.
From the list produced by the search, the user can choose the particular species of interest
and display its relevant property information.

Different Search Methods
When selecting more than one element, the default search method is for species which
contain all of the elements selected (i.e., the intersection of the elements). Pressing the
Action Key and choosing the Select facility allows for changing the method of search to any
of the elements selected (i.e., the union of the elements), or to only the elements selected
(e.g., H and Cl would produce species HCl).

Specifying The Amount Of An Element
When an element is selected, species containing any stoichiometric amount of that element
are considered. The user can make the search more specific by entering the number of
occurrences of the element. For example, selecting "C" will produce a list of all species
containing carbon in the databank. Entering a "6" when positioned on "C" (i.e., choosing
"C6") will produce a listing of all species containing six carbons in the databank.

Multiple Compounds
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When there are multiple species with the same formula, these formulas are marked with a
"*". Selection of a starred formula results in a display of all compounds with that formula
along with a second identifier to distinguish the compounds. The second identifier defaults
to the first synonym. OLI name, CAS number, or the IUPAC name, can be used as the
second identifier by pressing the Action Key and selecting the View facility.

Guidelines
1. The search procedures for locating a single species are summarized in the schematic
diagram (Figure Error! Reference source not found.-1 Search by Species) on page
1.
2. When using the LAB Databank it is advisable to specify singular elements only from the
periodic table. Otherwise, a data search cannot be carried out.
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Search By Pairs Of Species
This function allows the user to access interaction coefficients for selected pairs of species.
This facility is only available when using the Interactions Chapter and the Activity and
Density Coefficient Interaction Sections of the Experimental Chapter of the PUBLIC
Databank.

Method
Initially the PUBLIC databank search must be specified followed by the desired chapter
(i.e., Experimental, Interactions). If the Experimental Chapter is used the user must then
select either the Activity or Density Coefficient Interactions Sections.
The user can then enter the species pair of interest. This entry must use software recognized
identifiers for the species and can either be a one word synonym or the OLI Name. If the
species is an ion, the species entry must also be suffixed with the keyword "ION". For
example, the acetate ion is recognized with the identifier "ACETATEION" but is not
recognized if the entry is made by the chemical formula C2H3O2ION.
Wildcards
Alternatively, if the user is unsure of the exact chemical identifier for a species, a databank
search can be carried out on an elemental basis. This type of search is known as a wildcard
entry and provides a listing of ionic species within the databank containing the specified
wildcard.
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Figure Error! Reference source not found.-2 Search by Species Pair
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To perform a wildcard search the user simply has to enter the software recognized identifier
(i.e., Na, ACETATE, etc.) for the species suffixed with "*" symbol (Note: The keyword
"ION" is not needed in a wildcard entry). A list is displayed showing the species pair within
the databank containing the wild card entry. The user can then choose the pair of interest,
using the Arrow Keys, and display the interaction coefficient data. The species pair list for
an entire databank can be obtained by entering the symbol "*", when prompted for the
species ionic identifiers.

Accessing The Data
From the pair specified, an index of interaction coefficients available to be viewed is
displayed. When using the Experimental Chapter a reference code for the coefficients is
also displayed and is defined in the Literature Chapter of OLI Databook (Reference Figure
Error! Reference source not found.-3 Search by Code on pg. 244 for further details).
In order to access the coefficient data the user highlights the type of coefficients to be
viewed from the index using the Arrow Keys. The Action Key is then used and the View
facility chosen. The subsequent menu allows the user to determine the literature reference
from which the data is taken, display the coefficient values, their quality (accuracy), and the
last modification date of the information.

Search By Code
This facility is available for searching the Literature Chapter of OLI Databook. The
Literature Chapter contains the following types of data:





References
Equations
Material Codes
Ion Codes
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Figure Error! Reference source not found.-3 Search by Code
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FINISH
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Method
Initially, the databank to be searched (e.g., PUBLIC, GEOCHEM) must be specified
followed by the Literature Chapter on the succeeding screen. (Note: When using the LAB
Databank the Literature Chapter should not be accessed). The user must then specify the
particular section to be accessed (i.e., References, Equations, Material Codes, Ion codes).
Each section is now discussed in more detail.

References Section
This section contains listings of the references used in OLI data and are indexed using a
short reference code.

Short Reference Code
The code consists of two digits (or three if the year is before 1900), representing the last
digits of the literature's year of publication, followed by three characters (maximum), which
are normally the first three letters of the principal author's last name. For literature produced
by co-authors the first two surnames are summarized, separated by a "/" symbol (e.g.,
11aaa/bbb). If an author has more than one reference for a given year, the references are
numbered with a suffix counting from 1 (e.g., 90RAF1).

Types Of Searches
When using the References Section, the user can perform a specific or general literature
search. A general search can be carried out either by literature publication year or by author
surname. A specific search is performed by entering the complete literature short reference
code as described above. From this entry the full literature reference is displayed.

Wildcards
Alternatively, if a complete short code reference is not known a more general search, known
as a wildcard entry, can be carried out. Complete short code listings can be produced either
by literature publication year or by author surname.
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Guidelines
1. From the listings produced, access to the complete literature reference is obtained by
selecting the appropriate short code reference using the Arrow Keys and selecting with
the Enter Key.
2. A complete publication year listing can be produced by entering the relevant year in two
digit format suffixed with the "*" symbol (i.e., "11*").
3. A complete author publication index can be obtained by entering the author surname in
three character format prefixed and suffixed with the "*" symbol (i.e., *aaa*).

Equations Section
This section contains the temperature/concentration equations to which coefficients have
been fit in the Species and Experimental Chapters of OLI Databook (e.g., specific heat,
vapor pressure, solubility, etc.). The equations are indexed by code which begins with the
letter "E" followed by a reference number (3 digits).
A specific equation search can be performed by entering the appropriate complete code,
from which the full equation is displayed.

Wildcards
Alternatively, a more general search, known as a wildcard entry, can be carried out. This is
achieved by entering the letter "E" followed by a partial code number suffixed with a "*"
symbol. This produces a complete code list for the equations with the partial wildcard
number. For example, the wildcard entry "E00*" will find equations with codes in the range
000-009 inclusive.
Access to the relevant equation is obtained by highlighting the appropriate code using the
Arrow Keys and selecting with the Enter Key.

Material Codes Section
Material codes are OLI defined integer numbers which describe the constituents of a
species. They are used in OLI software to maintain proper material balances. Material
Codes become important to the user when making a Chemistry Model which includes redox
reactions, and in OLI Databook, when defining private databanks.
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For electrolytes, two or more material codes are needed to define a species. Typically, the
constituents of an electrolyte will already exist and can be found in the Material Codes
section. For electrically neutral molecular species, a single material code is assigned which
represents the entire species.
The Material Codes Section of any OLI databank contains the OLI defined material codes
for the species defined in all OLI databanks. The data accessed along with the material code
include the molecular weight, the charge, and the software recognized symbol associated
with the material code. Access to the information in the Material Code Section is either by
material code or symbol.

Method
When using this facility the user must initially specify the Material Codes Section of the
Literature Chapter and then use the Action Key, followed by the Search facility. From the
list displayed, the user can define the search to be performed either by material "Number" or
"Symbol". Both options allow specific or more general (i.e., wildcard) searches to be
carried out.

Searching By Number
When using the search "By Number" option, the user performs a specific data search by
entering the required species material code value and the relevant data will then be
displayed. Alternatively, a wildcard search can be carried out using a partial material code
value, suffixed with "*" symbol (e.g., 8*). A material code index is then displayed showing
all the codes within the databank, starting with the specified value. The appropriate code
can be selected, and the data displayed, using the Arrow Keys and Enter Key.

Searching By Symbol
The search "By Symbol" option also allows a specific or wildcard search to be performed.
The symbol entered must be recognized by the software and can be either a chemical
formula or name.

Wildcards
Alternatively, a wildcard search is performed by entering either the species formula, or
partial chemical name, prefixed and suffixed with "*" symbol (e.g, *Fe*). A list is then
displayed showing all species containing the specified characters in succession, either in a
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chemical formula or name. The relevant data is accessed by selecting the appropriate
species of interest using the Arrow Keys and Enter Key.

Guidelines
1. Generally, for inorganic species, the chemical formula is used; for organics either a
chemical formula or name is entered. This entry depends on the software recognizable
identifier of a particular species (i.e., methane is only recognized by formula, CH4;
methanol is only recognized by name, METHANOL).
2. A specific inorganic species search can be performed by entering the species formula,
succeeded by its oxidation state enclosed in brackets (i.e., Fe(+3)). Similarly, for
organics, either the respective formula, or software recognized species name is entered.

Ion Codes Section
This section contains all the symbols and numbers used to define ionic species ions. Access
to the information can be achieved either by species ion code or symbol.

Method
When using this facility the user must initially specify the Ion Codes Section of the
Literature Chapter and then use the Action Key, followed by the Search facility. From the
list displayed the user can define the search to be performed either by the ion "Number" or
"Symbol". Both options allow specific or more general (i.e., wildcard) searches to be
carried out.

Searching By Number
When using the "By Number" option the user performs a specific data search by entering the
required species material code value, the relevant data will then be displayed. Alternatively,
a wildcard search can be carried out using a partial ionic code value suffixed with "*"
symbol (e.g., 6*). An ion code index is then displayed showing all the codes within the
databank, starting with the specified value. The appropriate code can be selected and the
data displayed using the Arrow Keys and Enter Key.

Searching By Symbol
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The search "By Symbol" option also allows a specific or wildcard search to be performed.
The symbol entered must be recognized by the software, and can either be a chemical
formula or name.
Alternatively, a wildcard search is performed by entering the species formula, or partial
chemical name, prefixed and suffixed with "*" symbol (i.e., *NA*). A list is then displayed
showing all species containing the specified characters in succession, either in a chemical
formula or name. The relevant data is accessed by selecting the appropriate species of
interesting using the Arrow Keys and Enter Key.

Guidelines
1. Generally, for inorganic species the chemical formula is used; for organics either a
chemical formula or name is entered, depending on the species involved. For example,
the acetate ion is only recognized by the name ACETATE, and not by its formula.
2. A specific species search can be performed by entering the species symbol, either name
or formula, succeeded by the ionic charge. A positive charge is represented by "+"
symbol and a negative charge by "-" symbol. The number of symbols used represents
the total ionic charge of the species (i.e., FE+++, CO--).

Reviewing Species Data
The species data accessed in the different chapters of OLI Databook can be reviewed in a
variety of ways. The user can determine supporting literature references for the species
information, the quality (accuracy) of the data stored, complete temperature/concentration
function relationships used to predict specific variables and the range in which the
relationships are accurate. The user can perform calculations using these relationships, to
determine accurate results for specific values of interest (within the defined range).
Graphical plots of experimental data can be produced and data can be displayed in a variety
of units, subject to the user's requirements.
It must be noted that some of the above review facilities are specific to certain chapters of
the Databook, and the procedures described below relate to review facilities available in
each chapter.

Display Units
At any point in the use of OLI Databook the user has the facility to change the units in
which values are displayed. Initially, the data is expressed in SI units, but the values can
also be displayed in ENGLISH or METRIC equivalent values. Alternatively, the user can
customize a set of USER display units to suit specific requirements.
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To change the display units, the user simply uses the Action Key and chooses the Units
facility. A summary of the units currently being displayed is shown and are changed using
the Arrow Keys. Chosen display units are saved between sessions and are displayed until
re-specified by the user.

Species Data
Two important review facilities are available in the Species Chapter:
View Allows the user to determine literature references and quality of the data stored.
Evaluate Calculates temperature/concentration dependent variables within the specified
temperature ranges.
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Figure Error! Reference source not found.-4 Species Data Review
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FINISH
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View
The View facility provides full literature references, the reference key, quality (accuracy)
information for the data, the creator, date of the last data modification, and comments if any.
For function dependent variables for which coefficient information is displayed, the
complete function relationship can be viewed as well as the range over which the equation is
accurate. The equations that can be viewed include heat capacity, vapor pressure,
equilibrium constant and solubility function relationships.

Method To Use View
To use this facility the user must first select the type of data to be accessed (i.e., General
Information, Aqueous Phase, Vapor Phase, Solid Phase) using the Arrow Keys and selecting
with the Enter Key. The appropriate information is then displayed. In order to determine
further information for a particular item, the user must highlight the specific data of interest
using the Arrow Keys, and then use the Action Key, and select the View facility.

View Menu
On choosing this function a small menu appears, and the relevant information can be
selected. Choices include:
CHOICE

DISPLAYS

REFERENCE

Full literature reference

QUALITY

Accuracy of the data

DATE

Last modification date of the data

CREATED BY

Initials of the user who created/modified the data

COMMENTS

Any comments associated with the data

KEYS

The short reference code

This menu is slightly different if coefficient data for function dependent variable
relationships (i.e., CP, VP, SOLU, KFIT) is highlighted. An "EQUATION" choice is
added. This facility displays the complete function dependent relationship, and the range
over which the equation is accurate.
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Evaluate
The Evaluate facility provides a utility for calculating specific values for function dependent
variables. It can only be used for data in which coefficient data is displayed, that is specific
heat (CP), vapor pressure (VP), solubility (SOLU) and equilibrium (KFIT) function
dependent relationships.
Method
To access this facility, the coefficient data for the required variable must be highlighted
using the Arrow Keys. The Action Key is then used and the Evaluate facility chosen. Upon
this selection, the complete function dependent relationship is displayed as well as the
function range over which the equation is accurate.
In order to determine the selected variable value for a specific function quantity (within the
quoted range) the user simply enters the required quantity and presses the Enter Key. The
corresponding variable value is then displayed.
Internal calculations are performed in SI units, but data can be entered and displayed in units
preferable to the user, by using the "Units" option of the Action Key, prior to choosing the
"Evaluate" function (Reference Display Units on pg. 250).
The Species Chapter data review procedures are summarized in the schematic diagram
(Figure Error! Reference source not found.-4 Species Data Review) on page 252.

Synonym Chapter Data Review
This chapter does not include any specific review facilities. For further information on
general facilities refer to Additional Facilities on page 265.

Experimental Chapter Data Review
Two important review facilities are available in the Experimental Chapter:
View Allows the user to determine full literature references, display the experimental data
in tabulated format, the quality (accuracy) of the data, and the last modification date of the
information.
Plot Display the experimental data in graphical format.
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View
The View option provides full literature references, tabulated experimental data values, the
quality of the data, and the last modification date of the information.
To use this facility, the user must first highlight the short code reference for the data set of
interest and then press the Action Key and select the View facility.
On choosing this function a small menu appears and the relevant information can be
selected using the Arrow Keys and Enter Key. Choices include:

CHOICE

DISPLAYS

REFERENCE

Full literature reference

DATA

Tabulated experimental data values predicted from function
relationships contained in the Species Chapter of the Databook
(Reference Species Data on pg. 251)

QUALITY

Accuracy of the data

DATE

Last modification date of the information
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Figure Error! Reference source not found.-5 Experimental Chapter Data Review
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Plot
The Plot facility allows experimental data to be plotted in graphical format. To use this
facility the experimental data must first be accessed using the Action Key, followed by the
View facility and selecting the Data function on the succeeding screen. The experimental
values are then displayed. A plot of this data is produced by re-using the Action Key and
selecting the Plot facility. At present, a plot can only be displayed on the screen. In order
for data to be viewed in user preferred units, the Units facility via the Action Key should be
used prior to selecting the View facility (Reference Display Units pg. 250).

Interactions Chapter Data Review
The View facility is available to determine full literature references, display interaction
coefficients, the quality (accuracy) of the coefficients and the last modification date of the
information contained in the Interactions Chapter of the Databook.
To use this facility the user must first highlight the coefficient type of interest from the list
using the Arrow Keys. The Action Key is then used and the View facility chosen.
On choosing this function a small menu is displayed and the relevant information can be
selected using the Arrow Keys and Enter Key. Choices include:

CHOICE

DISPLAYS

REFERENCE

Full literature reference

DATA

Interaction coefficient values

QUALITY

Accuracy of the data
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Figure Error! Reference source not found.-6 Interactions Data Review
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CHOICE

DISPLAYS

DATE

Last modification date of the information

COMMENTS

Any comments associated with the data

KEYS

The short reference code

Other Databook Chapters
There are no specific review facilities for the Literature, Structure, Coprecipitation,
Sorption, Redox and Electrical Chapters.
For further information on general facilities, refer to Additional Facilities on page 265. For
an example of material code review, see Figure Error! Reference source not found.-7
Material Code Review, on the following page.
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Figure Error! Reference source not found.-7 Material Code Review
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Data Reports
The facility is available to report specific information for either an individual species, or
class of species. This facility is normally used to compare data for a class of species, using a
wildcard entry. The function can be used for any databank and in any chapter of OLI
Databook.

Method
Initially, the databank to be searched (e.g., PUBLIC, GEOCHEM, LAB) must be specified
followed by the relevant chapter on the succeeding screen. The Action Key is then used and
the Reports facility chosen. (Note: When using the Experimental or Literature Databook
Chapters the required chapter section must be specified prior to using the Action Key).
From the report type list displayed the "Quick Lists" option is specified. An index of data
items available for reporting from the particular working chapter is then shown. The user
can select the specific information to be reported using the Arrows and <Space Bar> keys.
(Note: A maximum of 10 items to be reported from a chapter can be selected).
On completing the Report Item definition and pressing the Enter Key, the user then specifies
for which species the report will be made. The species to be reported can then be specified,
normally using a wildcard entry. Optionally, the user can use the Action Key and choose
the Search facility, to change the way the species in the report are located (e.g., "By Species
Name" instead of "By Formula").
The Search options available depend upon which Databook Chapter is being used and are
described in detail in Locating A Species on page 234.
The procedure for producing a species specific data report is summarized in the schematic
diagram (Figure Error! Reference source not found.-8 Producing a Species Report) on
page 263.
Output Choices
Reports are sent to the screen by default. Alternately, a report can be sent to a disk file or to
the printer by using the Action Key and choosing the Output facility.
Report Options
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The "Quick Lists" option automatically assigns headings to a report, determines whether the
report will be presented in Row (>80 characters) or column (<80 characters) format, and
uses the internal order of the data to determine the data order in a report. The Options
facility, when implemented, will allow the user to override the Quick List defaults.
Figure Error! Reference source not found.-8 Producing a Species Report
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Additional Facilities
Facilities in addition to those already described in the previous chapters of this section, are
available to the user to perform various operations within OLI Databook. The functions are
available in all chapters of the Databook and are screen specific (i.e., only available on
certain screens). Access to the required facility is obtained by pressing the Action Key and
choosing the appropriate facility.
The available facilities are described by screen Option heading below.

Options
This function allows the user to change directories, switch audible sound signal on or off,
and set up file options. Each facility is described below:

Change Directories - This facility is used if a private databank either has been created or is
to be created in a directory other than the working directory (e.g., OLI\ESP\TEST).
The user simply enters the directory name in the correct format.
Sound On/Off - On Databook is designed to give an audible on Error
response
to
incorrect user input. This is known as the "Sound on Error" option. "Sound Off" is
also available. The preferred option is selected using the Arrows and Enter Key.
Set Up Options - This option allows OLI software users to customize Editor and Browser
facilities to meet their requirements. The default settings of the two facilities are
identical. Both use the MS-DOS editor, recognized by the name "EDIT". If a
different editor/browser is desired, enter the command name of the editor in place of
the default name.

New Item
When this facility is implemented, it will provide the ability to display and update the OLI
Databook Dictionary. The Databook Dictionary is where data items and their attributes are
defined and stored.
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Import/Export
This option allows data to be either imported to or exported from OLI Databanks. At
present, usable import formats include "ESP Readable" and "ASCII Transfer", while export
formats are limited to "ASCII Transfer".
This facility is mainly used for private user defined databanks but is also available to the
OLI defined databanks (i.e., PUBLIC, GEOCHEM, LAB). However, the data within these
databanks are password protected and the Import/Export facility cannot be used without
obtaining permission (i.e., the password) from OLI Systems, Inc. For further information
please contact:
OLI Systems, Inc. (Customer Services)
American Enterprise Park
108 American Road
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Tel: (973) 539-4996
Fax: (973) 539-5922
support@olisystems.com
www.olisystems.com

The two facilities will now be described in detail.

Import
Initially the file containing the data to be imported must be loaded onto the computer. The
file name must comply with either ASCII Transfer or ESP Readable formats file extensions
.Axx or .ESR respectively. Descriptions of the ESP Readable file are found on the
following pages. A description of the ASCII Transfer file is not given, since this file is used
for internal Import/Export only.
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Figure Error! Reference source not found.-9 Import/Export
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Note, the ASCII Transfer file extension is given a sequential identification number which
corresponds to the particular Databook chapter the data is to be imported to, i.e.,
Import to:

ASCII file extension

Species Chapter

.A01 - .A03

Synonym Chapter

.A04

Experimental Chapter:
Vapor Pressure
Specific Heat
Solubility
Activity Coefficients
Density Interactions

.A05
.A06
.A07
.A08
.A09

Interactions Chapter

.A10

Literature Chapter:
References
Equations
Material Codes
Ion Codes

.A11
.A12
.A13
.A14

Structures Chapter

.A15

Coprecipitation Chapter

.A16

Sorption Chapter

.A17

REDOX Chapter

.A18

Transport

.A19

The ESP readable format, also called ESR format, was developed by OLI to allow an
alternative to Databook screen entry when preparing species. The ESR format allows a text
editor to be used to collect the data needed for a species. The Databook Import function
than reads the ESR file, and adds the species to the current databank.
The outline of an ESR file has been included below. This format can be followed when
making new species or new species' phases for an OLI private databank. A template file
called OUTLINE.ESR contains this outline and is included with other system files in the
ESP system directory.
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Esr Template Guidelines
1. Each line in an ESR file is organized into a keyword, and then values. The keyword
always starts in column 1, and the value, always in column 9. For data items which
have more than one value, (e.g., MATC), values are separated by one or more blanks.
2. The character ";" in column 1 of the record signals a comment.
3. The character "+" in column 1 of the record signals continuation. The data which
follows on that record is a continuation of the data on the previous record.
4. The square brackets in the outline file, [], indicate the data which should be entered for
that line. When using the OUTLINE.ESR file, replace the brackets with the values for
that keyword.
5. The use of < > in the outline file indicates that a Support Record can be added for that
value. There are two forms of the Support Record syntax, depending on whether the
value is a single value, or a set of coefficients. These forms are listed at the end of the
file.
6. The keyword is up to eight characters long, however, only the characters in columns 1-4
are used to identify the record. The names allowed as keywords are the same names
which are listed in the ASCII file PUBLIC.DIC, located in the ESP system directory.
The PUBLIC.DIC file contains the descriptions and required units for each of the
keywords and may prove helpful when creating an ESR file.
7. An ESR file can be used to either add a species, a species phase, or to update a species.
The Import function of the Databook controls this choice.
8. If there are no values for an item, its keyword can be omitted from the file.

ESP Readable Format
; ESR FILE
;
NAME
;
SYN
+
;
ORG
CHEM
LOLN
IUPAC
FORM

[Up to 16 characters]
[Up to 80 characters]
[Unlimited synonyms, starting each synonym on a new "+" line]
[Organic/inorganic indicator, I or O]
["Common" Chemical formula, up to 28 characters]
[List of Lists Name, up to 75 characters]
[IUPAC name, up to 74 characters]
[Empirical formula, up to 20 characters]
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CAS
[CAS registry number, up to 12 characters]
MOLWT
[Molecular weight, up to 13 characters]
MATC
[Material codes, up to 5 integers, separated by blanks]
STOI
[Stoich coeffs, up to 5 real numbers, separated by blanks]
;
;
PHASE VAPOR
;
ACENT
[Acentric factor, up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
TCRIT
[Critical temperature, up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
PCRIT
[Critical pressure, up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
VCRIT
[Critical volume, up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
BOIL
[Boiling point, up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
GREF
[Free energy of formation (ref.), up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
HREF
[Enthalpy of formation (ref.), up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
SREF
[Entropy (ref.), up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
CPREF
[Heat capacity (ref.), up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
VP
[Vapor pressure coefs, 5 values up to 13 characters, separated by blanks]
+
<Form 2>
CP
[Heat capacity coefs, 5 values up to 13 characters, separated by blanks]
+
<Form 2>
SOLU
[Solubility coefs, 5 values up to 13 characters, separated by blanks]
+
<Form 2>
EQUA
[Equilibrium equation, up to 80 characters, enclosed in $...=...$]
PHASE AQUEOUS
;
GREF
[Free energy of formation (ref.), up to 13 chars]
<Form 1>
HREF
[Enthalpy of formation (ref.), up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
SREF
[Entropy (ref.), up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
CPREF
[Heat capacity (ref.), up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
VREF
[Volume (ref.), up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
ZRAC
[Rackett Z value, up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
CHARGE
[Ion charge, real number]
IONTYPE
[Ion type, integer code]
HTYPE
[Helgeson ion type, integer code]
IONCODE
[Ion code, integer (see literature chapter)]
STYPE
[Solubility indicator: 0 or 1]
KFIT
[Kfit coefs, 5 values up to 13 characters, separated by blanks]
+
<Form 2>
HKF
[Helgeson coefs, 7 values up to 13 characters, separated by blanks]
+
<Form 2>
EQUA
[Equilibrium equation, up to 80 characters, enclosed in $...=...$]
BINT
[Binter Parameter, up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
SPR
[Radii, 6 values up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
;
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ESP Readable Format (continued)
PHASE SOLID
;
GREF
[Free energy of formation (ref.), up to 13 chars]
<Form 1>
HREF
[Enthalpy of formation (ref.), up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
SREF
[Entropy (ref.), up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
CPREF
[Heat capacity (ref.), up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
VREF
[Volume (ref.), up to 13 characters]
<Form 1>
TRN
[Number of solid phase transitions, one character]
RHO
[Density coefs, 5 values up to 13 characters, separated by blanks]
+
<Form 2>
KFIT
[Kfit coefs, 5 values up to 13 characters, separated by blanks]
+
<Form 2>
TTR
[Phase transition temperatures, 8 values up to 13 characters]
+
<Form 2>
HTR
[Phase transition enthalpy, 8 values up to 13 characters]
+
<Form 2>
CP1
[Heat capacity coefs, 5 values up to 13 chars, sepd by blanks for first
phase]
+
<Form 2>
CP2 [Heat capacity coefs, 5 values up to 13 chars, sepd by blanks for second phase]
+
<Form 2>
CP3
[Heat capacity coefs, 5 values up to 13 chars, sepd by blanks for third
phase]
+
<Form 2>
CP4
[Heat capacity coefs, 5 values up to 13 chars, sepd by blanks for fourth
phase]
+
<Form 2>
CP5
[Heat capacity coefs, 5 values up to 13 chars, sepd by blanks for fifth
phase]
+
<Form 2>
CP6
[Heat capacity coefs, 5 values up to 13 chars, sepd by blanks for sixth
phase]
+
<Form 2>
CP7
[Heat capacity coefs, 5 values up to 13 chars, sepd by blanks for seventh
phase]
+
<Form 2>
EQUA
[Equilibrium equation, up to 80 char, enclosed in $...=...$]
END

; Form 1: \reference page#\date\creator\history uncert\
;

Form 1 Example: \90DIP D:1570\11/22/92\OLI\REC 10%\
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;
; Form 2: \reference page#\date\creator\history uncert\t1 t2\eqno\
To import data, the user must initially select the appropriate databank to which the species
data is to be added, followed by the relevant Databook chapter (i.e., Species, Synonym,
etc.). The Action Key is then used and the "Import/Export" option chosen, followed by the
"Import" title on the succeeding screen. (Note: When importing data to either the
Experimental or Literature Chapters the relevant chapter section (i.e., Vapor Pressure,
References) must be specified prior to using the Action Key).
The Action Key is then re-used and the "Format" option selected. The type of file to be
imported (i.e., ASCII or ESP Readable) can then be selected using the Arrow Keys and
Enter Key.
The name of the file to be imported is then specified and the data transfer performed.
After importing several files into a databank, the databank should then be re-indexed to
increase performance. Reference Control on page 272 for the re-indexing procedure.

Export
This facility is used either to export data to a separate file or to copy data to another
databank. At present, data exporting can only be achieved using the ASCII Transfer format,
that is the export file is given the extension .Axx identifier. (Note: The identifier is given a
sequential number value which corresponds to the chapter from which the data is exported See Import description for full listing). When exporting data to an ASCII Transfer file the
software automatically provides the appropriate file extension code.

Method For Export
To export data, the user must initially select the relevant databank and chapter from which
the data is to be exported. The Action Key is then used and the "Import/Export" option
chosen, followed by the "Export" title on the succeeding screen. (Note: When exporting
data from either the Experimental or Literature Chapters the relevant chapter section (i.e.,
Vapor Pressure, References) must be specified prior to using the Action Key).

Control
This facility allows the user to perform specific actions on a private databank which include:
re-indexing the databank, assigning password protection to the databank and copying or
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deleting species information. A schematic of the procedure, Figure Error! Reference
source not found.-10 Control Options, is on the following page.

Method
To use the Control facility the user must initially select the relevant private databank to be
accessed, followed by the specific Databook chapter. The Action Key is then used and the
Control facility chosen. An index of facilities available are displayed and the appropriate
function chosen using the Arrow Keys and Enter Key. The functions include:





Re-index Data
Delete Data
Copy Data
Password Control

Re-Index Databank
This option is available to enable the user to update the databank species index after
performing various functions. The databank should be re-indexed after either importing to
(Reference Import/Export pg. 266) or deleting species data from the databank.
This procedure is performed by selecting the appropriate heading from the menu and
pressing the Enter Key. The databank is automatically re-indexed.

Delete Data
The "Delete Data" option is available for the user to delete specific information from the
relevant Databook chapter.
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Figure Error! Reference source not found.-10 Control Options
OLI DATABOOK

SELECT PRIVATE DATABANK

SELECT DATABOOK CHAPTER

SELECT RELEVANT CHAPTER SECTION
(Experimental & Literature Chapters Only)
Action Key

Delete Species

SELECT "CONTROL" OPTION
Re-Index Databank
Delete Species
Copy Species (Not Available)
Passwork Control

Pasword Control

SPECIFY SPECIES

SPECIFY PASSWORD CODE

CONFIRM DATA TO BE DELETED

VERIFY DEFINED PASSWORD
CODE

FINISH

FINISH
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For example, when working in the Species Chapter, the user can delete all data for a
particular species, or a particular type (phase) of data (i.e., General information,
Aqueous/Vapor/Solid phase).
To delete data the user must specify the data to be deleted from the accessed Databook
chapter, by identifying the species to be deleted either by name, formula, periodic table, etc.
The Search facilities are described in Locating A Species on page 234.
Once the species to be deleted has been identified a message is displayed asking the user to
confirm the deletion request. The user can either cancel or proceed with the data deletion by
selecting the appropriate response and pressing the Enter Key.

Copy Data
This option is currently not available in OLI Databook. If the user wished to copy species
data either to disk or another directory or databank the Import/Export facility must be used.
After exporting the file, the file must be manually edited and the name of the new databank
must be substituted for the exporting databank's name prior to performing an Import to the
target databank. (The Export facility is described in Import/Export on pg. 266).

Password Control
This option allows the user to password protect a private databank in order to insure the
integrity of the data. Once assigned the user cannot modify (i.e., delete, import, export, etc.)
the databank information, using the available options without entering the password code.
When assigning a password code, the user must first select the "Password Control" option of
the "Control" facility. The user is prompted to enter the password code to be assigned,
which must then be verified by re-entering the assigned password code.
The password protection does not come into effect until the user exits from the Databook. A
new password can be assigned at any time.
The Control facility procedures are summarized in the schematic diagram (Figure Error!
Reference source not found.-9 Import/Export) on page 267.
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Edit
This facility is used to either modify existing data or define new data in a private databank.
The Species Chapter can be edited by simply using the Action Key and selecting the Edit
facility. Data can then be added, deleted or modified accordingly. For all other Databook
chapters, data can only be edited by using the Edit Facility in conjunction with the Mode
facility (Reference Additional Facilities, Edit, Mode on page 276). This facility is
discussed in greater detail in Making A Private Databank on page 278.

Mode
This facility is only available after the Edit facility has been selected. It must be used when
editing data in all chapters other than the Species Chapter of a private databank.
The function is accessed by using the Action Key and selecting the Mode facility. The user
can then specify if data is to be inserted or deleted from a chapter.
On selecting the "Insert" option the user can enter or modify data accordingly.
The "Delete" option allows the user to remove specific data entries. This is achieved by
simply highlighting the item to be deleted and pressing the Enter Key.

File
This facility is used when the user completes editing data in a private databank. It allows
the user to either save the new data, cancel the changes made, or exit the Edit Mode of
operation.
The function is accessed using the Action Key and selecting the File facility. The
appropriate option (i.e., Save, Cancel, Exit) is then chosen.

Records
This is an important facility and can only be accessed after selecting the Edit facility
(Reference Edit pg. 276 for either the Species, Experimental or Interactions Chapter of the
Databook). The Records facility is accessed by using the Action Key and selecting Records.
The facility allows the user to specify either Supporting data or Comment (e.g., user notes)
on data previously specified in the private databank.
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It is a critical facility when the user specifies either literature references or function
dependent equations in the Literature Chapter of the Databook (Reference Literature
Chapter on pg. 288 for further details). This is because reference codes, equations codes and
equation calculation limits and units must be defined in this Records facility in order for
Literature Chapter user definitions to be recognized by the software.
If these items are not recorded in the Records facility, the Literature Chapter defined items
are ignored by the software.
Upon selecting the Records Facility, the user can choose to either define Support, Comment
or Archive information for the species of interest.

Support Record
This option allows the user to specify important supporting information for a particular
species. If a function dependent equation has previously been specified for a particular
species property, its respective Equation Code identifier and calculation limits must be
specified in this section. Similarly, a reference code must also be defined if a literature
reference is to be included in the databank.
The supporting information which can be entered is identified with a displayed keyword.
The user simply enters the relevant information adjacent to the respective keyword. The
displayed keywords are as follows:

KEYWORD

DATA DESCRIPTION

DATE

File modification data

CREA

User initials

REF 1

Literature Reference Code

PAGE

Literature Reference page number

EQNO 2

Function dependent relationship Equation Code

TRAN 2

Calculation limits for function dependent equation. Two entries
required.

QUAL

Specifies the data history and quality (accuracy).
The data history can be identified with either:
REC - user recommended
EST - estimated
EXP - experimental
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The data quality can be expressed as either a percentage, standard
deviation or variable deviation.
Specification of units for which experimental or function
relationships are defined. Two entries are normally required. If no
units are entered, SI units are assumed.

UNIT 3

Note 1

REF must be defined when a literature reference has been specified.

Note 2

EQNO and TRAN must be defined when a function dependent equation has
been specified.

Note 3

UNIT must be defined when either experimental or function relationships are
defined.

Comments Record
This option allows the user to comment on defined information for a particular species. The
function is optional and is generally used to clarify previously specified data.

Archive Record
This is currently not available but it will contain the date, value and reason for updating a
specific data entry in the Databank.

Making A Private Databank
The facility is available for the user to build a private species databank. It is used to specify
data for species that are not included in the OLI supplied databanks (e.g.., PUBLIC,
GEOCHEM, etc.).
The user can define species data in all chapters of the Databook except Structures.
However, important species property information is generally entered into the Species
Chapter of the Databook, with supporting data entered into remaining chapters.
When specifying a private databank the user must select the "New Databank" option from
the initial display. The databank is then identified with a name which can be between 1-8
characters in length. The first three characters of the new databank name must be unique
(i.e., different from the first three characters of any other databank in the directory the user
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is working in). This completes the generation of a skeletal private databank into which
species information can be defined.
The appropriate chapter of the Databook is chosen and species data entered, by using the
Action Key and selecting the Edit facility.
The format for data entry into each chapter is described below.

Species Chapter
This chapter is the most commonly used by the user when specifying species data in a
private databank. It is possible to specify all the required information which is used in
equilibrium calculations in this one chapter of the Databook.
Method
In order to enter data in this chapter the user must first select the Species Chapter of the
Databook and name the species to be included. A message is then displayed asking the user
to confirm that new species data is to be entered into the databank.
Upon confirmation, the user can select the type of data to be specified (i.e., General
Information, Aqueous Phase, Vapor Phase, Solid Phase) using the Arrow Keys and Enter
Key.
The data is entered by editing the displayed species information. This is achieved by using
the Action Key and selecting the Edit facility. The relevant information is then inserted
adjacent to the appropriate software keyword identifier. Complete keyword descriptions for
this chapter can be referenced in Species Chapter on page 223.
The entered data is saved by using the Action Key, selecting the File facility, and choosing
the "Save" or "Exit" option on the succeeding menu.
For convenience, the entry of a new aqueous complex is made convenient and is described
under Aqueous Phase Data below.
Minimum Data Required
When specifying species data which is to be used in OLI's thermodynamic calculations, a
minimum amount of information must be specified by the user. Some items need to be
defined regardless of which species phase is to be considered, while other items are phase
specific. The data items for each chapter section include:
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General Information
Software Keyword

Data Description

FORM

Empirical formula

MOLW

Molecular weight

MATC

Species elements material codes (defined in Literature Chapter)

STOI

Stoichiometry of species material code elements

Aqueous Phase Data
Software Keyword

Data Description

GREF1

Gibbs free energy of formation

HREF1

Enthalpy of formation

SREF1

Reference state entropy

Software Keyword

Data Description

CPREF

Reference state heat capacity

HKF

Helgeson coefficients (determined by ESP Estimate)

ZRAC

Rackett Z value (required for organic species only)

EQUA

Aqueous intraphase equilibrium equation

Note 1:

Either KFIT or GREF, HREF, and SREF data need to be specified. If KFIT
coefficients are defined for a relationship, then equilibrium can be predicted,
by the software accordingly. However, if GREF, HREF and SREF are
missing, then applications involving the enthalpy or volume of the aqueous
phase species will be in error.

For convenience, aqueous, stepwise complexes can be entered in a convenient way as
follows:
First, select the Aqueous Phase. Next, from the Action Bar select Complex. A convenient
screen will now appear which allows for the following entries:
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Metal - This must be a primary (only containing a single element) cation already
contained in a standard OLI Databank or the one invoked by the user.



Ligand - This must be a primary anion already contained in a standard OLI Databank
or the one invoked by the user.



Background Electrolyte - The default is NaCl. Since most published stability
constants are reported at ionic strength greater than 0.0, OLI must extrapolate the
published constant to I=0.0. To do this, some background electrolyte must be
identified for such cases.



Maximum Order for Metal - The default is 1. The entry should be the highest
stoichrometric order the cation will achieve.



Temperature - This is the temperature (one or two can be entered) at which the
stability constant was measured.

Once the appropriate entries are made, press the <ENTER> key and a screen will appear
which will provide an equation for each stage of complexation plus a column for user
entry of LogK (mandatory) and DeltaH (optional).
Vapor Phase Data
Software Keyword

Data Description

ACEN

Species acentric factor

TCRI

Critical temperature

PCRI

Critical pressure

VCRI

Critical volume

GREF

Gibbs free energy of formation

HREF

Enthalpy of formation

SREF

Reference state entropy

CPRE

Reference state heat capacity

EQUA

Vapor-Aqueous phase equilibrium equation
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Solid Phase Data
Software Keyword

Data Description

GREF1
SREF1

Gibbs free energy of formation
Reference state entropy

HREF 1

Enthalpy of formation

CPRE

Reference state heat capacity

EQUA

Solid-Aqueous phase equilibrium equation

KFIT 1

Equilibrium constant polynomial relationship coefficient values.

Note 1:

Either KFIT or GREF, HREF, and SREF data need to be specified. If KFIT
coefficients are defined for a relationship, then equilibrium can be predicted,
by the software accordingly. However, if GREF, HREF and SREF are
missing, then applications involving the enthalpy or volume of the solid
phase(s) will be in error.

Ionic Species
When defining data for an aqueous phase ionic species three additional items need to be
specified, namely:
Software Keyword

Data Description

CHAR

Species ion charge (defined in Literature Chapter)

IONC

Species ion code

IONT

Helgeson ion type (A list of ion types is displayed via the <F1> Help
Key). The above lists are the minimum data requirements to be
specified for species to be used in equilibrium calculations.
However, the user may define any other data which is relevant to this
chapter. A complete listing of software keywords for this chapter
can be referenced in Chapter Descriptions, Species Chapter on page
223 of this section.

Guidelines
When specifying data in this chapter the user should comply with the following guidelines
to insure correct data specification:
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1. Ionic Species - The species name must be suffixed with the keyword ION and data can
only be defined for aqueous phase species.
2. Equations - When specifying equilibrium equation must be defined in upper case
characters (e.g., a species must be defined in an equation as NACLAY and not as
NaClay for example).
3. Equation naming conventions - The species for which data is being defined must be
entered as the first reactant species of its equilibrium equation. Also, the reactant and
product species phases in the equation must be identified using a software keyword
suffix. The keywords available are:

Software Keyword

Phase Description

AQ

Aqueous phase

PPT

Solid phase

VAP
ION

Vapor phase
Ionic species in aqueous phase

SUS

Suspended solids phase (normally used for biotreatment
models)

SOL

Solution phase not in equilibrium with bulk aqueous phase
(normally used for ion exchange models)

4. Species Elements - When a species is defined which contains elemental components
which are already defined in the PUBLIC Databank the private databank definition for
the element (i.e., OLI Name, Material Code Number, Ion Code Number) must be
consistent with the PUBLIC Databank Specification.
5. Material Codes - For new species not already defined in the PUBLIC Databook, a
material code must be assigned. An integer value must be used which does not exist in
the PUBLIC Databank (i.e., no material codes listing two species can have the same
material code). The user should use integers in the range 9001-9999 which are reserved
for specific user requirements. Species material codes are defined in the Literature
Chapter of the Databook (Reference Making A Private Databank, Literature Chapter
on page 288 for further details).
6. Ion Codes - An ion code must be assigned for species not defined in OLI's PUBLIC
Databank. An integer value must be used which does not exist in the PUBLIC
Databank ion codes listing. The user should assign values in the range 9001-9999 which
are reserved for specific user requirements. Species ion codes are defined in the
Literature Chapter of the Databook (Reference Making A Private Databank, Literature
Chapter on page 288 for further details).
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7. Equation Coefficients - When defining a function dependent relationship for either CP,
VP, SOL, KFIT or RHO variables, the coefficients must be defined as real values in the
Species Chapter of the Databook. The actual function-dependent relationship should be
found in the Literature Chapter (Reference Making A Private Databank, Literature
Chapter on page 288 for further details). New function-dependent relationships can
only be added by contacting OLI and requesting the addition.

Synonyms Chapter
This chapter is normally accessed to supply supporting information for a particular species.
The user can define alternative names (synonyms) for which a species is recognized.
Generally, synonyms are only specified for species which have been defined in the Species
Chapter of the Databook. Once a synonym has been defined, data can be accessed in the
Species Chapter for a species using any of the specified synonym name.

Method
In order to enter data in this chapter the user must first select the Synonym Chapter of the
Databook and name the species to be included. For new species not previously defined in
another chapter of the Databook, the user is asked to confirm the new data entry into the
Synonym Chapter.

Data Entry
The data is entered by editing the displayed species. This is achieved by using the Action
Key and selecting the Edit facility. The Action Key is then re-used and the Mode facility
chosen. Upon the selection of Mode, the user can specify if data is to be inserted or deleted
into this chapter.
The "Insert" option allows the user to enter species synonym names into the displayed file.
Only one species name can be defined per row of the file. The user exits the Insert mode by
moving the cursor to the row below the last data entry and pressing the Enter Key. The
information is then saved by using the Action Key, selecting the File facility, and choosing
the "Save" option from the displayed menu. "Exit" will also save the data.
The "Delete" option of the Mode facility allows the user to delete synonym name
information. Data is simply deleted by choosing this option, highlighting the specific name
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to be deleted and pressing the Enter Key. The user is asked to confirm the data deletion
request, prior to the item being removed.

Experimental Chapter
This chapter allows the user to enter source (e.g., experimental) data sets for species
variables which are dependent on temperature or concentration properties. The user can
tabulate data for specific heat, vapor pressure and solubility variables as a function of
temperature. Activity coefficient and density coefficient interaction parameter data can also
be entered as a function of concentration if required.

Method
In order to enter data, the appropriate section of the Experimental Chapter must initially be
accessed. The user then specifies the species for which data is to be defined. When
specifying either activity coefficient or density interaction coefficients the species must be
defined as an pair of ionic compounds. On confirming the new data entry the user must
define the species phase and quote a reference code for the data.

Phase/Reference
This is achieved by using the Action Key and selecting the Edit facility. The Action Key is
then re-used and the Mode facility chosen. From the succeeding screen the "Insert" option
is selected. The user can then enter the required species phase and reference code data. The
phase must be defined as either Solid, Aqueous or Vapor. The reference code format is at
the discretion of the user; however, the format described in Locating A Species, Search By
Code, References Section on page 246 is recommended. Both items must be entered by the
user, otherwise species experimental values cannot subsequently be defined.
The entry is saved by using the Action Key, selecting the File facility and choosing the
"Save" or "Exit" option.

Experimental Data
In order to include experimental data the following procedure needs to be performed.
Initially, the user should highlight the Phase/Reference Code which has previously been
defined and then use the Action Key and select the View facility.
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From the succeeding menu, the "Data" option is chosen. This then displays a new screen
into which the information of interest is entered.

Data Entry
The data is edited by using the Action Key and selecting the Edit facility. The Action Key
is then re-used and the Mode facility chosen. The user can then specify if data is to be
inserted or deleted.
On selecting the "Insert" option, the data can then be entered into the file under the
appropriate displayed headings.
If required, the user can select the type of data units (i.e., Metric, SI, English, etc.) to be
displayed (Reference Reviewing Species Data, Display Units pg. 250).
The data is saved by using the Action Key, selecting the File facility, and specifying the
"Save" or "Exit" options from the succeeding menu.

Guidelines
1. When defining experimental data the user should insure that the phase of a species is
correctly specified for a particular data entry. For example, the solid phase for a
species should not be specified when entering data in the Vapor Pressure section of the
Experimental Chapter. Generally, data is specified in the Chapter sections for the
following phases:
Chapter Section
Species Phase
Vapor Pressure

Vapor

Heat Capacity

Vapor, Aqueous, Solid

Density (pure solid)

Solid

Solubility

Vapor

Activity Interaction Coefficients

Aqueous

Density Interaction Coefficients

Aqueous

2. The supporting literature reference and quality of the defined data are specified in the
Literature Chapter (Reference Making A Private Databank, Literature Chapter pg.
288) and in Records (Reference Additional Facilities, Edit, Records pg. 276)
respectively.
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3. The units in which experimental data has been specified must also be defined through
the Records facility (Reference Additional Facilities, Edit, Records pg. 276). If this is
not carried out, the defined data will not be recognized by the software.

Interactions Chapter
This chapter allows the user to enter interaction parameters for species of interest which are
used in thermodynamic calculations performed by the software.

The following five types of parameters may be defined:
Interaction Type
BROMLEY

Description
Ion-Ion interaction parameters used in ProChem and ESP's activity
coefficient equations

DENSITY

Interaction parameters (ion-ion, and molecule-molecule) used in
ProChem and ESP's aqueous density equations

PITZER

Ion-molecule and molecule-molecule interaction parameters used in
ProChem and ESP's activity coefficient equations

SRK

Interaction parameters used in the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK)
Equation of State which is used in ProChem and ESP's nonaqueous
thermodynamic framework

Method
In order to enter data, the Interactions Chapter must initially be accessed. The user then
specifies the pair of species for which data is to be defined. On confirming the new species
data entry, the user must define the type of interaction parameter to be entered.

Interaction Type
Selecting an alternative type is achieved by using Action Key and selecting the Edit facility.
The Action Key is then re-used and the Mode facility chosen. From the succeeding screen
the "Insert" option is selected. The user can then enter the type of interaction parameter to
be specified. This is achieved by using one of the above quoted parameter type keywords.
The entry is saved by using the Action Key, selecting the File facility and choosing the
"Save" or "Exit" option. Exit automatically saves the data.
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Coefficient Data Entry
In order to include interaction coefficient data the following procedure can be used.
Initially, the user should highlight the Interaction Type which has previously been defined,
and then use the Action Key and select the View facility. From the succeeding menu, the
"Data" option is chosen. This then displays a new data file into which the interaction
parameters are entered. Data entry is achieved by using the Action Key and selecting the
Edit facility.
The information is saved by using the Action Key, selecting the File facility, and choosing
the "Save" or "Exit" option from the succeeding menu.

Reference
If the interaction data is taken from literature which is to be referenced, the full literature
reference and code needs to be defined in the Literature Chapter of the Databook (Reference
Making A Private Databank, Literature Chapter pg. 288). However, in order for the
reference to be identified the reference code must be defined in the Records facility
(Reference Additional Facilities, Edit, Records pg. 276 for further details).

Literature Chapter
This chapter allows the user to specify full literature references, function dependent
relationships for specific properties, and new material and ion codes for species.

References
A full literature reference can be defined for experimental data, interaction parameter data
and function dependent equations for a species, if required.
This is achieved by initially selecting the References Section of the Literature Chapter and
then entering a Reference Code by which the full literature reference is to be identified. The
code format is at the discretion of the user; however, OLI recommends that the reference
code conventions of year and author be followed. This allows organization within the
private databanks as well as consistency with existing references (Reference Search By
Code, References Section pg. 246 for reference code syntax). On pressing the Enter Key a
new reference screen is displayed which can then be edited.
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Method
The reference is edited by using the Action Key and selecting the Edit facility. In order to
insert data the Action Key must be re-used, the Mode facility selected and the "Insert"
option chosen from the succeeding screen. The full literature reference can then be added to
the databank. The user can save this information by using the File facility.
Initially, the cursor should be moved to the next line succeeding the literature reference and
the Enter Key pressed. The Action Key is then used, the File facility chosen and the "Save"
or "Exit" option selected.

Guidelines
1. When defining a complete literature reference the user must insure that the respective
reference code is defined in the Records facility of the appropriate Databook Chapter
(Reference Making A Private Databank, Literature Chapter, References on page 288
for further details).
2. The Records facility is available in the Species, Experimental and Interaction Chapters
of the Databook. Hence, if data is defined in either the Experimental or Interactions
Chapters for a species, the literature reference code must be included in the appropriate
Chapter Section Record, as well as in the Species Chapter.
For example, if experimental data for vapor pressure and specific heat are defined for the
same species of interest, the respective literature reference codes for the two sets of data
must be specified in the appropriate sections of the Experimental Chapter of the
Databook.
An exception to this rule is if a function dependent relationship is defined in the
Equations section of the Literature Chapter. The respective literature reference code is
included in the Species Chapter Record of the Databook. This procedure is described in
detail in the following chapter.

Equations
If desired, the user can define relationships to express variables as a function of temperature.
The variables that can be defined include vapor pressure, specific heat, equilibrium constant,
density and solubility variables.
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At the present time, the relationships are defined in the Equations Section for documentation
purposes only. For the program to use a new relationship, OLI Systems must be contacted.

Method
In order to add a function relationship (for documentation purposes only), the Equations
section of the Literature Chapter is initially accessed. The user can then enter an Equation
Code by which the function relationship is to be identified. The format of the code is at the
discretion of the user but it is advisable to use the PUBLIC Databook Equation Codes
format (See below).
On pressing the Enter Key a new equation file is displayed which can then be edited.

Data Entry
The equations file is edited by using the Action Key and selecting the Edit facility. In order
to insert data the Action Key must be re-used, the Mode facility selected, and the "Insert"
option chosen from the succeeding screen.
The full function relationship can then be added to the file. The relationship data is saved by
using the File Facility. Initially the cursor should be moved to the succeeding line below the
equation definition and the Enter Key pressed. The Action Key is then used, the File facility
chosen and the "Save" option selected.
The relationships that can be used are listed below. The PUBLIC Databook Equation Codes
are also shown and may be used by the user, if entering new data.
Vapor Pressure
Code E004

LOG10(Y) = A - B/(C+T)

Code E101

Y = EXP(a+b/T+c*LN(T)+d*T**e)

Specific Heat
Code E002

Y = a + b*T + c/T**2 + d*T**2

Code E003
Y = a + b*T + c/T**2 + d*T**2 + e*T**3
Equilibrium Constant
Code E001

LOG10(Y) = a + b/T + c*T + d*T**2
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Solubility
Code E001

LOG10(Y) = a + b/T + c*T + d*T**2

Density
Code E003

Y = a + b*T + c/T**2 + d*T**2 + e*T**3.

Guidelines
1. When defining a function relationship the user must specify the equation coefficients to
be used, in the Species Chapter of the Databook. A maximum of five coefficients may
be defined and are recognized by the following keywords:
Keyword

Coefficient Type

VP

Vapor Pressure

CP

Specific Heat

KFIT

Equilibrium Constant

SOLU

Solubility

RHO

Density

For further details refer to Making A Private Databank, Species Chapter on page 279 of
this section.
2. The user must also insure that the respective equation calculation limits and code units
are defined through the Records facility of the Species Chapter of the Databook for the
species of interest. If this is not performed, the defined equation will not be recognized
by the software.
The procedure for using the Records facility is described in Records on page 276 of
this section.

Material/Ion Codes
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Material and ion codes need to be defined for new species which are not included in the
PUBLIC Databank. The two types of code are a requirement of OLI's equilibrium
calculations and are used to uniquely identify a particular species.
In order to insure new species are identified with unique variables, the integer values in the
range 9001-9999 are reserved for use in private databanks.
When defining a new material or ion code, the user can either specify the new number to be
specified or enter the species symbol for which the number is to be defined.

Accessing By Number
Initially, the user should access the appropriate section (i.e., Material Codes, Ion Codes) of
the Literature Chapter of the Databook. The new code to be defined can then be specified
on the succeeding screen. On pressing the Enter Key, a new screen is displayed which must
be edited to include the required information.

Accessing By Symbol
If preferred, the user can define a new material or ion code using the species symbol rather
than code number.
On selecting the appropriate Literature Chapter section to be accessed, the user should use
the Action Key and select the Search facility. From the resulting menu displayed, the user
should select the "By Symbol" option. The new species symbol can then be entered. This
symbol can either be a chemical formula or a species name, and must be suffixed with either
the species valence or ionic charge state respectively.

Valence
For material codes, the species valence state is represented with an integer value prefixed
with either a positive +, or negative - symbol enclosed in brackets (i.e., A(+2)). The species
symbol does not have to be suffixed with the valence state for species exhibiting zero
valence.

Ionic Charge For Ion Codes
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For ionic species the charge is represented by suffixing the species symbol with either
positive "+", or negative "-", signs. The number of signs used represents the ionic charge
(i.e., A++).
On confirming the new species entry, a new file is displayed which must be edited to
include the required information.
Data Entry
In order to edit the displayed screen the Action Key is used and the Edit facility chosen. The
Action Key is then re-used, the Mode facility selected and the "Insert" option chosen from
the succeeding display. The entry can then be edited.
When defining material codes the user must define four items, namely:

Material Code Example
Keyword

Description

NUMB

Material code number to be specified (9001-9999)

SYMB

Species symbol and valence state

CHAR

Species valence state

MOLW

Species molecular weight

Consider a species A with a valence of +2 and a molecular weight of 24.5 for which a new
material code is to be defined.
The data entry will conform to the following format:
Keyword

Value

NUMB

9001

SYMB

A(+2)

CHAR

+2

MOLW

24.5
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Ion Code Example
When defining ion codes, the user must define two items, namely:

Keyword

Description

NUMB

Ion code number to be specified

SYMB

Species symbol and ionic charge state

Consider a species A with an ionic charge of +2 for which a new ion code is to be defined.
The data entry will conform to the following format:

Keyword

Value

NUMB

9001

SYMB

A++

Guidelines
After several additions of material or ion codes, the databank should be re-indexed using
the Control facility (Reference Additional Facilities pg. 265). The defined codes should
also be included in the Species Chapter 3 of the Databook for the species of interest in order
to completely define the code specification.
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